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1 --- Upon commencing at 9:16 a.m.

2

3 OPENING COMMENTS BY CHAIRPERSON:

4                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Good morning,

5 everyone.  I am Karen Botting, vice chair of the

6 Public Utilities Board and acting chairperson for this

7 hearing.  I now call this 2016 Manitoba Public

8 Insurance Corporation General Rate Application hearing

9 to order.

10                MPI has applied to the Public Utilities

11 Board -- excuse me -- for the approval of its premiums

12 to take effect on March 1st, 2016.  This hearing will

13 be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the

14 Crown Corporations Public Review and Accountability

15 Act, the Public Utilities Board Act, and the Board's

16 Rules of Practice and Procedure.  These rules are

17 available on the Board's website for review.

18                In its Application, MPI is seeking no

19 overall rate change for compulsory vehicle insurance

20 and driver premiums for the 2016/'17 insurance year.

21                I'm joined by four (4) other Board

22 members at this hearing: Chairman of the Board, Mr.

23 Regis Gosselin; Board member on my left, Ms. Anita

24 Neville; Board member, Ms. Prov -- Proven on my far

25 right; and Board member, Mr. Al Moran -- Morin on my
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1 immediate right.

2                Also with us today is Darren Kristal,

3 who is secretary of the Board.  He's sitting way over

4 there.  Do you want to wave?  And Ms. Diana Villegas,

5 who will manage our electronic document system.  Do

6 you want to wave, Diana?  Yeah.  I will also introduce

7 Mr. Bob Keelaghan, who will act as our reporter.

8 Transcripts of this hearing will be recorded by Digi-

9 Tran, and made available on our website.

10                We will begin the hearing on each

11 hearing date at 9:00 a.m., and adjourn at

12 approximately 4:00 p.m.  Each day will include a

13 midmorning lunch, and a midmorning break -- sorry, a

14 break at midmorning, lunch, and a midafternoon break.

15                Following closing arguments, the panel

16 will sequester itself and deliberate to make our final

17 determinations on the matters before us.  In the end,

18 we may accept, deny, or vary MPI's Application.  In

19 reaching our decision we will be guided by the

20 evidence, written and oral, and our determination of

21 what represents the public interest.

22                The Board takes its obligation and

23 mandate of protecting the public interest very

24 seriously.  We're concerned not only with the short-

25 term economic impact of MPI's operations on both
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1 ratepayers and MPI itself, but also the fairness of

2 that impact on MPI's long-term fiscal and operational

3 well-being.

4                In addition, the Board views this

5 process as -- as one which should ensure transparency

6 in terms of the Corporation's operations and financial

7 position.

8                In particular, the Board looks forward

9 to hearing evidence and submissions from the parties

10 with respect to the following issues before the Board,

11 among others, the rate order sought by MPI, namely, no

12 overall rate increase, no RSR rebuilding fee, and no

13 changes to other fees and discounts'

14                MPI's financial position, including its

15 financial forecasting accuracy and projected financial

16 results; the DCAT methodology utilized by MPI,

17 together with the appropriate target capital range for

18 MPI's rate stabilization reserve, or RSR, and total

19 equity; MPI's investment portfolio performance and

20 content, together with the asset liability management

21 study; MPI's efforts with respect to road safety and

22 loss prevention and related expenditures; MPI's

23 operating costs and cost-containment efforts; MPI's

24 claims forecasting; benchmarking conducted by MPI;

25 MPI's interest-rate forecasting and duration matching;
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1 MPI's capital expenditures and IT strategy; and MPI's

2 claims, liability, and reserving.

3                We trust that the participants at this

4 hearing will be mindful of cost effectiveness and will

5 employ a cooperative approach, the common goal being

6 to put forward useful evidence to assist the panel in

7 reaching sound decision on the matters before it.

8                We have significant and complex issues

9 before us, and I am confident that we will all

10 approach this process with a view to benefiting the

11 public interest.

12                We look forward to hearing evidence for

13 the first time via the hot tub method -- sounds like

14 fun -- from Luke Johnston and Andrea Sherry with

15 respect to the DCAT and related issues.

16                The Manitoba ombudsman has recently

17 issued privacy guidelines for administrative

18 tribunals.  The PUB is mindful of its obligations

19 under those guidelines.  Its decisions in respect of

20 the application being considered will be sensitive to

21 the guidelines.

22                Personal information will not be

23 disclosed unless it is appropriate and necessary to do

24 so.  However, the PUB advises participants that these

25 proceedings are public, and that, as a result,
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1 personal information protections are reduced.

2                Now, I'll now call on Ms. Grammond for

3 introductions, followed by introductions by MPI and

4 the Intervenors.  And following that, Ms. Grammond

5 will give her int -- introductory remarks.  And then

6 I'll call upon MPI and the Intervenors to give theirs.

7                So I'll call upon Ms. Grammond now.

8                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you,

9 Madam Chair.  I'm Candace Grammond of Pitblado Law for

10 the Board, or appearing for the Board in these

11 proceedings.  With me for the first time, I'm very

12 excited to say, is my colleague, Kathleen McCandless.

13                For those of you that haven't had a

14 chance to meet Kathleen yet, I'd suggest that you do

15 so.  We're going to be working together on this matter

16 going forward.  And, as I say, I'm thrilled that she's

17 here with us.

18                To my far left is Roger Cathcart, who

19 is the Board's accounting advisor, and tomorrow we

20 will be joined by Brian Pelly from Eckler Partners in

21 Toronto who is the Board's actuarial advisory.  So

22 those are our introductions, Madam Chair.

23                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms.

24 Grammond.

25                Ms. Kalinowsky for MPI, would you like
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1 to introduce your panel?

2                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   Good morning.

3 I'm Kathy Kalinowsky.  I'm the general counsel and

4 corporate secretary for Manitoba Public Insurance.

5                To my immediate right is Mr. Dan

6 Guimond, who's the president and chief executive

7 officer.  To his right is Heather Reichert, the vice

8 president of finance and the chief financial officer.

9 And to her right is Luke Johnston, the chief actuary

10 and executive director of pricing and economics.

11 Behind me is Mr. Mike Triggs, the director of legal

12 services.  And to his right is Ms. Dana Frazer, the

13 rate application coordinator for pricing and

14 economics.

15                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms.

16 Kalinowsky.  Mr. Byron Williams, of the CAC please.

17                MR. BYRON WILLIAMS:   Yes, good

18 morning, members of the panel, Madam Chair.  To my

19 right is Mr. Alex Nisbett, who is not only new to the

20 Public Utilities Board, but brand new for -- to Canada

21 as well.  So welcome, Alex.  Our client Ms. Gloria

22 DeSorcy is in the back row, and is -- is looking

23 forward to the proceedings.

24                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  For the

25 Coalition of Manitoba Motorcycle Groups, Mr. Oakes.
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1                MR. RAYMOND OAKES:   Good morning,

2 Madam Chair, members of the Board, ladies and

3 gentlemen.  Raymond Oakes, from the law firm Booth

4 Dennehy, here on behalf of the CMMG.  As well I'm

5 joined by two (2) executive members of the CMMG, Mr.

6 Houghton, and another executive member are located at

7 the side.  And we look forward to testing this

8 application.  Thank you.

9                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr.

10 Oakes.  Ms. Kulyk, from the Canadian Automobile

11 Association.

12                MS. LIZ KULYK:   Good morning, members

13 of the Board.  My name is Liz Kulyk.  I'm the

14 corporate communications manager for CAA Manitoba.

15                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  And, Mr.

16 Monnin, from the Bike Winnipeg.

17                MR. CHRISTIAN MONNIN:   Oui.  Bonjour,

18 Madam Chair, members of the panel.  Christian Monnin,

19 from the firm Hill Sokalski Walsh Olson.  And to my

20 right I have Mr. Jason Carter, and behind Mr. Charles

21 Feaver, of Bike Winnipeg.

22                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you

23 very much.  Now we'll proceed with the swearing in of

24 -- no, sorry.  Am I right here?  Yes.  Sorry.  Now

25 I'll proceed with the swearing in of Mr. Guimond, and
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1 commence with the evidentiary portion of the --

2                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Before we do

3 that, Madam Chair, I'll just maybe give my opening

4 comments.

5                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yeah, I'm sorry.

6                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And then we'll

7 -- we'll do that first then, so Mr. Guimond can hang

8 tough for a bit.

9                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you.

10

11 OPENING COMMENTS BY BOARD COUNSEL:

12                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Okay.  So as we

13 know, Madam Chair, MPI is applying to the Board for

14 premiums for the upcoming fiscal year, that's

15 2016/'17, commencing on March 1st of 2016.  And this

16 year MPI has applied for no overall rate change to

17 vehicle insurance premiums or driver premiums.

18                The major class -- the major classes,

19 though, within the MPI fleet do have different rate

20 implications attached to each of them.  These are

21 determined by MPI by taking its indicated rate, and

22 then adju -- applying a series of capping rules to

23 those indicated rates.  So what's applied for is as

24 follows:

25                For private passenger vehicles an
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1 overall 0.1 percent rate decrease.  Of course, that's

2 the majority of the fleet.  For commercial vehicles an

3 overall 2.5 percent increase.  For public service

4 vehicles an overall 6.3 percent increase.  For

5 motorcycles an overall 7.6 percent decrease.  For

6 trailers an overall 3.8 percent decrease.  And for

7 off-road vehicles no rate change.

8                Of course, the actual premiums charged

9 to any ratepayer will depend on their claims

10 experience, driving record, insurance use, territory,

11 and vehicle rate group.  MPI is not seeking any

12 changes to vehicle premium discounts, fleet rebates,

13 fleet sur -- surcharges, service and transaction fees,

14 or permit and certificate fees.

15                With respect to the evidence filed in

16 this proceeding there were four (4) exhibits put on

17 the record by the Board at the pre-hearing conference

18 on June 24th, 2015.  Those were Exhibit 1, the notice

19 of public hearing and pre-hearing conference, which

20 was dated June 12th, 2015; Exhibit 2, the Board's

21 rules of practice and procedure; Exhibit 3, the

22 proposed hearing timetable for this general rate

23 application process; Exhibit 4 was a letter from Mr.

24 Christle, the Board secretary dated June 10th, 2015.

25                And I would now ask to enter the
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1 following additional exhibits onto the record on

2 behalf of the Board.  Firstly, Exhibit 5, the

3 transcript of the pre-hearing conference held June

4 24th, 2015.  Board Exhibit 6, the Board's procedural

5 order that flowed from the pre-hearing conference.

6 That's order 64/15, dated July 2nd, 2015, with

7 appendices.

8                As Exhibits 7-1 through 7-61, the

9 Board's First Round Information Requests, or IRs,

10 together with MPI's responses to those requests.  As

11 Exhibit PUB-8, the reminder notice of this public

12 hearing which was dated August the 5th, 2015.  As PUB

13 Exhibits 9-1 through 9-40, the Board's Second Round

14 Information Requests and MPI's responses to those

15 requests.

16                As Exhibits PUB-10-1 through 10-3, the

17 Board's Third Round Information Requests and MPI's

18 responses.  Those were, of course, the IRs relating to

19 the DCAT.  As Exhibit PUB-11, the revised timetable

20 issued by the Board and circulated to the parties on

21 September 14th, 2015.  And as Exhibits 12-1 through

22 12-9, the PUB Information Request posed to CAC

23 regarding its evidence and CAC's responses to those

24 requests.

25                Those are the exhibits that I have for
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1 entering on the record at this time.  With respect to

2 the cross-examination that Ms. McCandless and I will

3 be doing over the next number of days, I can indicate

4 that we intend to address some or all of the following

5 issues: the background to the rate applied for; the

6 revenue requirement of MPI with reference to net

7 income; MPI's investment portfolio and investment

8 income; interest rate forecasting and duration

9 matching; road safety; efficiency benchmarks; capital

10 expenditures; claims expenses and operating expenses;

11 the DCAT and the RSR target capital range; as well as

12 other topics that may arise as we go.

13                I did circulate this morning a

14 procedural outline to the parties.  I hope everyone

15 received one.  The procedural outline helps us to

16 remember the order in which the Intervenors will

17 speak.  That's on the first page.  And then on the

18 second page at Item B, we've set out a little bit more

19 in terms of the process.

20                So we'll have evidence, I understand,

21 from three (3) MPI witnesses.  We'll then have cross-

22 examination of those witnesses.  We do expect to have

23 two (2) presenters today, October 5th, at 1:15 p.m.

24 We've scheduled the -- the hot tub or the joint

25 evidence of Luke Johnston and Andrea Sherry for
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1 Thursday October 15th, so next week, and I believe Mr.

2 Schioler, on behalf of IBAM, the insurance brokers, is

3 going to testify on Tuesday October 20th.

4                And just for the record, we at the

5 moment have thirteen (13) scheduled hearing dates.

6 That's today, tomorrow, Wednesday, and Thursday of

7 this week, so October 5th through 8th.  Next week we

8 have Tuesday through Friday, which is October 13th

9 through 16th.  The following week we have Monday

10 through Thursday, 19th to the 22nd.  And then we still

11 have Monday October 26th as the -- at the moment,

12 scheduled as the last day.

13                I don't expect we're going to use all

14 thirteen (13) of those days, so we will determine

15 changes to the schedule as we go and see the progress

16 that's made this week and next.  But certainly we will

17 be here on the 15th and we will be here on the 20th.

18 And closing arguments -- or presentations will be at

19 some point after the 20th.

20                So that's what I know with respect to

21 the schedule at this time.  Just a bit of

22 housekeeping.  And those are my opening remarks, Madam

23 Chair.  Thank you.

24                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms.

25 Grammond.  Now I call upon Ms. Kalinowsky, for MPI, to
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1 give her opening comments.

2                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   Good morning.

3 I had one (1) item that I'd like to address with Ms.

4 Grammond.  And was it the intention of the Board to

5 also include the joint actuary testimony issues list

6 as an exhibit of the Board?

7                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   When it's

8 finalized, we will have it as an exhibit.  But I

9 thought there would be a little bit more discussion on

10 it maybe between yourself, Mr. Williams, and me and

11 perhaps others as well, but, yeah, it will be an

12 exhibit when it's done.

13

14 OPENING COMMENTS BY MPI:

15                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   Thank you.  As

16 per usual, we have no opening comments in our -- in

17 this application for this hearing for the rates.

18 We've mentioned that the witnesses will be testifying

19 together between Mr. Guimond, Ms. Reichert, and Mr.

20 Johnston.  They will be providing presentations in

21 lieu of direct examination.  And the presentation of

22 Mr. Guimond was filed quite some time ago.

23                The presentation of Ms. Reichert and

24 Mr. Johnston will, we expect, be filed later today.

25 The reason for that is that it incorporates the second
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1 quarter financial results, and so I'd communicated

2 with Board counsel about filing that today with the

3 idea that then the Board will have one (1) set of

4 numbers to -- to deal with that are the most up-to-

5 date.

6                We are currently -- the Minister's

7 office is trying to have this tabled in the

8 legislature today.  Legislature is not seated, so that

9 means going around to each of the different members

10 and distributing it and doing their formalities as is

11 required in that regard.

12                So we are very pleased to be able to

13 provide updated numbers right at the commencement of

14 the hearing which, I think, is perhaps a first in my -

15 - my memory, anyways.  We will also, of course, be

16 filing the actual second quarter financial results at

17 that -- at that time.

18                As I mentioned, Mr. Guimond will do his

19 presentation first, and then that will be followed by

20 Ms. Reichert and Mr. Johnson.  And then they will

21 testify all together as a panel for cross-examination.

22

23                I did have one (1) suggestion, and that

24 would be perhaps that we phrase the -- the -- rather

25 than calling it a 'hot tub,' but maybe 'concurrent
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1 testimony', or 'joint actuarial testimony'.  I think

2 all would be pleased with that different type of

3 terminology, and that, I think, just helps with a lot

4 of the professionalism, and avoids comments that could

5 be cast in -- in that regard.  So I would make that

6 suggestion perhaps to use that type of terminology

7 instead.

8                So with that, I do have some exhibits

9 to be filed, and I have already filed them with the

10 Board secretary.  But MPI Exhibit number 4 is the

11 affidavit for the publication of notice by Mr. Vieira,

12 and that's dated October 1st, 2015.

13

14 --- EXHIBIT NO. MPI-4:     Affidavit for the

15                             publication of notice by

16                             Mr. Vieira, dated October

17                             1st, 2015

18

19                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   MPI Exhibit

20 number 5 would be the affidavit for the publication of

21 the reminder notice, also by Mr. Vieira, and that is

22 October 1st, 2015.

23

24 --- EXHIBIT NO. MPI-5:     Affidavit for the

25                             publication of the
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1                             reminder notice by Mr.

2                             Vieira, dated October 1st,

3                             2015

4

5                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   And MPI Exhibit

6 number 6 would be the affidavit for the notice of

7 service of the application on parties, and that's

8 required by the Board, and that is also dated October

9 1st, 2015, and that's by Ms. Frazer.

10

11 --- EXHIBIT NO. MPI-6:     Affidavit of the notice of

12                             service, dated October

13                             1st, 2015

14

15                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   So with that,

16 we're ready to proceed subject to other opening

17 comments.

18                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much,

19 Ms. Kalinowsky.  Now, I'd like to call upon Mr. Byron

20 Williams of the Cana -- Consumers Associations of

21 Canada to give his opening comments.

22                MR. BYRON WILLIAMS:   Yes, and thank

23 you, members of the panel.

24

25 OPENING COMMENTS BY CAC (MANITOBA):
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1                MR. BYRON WILLIAMS:   And we noted in

2 the opening comments by the panel Chairperson, you

3 were speaking both of the short-term interests of --

4 of Manitobans as well as the long-term future of the

5 Corporation, and certainly from our client's

6 perspective, that's the same attitude that -- that

7 they bring to this hearing.  And they think this

8 hearing in particular is really about that fine

9 balance between protecting consumers today, and

10 protecting future consumers.  We think that's an

11 important theme that we will be elaborating on

12 throughout this hearing.

13                And the Board often asks, how does CAC

14 (Manitoba) develop its positions?  And we just have --

15 just to assist the Board in understanding where our

16 client is coming from, they're of course coming from a

17 -- a long history of experience before the Board.  I

18 think Ms. Proven was here back in the -- some of the

19 early MPI hearings, and CAC was -- was there with her.

20 And they bring that experience to the Board.

21                And they are guided by -- there are

22 eight (8) kind of generally recognized --

23 internationally recognized consumer rights.  These are

24 the -- the core ones that drive CAC (Manitoba's)

25 participation in this hearing.  And the second bullet
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1 there about the right to choose is, of course,

2 important in the sense that we deal with a -- a

3 monopoly with Manitoba Public Insurance.

4                And so while traditionally consumers

5 can make their choice and make their vote in the

6 marketplace, with the Basic Insurance monopoly, their

7 only right to exercise their choice in terms of Basic

8 is in this hearing.  And that's why our clients take

9 it quite -- quite seriously.

10                The CAC (Manitoba) position, as this

11 Board is aware, is developed from day-to-day consumer

12 contact, thousands over the course of the year.  The

13 Board is also aware how traditionally our client

14 conducts its own focus groups and stakeholder advisory

15 panels, and that will continue in this hearing.

16                Unusual for this hearing, we have

17 attached a -- a externally conducted focus group by

18 Probe Research, which I think is marked as response to

19 the First Round infer -- Information Request of the

20 PUB-I-9.  And that's different, because we thought the

21 RSR issue has been going on for a long time.

22                It's been great to have the input of

23 MPI, the Board, and -- and Intervenors, but we wanted

24 to -- to undertake the challenging task of trying to

25 at least get some qualitative sense of the issues from
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1 consumers.  And -- and CAC conducted that with two (2)

2 separate focus groups earlier in September.

3                And of course, the ultimate position

4 that I express is from the CAC Manitoba board, who I

5 take my instructions from.

6                And again, Ms. Proven, I -- I don't

7 want to highlight the fact that both you and I have

8 been at a lot of these hearings for a long time.  But

9 I'm sure you'll recall that, right back at the very

10 first hearing of this Board back in '88, the RSR was a

11 -- a hot topic.

12                And I haven't been around quite that

13 long.  I think Ms. Kalinowsky and -- and I and Mr.

14 Oakes are -- are competing with each other for tenure

15 at this tribunal.  But as long as I've been here, it's

16 been an -- an issue.  And I -- I think we all worry

17 about RSR fatigue.  Is there anything more to say?  Is

18 it time to put it to -- to bed?

19                And I do want to highlight from our

20 client's perspective why this issue is so important

21 and why our client has been so dogged in pursing

22 evidence-based, transparent discussions with regard to

23 the RSR.

24                And it again goes back to the point

25 that our clients are captive consumers of this
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1 monopoly, and that money being held in the RSR is

2 ratepayers' money.  And there's no guarantee they will

3 ever see it again.

4                It's there in terms of -- to protect

5 against extreme unlikely events.  By its very

6 definition, it's -- it's there to protect against the

7 unlikely.  And for today's consumers, the issue is

8 whether the unlikely will ever unfold.

9                And you'll see in the focus group,

10 there's a gentleman who's an older gentleman who says

11 his risk tolerance in terms of the RSR is about one

12 (1) in five (5) years.  I guess you can see he's

13 looking ahead.

14                There are others who take a different

15 perspective and they want to look longer term.  But we

16 think that's important insight.

17                So from our client's perspective, the

18 RSR raises important questions of inter-generational

19 equity.  And they also looked very seriously at the

20 RSR because -- and you'll see this in the old Board

21 orders.  There's that concern that too much cushion

22 for the Corporation, too much comfort, may give an

23 incentive for the Corporation to misspend, and also

24 provide a temptation for government.

25                And we see that in the Board orders
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1 themselves back in 2000 when there was a discussion

2 about taking some of that money, ratepayers' money,

3 and -- and sending it to other very laudable

4 objectives, but not MPI objectives.

5                So those were a few of the reasons why

6 our -- our client takes this issue very seriously.

7 And our client's concerns are compounded by the fact

8 that, in extension, a de facto monopoly but not a

9 regulated monopoly, there are also very significant

10 retained earnings over which our client has no voice,

11 no choice, no regulatory oversight.

12                The final issue for our clients at the

13 big picture in terms of the RSR is transparency, and

14 do Manitobans understand what it's being used for?  Is

15 its use consistent with what we say it's being used

16 for?  These are important issues for our client and --

17 and why our client is back again this year trying to

18 address these issues.

19                Some of the core questions our client

20 will ask in terms of the RSR -- and this is consistent

21 with our client's position bating -- dating back to

22 the -- to the late 1990s.  They've argued that, in

23 developing the targets, they should be evidence-based

24 with reasonable risk tolerances.

25                And we think -- our client believes
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1 that there's great advice from the Board dating back

2 to the 1990s on what those risk tolerances should be.

3 And -- and we ask whether MPI has been listening to

4 the Board in terms of that advice.

5                And when we look at a couple of

6 scenarios within the DCAT, namely, the interest rate

7 and combined scenarios, we wonder whether the

8 probability levels that are attributed to the -- that

9 analysis can properly be characterized as evidence-

10 based.

11                Ultimately, our clients ask, when we're

12 fighting about or debating the range, Is this about

13 protecting consumers, or is it more about providing

14 aid and comfort to management?  And that obviously is

15 an important issue for this panel to consider.

16                Again, I've spoken of the transparency

17 issues.  And we also think it's important to see what,

18 if any, insight we can get by listening to the voices

19 of Manitoba consumers.  And we ask, Has MPI been

20 listening?

21                Sometimes -- I -- I always like to talk

22 about what the legal standard is.  I heard the panel

23 Chair speak about the Public Utilities Board Act, and

24 the Crown Corporations Public Review and

25 Accountability Act.  Ultimately, we think it's
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1 important to remind all of us that it's about

2 determining a just and reasonable rate, and that the

3 onus of doing that rests with the Corporation, rests

4 with Manitoba Public Insurance.

5                So -- and when we see important issues

6 like the investment and the asset liability management

7 without the external witnesses -- experts retained by

8 MPI, or, I suspect, as My Friend Mr. Monnin will

9 comment in terms of road safety, where we have

10 evidence from MPI, but without the expert witnesses or

11 evidence that they retained from outsiders, there is

12 an issue in terms of whether MPI is properly meeting

13 its onus.  And that's important for this panel to keep

14 in mind throughout the hearing.

15                This five (5) bullet chart on -- on

16 slide -- on this slide, "Setting just and reasonable

17 rates," will look familiar to the Board.  I hope it

18 looks familiar, because I hope that we've accurately

19 captured the intent of Board Order 98/'14.  We need to

20 make sure that forecasts are reasonably reliable, that

21 the actual and prode -- projected expenditures of

22 Manitoba Public Insurance are necessary and prudent,

23 and that we're providing for the reasonable revenue

24 needs of the Corporation, in the context of that long-

25 term, short-term issue, its overall health.  And
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1 that's clearly where the reserves come in, but also

2 key issues in terms of the asset liability mix as

3 well.

4                An issue that Mr. Oakes has spoke of

5 eloquently for many years is the appropriate

6 allocation of costs between and within classes.  And

7 ultimately, is that rate just and reasonable?  I may

8 sound like I'm echoing Ms. Grammond in terms of the

9 issues that we intend to canvass.

10                In terms of forecasting, our top

11 priorities in terms of our dialogue in this hearing

12 relate to collision severity and also the PIPP side,

13 the bodily injury WI and other; and that old topic of

14 tabular reserving, and -- and we'll come back to that,

15 to my immense distress.  We'll also be seeking clarity

16 on some other forecasting issues, including staffing

17 levels and vacancy management, investment income, and

18 -- and the reliability of interest rate focus --

19 forecasts, and the materiality of them in the ALM

20 world.

21                One (1) issue which has popped up both

22 in prior cross-examinations by the Board as well as by

23 CAC (Manitoba) relates to the clari -- clarity and

24 transparency of -- of the claims incurred setting

25 process itself, starting with accidents -- years, and
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1 then converting to fiscal years.  And we put in a

2 quote from the MPI response pros -- for CAC-I-21.

3                I'm not going to go through it with you

4 now, but spend some time with that quote if you get

5 the time.  Because it -- it highlights some of the

6 challenges that our client faces in trying to decipher

7 what's going on with -- with Manitoba Public

8 Insurance's claims incurred forecasts.  And -- and I -

9 - we think it is an important issue relating to

10 transparency.

11                In terms of the question of whether the

12 proposed expenditures are -- both actual and projected

13 are necessary and prudent, a lot of our focus in this

14 hearing will be on information technology.  And there

15 was some great advice by the Gartner Group a -- a year

16 or two (2) ago about setting out an architectural

17 roadmap for IT expenditures.  And -- and our -- our

18 clients wonder whether MPI has presented a transparent

19 and defensible architectural roadmap for expenditures.

20                They have some key questions in terms

21 of whether those expenditures are delivering

22 reasonably improved value and appropriate cost savings

23 for consumers.  We all know that the HRMS project went

24 over budget, and the implications for 2014/'15 of

25 that.  But what are the financial and human
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1 opportunity costs associated with BI3, and the failure

2 to reach benchmarks that pre-dated BI3, especially in

3 claims duration?  There are economic costs to

4 ratepayers of that failure, but also from a -- a user

5 perspective, from a claimant perspective, there are

6 costs as well, social costs and human opportunity

7 costs.

8                Are there lessons we can learn from the

9 so-call -- so far under performance of BI3 that will

10 help us when we move to new initiatives like the PDR?

11 And speaking of the PDR, what is driving that two (2)

12 year delay in it and what are the risks and

13 opportunities associated with that delay?

14                Going perhaps to the longer term, as

15 PDR develops, as this quote from the Corporation makes

16 clear, flowing from MPI/CAC-1-29, once it's fully

17 employed -- deployed, it'll reduce the space required

18 at the service centres.  And -- and where -- what does

19 that mean in terms of the investment there and -- and

20 what use will be made of those centres?

21                The last two (2) bullets on this page

22 being page 13 do echo some themes from the hydro

23 process where the Board has certainly experienced

24 capital expenditures and has been faced with after-

25 the-fact review of -- of capital expenditures.  And --
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1 and that is a challenge for all of us given our

2 statutory mandate.

3                And so the question our client asks is

4 whether the Board is receiving timely disclosure of

5 the business cases associated with major IT

6 investments.  And the one (1) that we bring to mind in

7 the context of this hearing is the technology

8 modernization initiative.

9                Staffing level is, as -- as we move to

10 slide 14, staffing levels are always a significant

11 concern for consumers.  And that'll be something we

12 pay some attention to in this Hearing.  And road

13 safety of course is a big issue for CAA, Bikes

14 Winnipeg, and CAC.  We will try -- and CMMG.  I

15 apologize, Mr. Oakes.

16                We will try to rationalize our

17 questions so we're not stepping on each other's toes.

18 But our client does note what appear to be still

19 disproportionately high reports of injuries in

20 Manitoba.  We have concerns about the occupant

21 restraint budget and -- and the direction that it's

22 going on.  And, also, MPI, to its credit, at least

23 from our client's perspective, has some -- some

24 aggressive plans in -- in place in terms of its road

25 safety agenda.  And whether it can meet those plans is
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1 an important question for our client.

2                Both the Board and -- and Ms. Grammond

3 in her comments spoke about investment risk and

4 opportunities, clearly a critical issue in this

5 hearing.  Are we -- do we have the right mix in terms

6 of risks and opportunities?  Are they being prudently

7 and reasonably balanced?  What is the status in terms

8 of the ongoing dialogue related to corporate bonds.

9 And whether the Aon Hewitt base case and analysis was

10 sufficiently robust or not.  Those are important

11 questions that our client will -- will pursue.

12                And we do wonder, from our client's

13 perspective, given the importance of this issue, the

14 billions of dollars in play, why we don't have a

15 witness from Aon Hewitt at this Hearing.

16                I've spoken a lot about the RSR.  These

17 are some overarching questions.  Who's benefiting from

18 the MPI RSR proposal more, management or ratepayers?

19 Given the insight in past Board orders, why does the -

20 - do the submissions of MPI, at least in our view, pro

21 -- place such little reliance on the insight from past

22 Boar -- Board orders?  And where's the insight from

23 consumers that we would have expected MPI to be

24 garnering in -- in such an important deliberation?

25                We'll simply note our team, we're very
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1 pleased with the experts.  Again, Dr. Simpson ably

2 assisted Ms. Sherry.  He's, unfortunately, away on

3 vacation.  But between Mr. Sherry -- excuse me, Ms.

4 Sherry, Dr. Simpson, and also Peter Dick, a former

5 comptroller of MPI, we believe our client has brought

6 together a very robust skill set, modern risk analysis

7 both from the econometric perspective and the

8 actuarial perspective, both public and private sector

9 experience and heavily reliant on past Board orders

10 because our witnesses believe there's a lot of wisdom

11 in those documents.

12                We will look at a high level at the

13 allocation of costs between and within classes, but

14 that is a -- will be lesser emphasis for our client in

15 this Hearing.  The ultimate rate always is a big -- is

16 a big issue.  I think I did this last year, Madam

17 Chair, and members of the panel, but I did want to

18 highlight some of the things in the MPI application

19 that our client was pleased with.  And -- and I should

20 add another one (1), which is the updated numbers that

21 are coming from the -- the second quarter financial

22 report, which MPI deserves some credit for that.

23                Our clients note that at least the

24 forecast for '15/'16 actually sees some reduction in

25 operating expense, and they think that should be
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1 acknowledged.  While we all may criticise specific

2 aspects of MPI's efforts in terms of road safety, and

3 we will do as well, we do think we see some efforts to

4 show leadership in this important issue.  The transfer

5 of funds from other lines of business, we think, was

6 an appropriate response in a dialogue with the Board.

7                While we didn't reach agreement, our

8 client strongly believes that the collaborative

9 discussions on the RSR achieved a lot of mutual earn -

10 - learning.  And we have seen in the responses of the

11 Corporation to Information Requests an openness to

12 opportunities to improve clarity in future actuarial

13 reporting.  CAC IRs, I think, 1 to -- 1-7 through 1-12

14 show some good examples of that.

15                And there was a very interesting pilot

16 in Brandon, Manitoba, the shared care residence pilot,

17 which we think has some interesting potential for the

18 victims of -- of accidents, both in terms of their

19 quality of life and in terms of cost control.  So

20 those are aspects of the MPI Application that caught

21 our client's attention, and we think deserve some

22 mention.

23                Ultimately, Madam Chair, our client is

24 very honoured to be here again.  We've reviewed the

25 exhibit list, and we believe it's correct with the
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1 exception of this PowerPoint, which Mr. Christle

2 advises me should be marked as CAC (Manitoba) Exhibit

3 number 6.

4                Subject to any questions of the panel,

5 those are my comments.

6                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Hearing now none,

7 thank you very much, Mr. Williams.  Now, I'd like to

8 call upon Mr. Ray Oakes from the Canadian -- Coalition

9 of Manitoba Motorcycle Groups.

10                MR. RAYMOND OAKES:   Thank you, Madam

11 Chair.

12

13 OPENING COMMENTS BY CMMG:

14                MR. RAYMOND OAKES:   I've been at these

15 hearings as CMMG counsel since 1992, which is twenty-

16 three (23) years.  It not only demonstrates and

17 resolves the issue of my seniority at these hearings,

18 but also gives the Board about two (2) years to get me

19 a nice gold watch.

20                We're here to test the Application.  We

21 have a number of grave concerns, especially with the

22 recent reporting of substantial net income of 57.6

23 million with a swing of $102.4 million from the

24 financial reports of the preceding year.

25                And, of course, that was the year last
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1 year when we attended, and we heard 'the sky is

2 falling' type of bolstering of the Application

3 indicating the complexity of automobiles were

4 resulting in a long-term challenge -- financial

5 challenge to the Corporation.  The use of aluminum and

6 other complex parts in automobiles was going to result

7 in this long-term reliance on increases from private

8 passenger automobile, and calls against the RSR and

9 the like.

10                And the recent financial information

11 seems to indicate that that was incorrect.  It

12 certainly indicates that there should be some concern

13 with the forecasts, and the actual experience that

14 come to this Board each year in these GRAs.  We -- as

15 CMMG, a large part of our intervention this year will

16 relate to the science of actual -- actuarial

17 methodology.

18                And we see it time and time again;

19 society relying on the scientific method often even to

20 the detriment to the use of common sense.  And I think

21 that we see that when we look at determining RSR

22 levels, which are historically high.  We see that when

23 we look at the actuarial methodology and development

24 of rates.

25                You know, and the example is -- and
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1 I've seen it.  You may have experienced it.  You go

2 into a doctor's office.  You're short of breath.

3 You're flushed.  You're vomiting.  You're having a

4 number of symptoms of distress.  And they run a

5 battery of tests on you and the doctor says, You're

6 fine.  The tests all say that you have no problems.

7                And again, society relies on the

8 scientific method.  The science of meteorology.  How

9 often is that forecast correct?  The science of

10 economics.  How often is that revised?  And we have

11 the science of actuarial methodology, which in respect

12 of this application, and specifically in respect of

13 the motorcycle experience, certainly needs some

14 improvement.

15                The actuarial method with respect to

16 the motorcycle insurance has changed with unfavourable

17 results to Ma -- Manitoba motorcyclists.  In 2012, the

18 Corporation changed its per -- pure premiums for

19 accident benefits to use a ten (10) weighted -- ten

20 (10) year weighted average for non-serious accidents,

21 as well as its prior use of that ten (10) year average

22 for serious accidents.  They're one (1) of the few

23 insurers in Canada that does that for the motorcycle

24 population.  When we asked the Corporation of other

25 insurers they're aware of they didn't answer.
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1                The result of that is that we have an

2 outlier in 2006, where the motorcycle losses were some

3 $13 million.  That's an outlier in the last fifteen

4 (15) years of motorcycle experience, but it's costing

5 Manitoba motorcyclists money today when that year is

6 brought in for that ten (10) year average.  We've had

7 average losses during that period, some 4 million,

8 some 5 million.  An average, probably, just over 9

9 million.  But this outlier, which other actuarial

10 experts would cap, is included now to the detriment of

11 the rate for motorcyclists.

12                There will be other issues that we'll

13 look at in terms of the methodology.  The concern is

14 that MPI, in CMMG-1-13, indicates that the recent

15 trend of decreases in required rates suggests that the

16 loss experience for motorcycles major class is

17 improving.  And yet we see capping of the decreases

18 each year, not giving us the full benefit of the

19 decrease that's indicated by the required rate.  And

20 we see them using data that is as old as ten (10)

21 years old.

22                So we have a number of questions in

23 that regard.  We have a number of comments to make

24 about the RSR.  Our position is that it is

25 artificially high.  When was the last time in the fi -
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1 - the last fifty (50) years since the Corporation's in

2 -- inception that there was an immediate need for a

3 $200 million transfer, and this being a corporation

4 backed by the Government of Manitoba?

5                We're also, of course, going to deal

6 with the issue of road safety.  We understand the

7 comments of My Learned Friend Mr. Williams, where he

8 says MPI is showing leadership in the attention that

9 they're bringing to the issue by way of studies.  But,

10 of course, we're still stymied on this application,

11 much like last year's application, where the

12 Corporation says, Well, we're not doing anything about

13 that in terms of programs or initiatives.  But we'll

14 let you know when we finish the studies.

15                Very difficult to cross-examine them on

16 the Corporation's efficiency in that area, but we do

17 indicate that there are inadequate sums being spent.

18 And we notice that often some years they don't even

19 spend the small amount that they allocate to

20 motorcycles.  They spend somewhat less than that.  And

21 our position is that it's deficient in the levels.

22                With respect to wildlife and collision,

23 we still see no new initiatives.  We haven't seen a

24 lot of effort put into that issue.  That's an issue of

25 $30 million annually for wildlife.  CMMG again in its
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1 pre-ask this year wants them to take another look at

2 fencing corridors in hot spots.  There will be other

3 questions added to that.  That's a brief overview of

4 the CMMG intervention this year.  I would ask the

5 Board secretary to kindly mark the CMMG exhibits and

6 those would be our comments.  Thank you.

7

8                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

9

10                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much,

11 Mr. Oakes.  Now, I'd like to ask Ms. Kulyk, from the

12 Canadian Automobile Association to give her op --

13 opening comments.  Thank you.

14

15 OPENING COMMENTS BY CAA MANITOBA:

16                MS. LIZ KULYK:   Thank you very much.

17 CAA Manitoba is once again pleased to be here at these

18 hearings.  We have been here for twenty (20) plus

19 years now, and with varying forms of intervention.

20 But this year, as we have in most recent years, we'll

21 be doing a watching brief.  So -- and we'll be present

22 in and out of most of the hearings.

23                The most important issue that you know

24 we are always very interested in is road safety, and

25 we'll continue to listen to what the other Intervenors
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1 are saying, and if we do have some questions, we will

2 -- we will ask them at the appropriate time.

3                As it -- as it pertains to rates,

4 making sure that they're fair and -- fair and

5 reasonable is something that's always been important

6 to our members.  And we do feel that our role here,

7 just in a watching brief, is still important because

8 our members do come to us for that information.

9                And we do feel that it's important to

10 provide them with information, not just about how

11 rates are set, but why they're being set that way.

12 And specifically again about road safety, as Mr. Oakes

13 also said, that -- how they're spending that money and

14 why they're spending it, where they're spending it is

15 something that we'll be listening to very closely.

16                And just generally, we do appreciate

17 being -- being invited to intervene again, and we

18 thank you very much.

19                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Thank

20 you very much, Ms. Kulyk.

21                Mr. Monnin, for Bike Winnipeg, would

22 you like to give your opening comments, please?

23

24 OPENING COMMENTS BY BIKE WINNIPEG:

25                MR. CHRISTIAN MONNIN:   Thank you,
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1 Madam Chair, members of the panel.  I won't be making

2 any claim to seniority here.  This is our -- our --

3 Bike Winnipeg's second year, second appearance as an

4 Intervenor, and we thank the panel for the opportunity

5 to be here, and we look forward to working with the

6 other parties in these proceedings.

7                Bike Winnipeg wishes to ensure -- to

8 build upon the participation of last year, and that's

9 to ensure that they make a significant contribution,

10 making relevant -- making a relevant contribution and

11 assist in gaining a better understanding of evidence

12 before you and the issues that the Board has to deal

13 with.

14                Again, Bike Winnipeg's participation

15 will be guided by the Board's Order, in this

16 particular proceed -- these proceedings, the Order

17 number 64/15, namely, that Bike Winnipeg has a unique

18 perspective to bring to the GRA and will assist the

19 Board to critically examine three (3) main prongs,

20 those being the optimum size of MPI's road safety

21 budget and whether it's sufficient to enable a

22 significant reduction in the costs to MPI of injuries

23 to vulnerable road users, including but not limited to

24 cyclists, in the short and long term.

25                In addition, the ad -- the adequacy of
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1 MPI's road safety programs with respect to the fatal

2 and severe injury of vulnerable road users, once again

3 including but not limited to cyclists.

4                And the quality and clarity of MPI's

5 data collection analysis and accessibility regarding

6 collisions involving vulnerable road users, with the

7 same caveat, including but not limited to cyclists,

8 particularly in comparison to transportation safety

9 programs from local, national, and international

10 entities and jurisdictions.

11                On this particular point, we want to

12 underline the issue of the quality of the data that's

13 being collected.  And that issue that Bike Winnipeg

14 holds to heart in these proceedings is whether the

15 data that's being submitted to this Board is done in a

16 proper and acceptable manner as established by the

17 courts of this country that are binding upon this

18 court -- upon this particular Board.

19                And on the issue of clarity and the

20 adequacy of the road safety programs, transparity --

21 transparency will be very important to Bike Winnipeg

22 and its line of questioning when it tests the

23 evidence.

24                In that particular regard, is MPI

25 operating in such a way that it is easy for others to
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1 see what the actions -- actions are being taken by MPI

2 with regards to road safety are being concretely

3 performed?  That remains to be seen with the evidence

4 that we will be testing.

5                In closing, and keeping in mind the

6 scope of Bike Winnipeg's intervention, we're mindful

7 of ensuring cost-effective participation and mindful

8 of proceeding in a cooperative -- in a cooperative

9 manner with the goal of assisting this Board in

10 critically examining these particular prongs of our

11 intervention.

12                On the issue of my particular

13 participation, the same manner as last year, keeping

14 in mind the limited scope of Bike Winnipeg's

15 intervention.  You may not see me here for every

16 single hearing day.

17                Rest assured I will be taking full

18 advantage of the transcripts being produced on a -- on

19 a daily basis, and I will be here for cross-

20 examination and testing the evidence that will be

21 here.

22                I had the opportunity to review the

23 exhibit list that was circulated this morning.

24 Everything seems to be in order.

25                Subject to comments from the Board,
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1 those are my opening comments.  Thank you.

2                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much,

3 Mr. Monnin.

4                Now we'll proceed with introduction of

5 the witnesses by MPI, Ms. Kalinowsky.  And we'll ask

6 for the swearing in of the MPI witnesses following

7 those introductions, thank you, and proceed with the

8 evidentiary portion of the hearing.

9

10                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

11

12                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Also, can we -- Mr.

13 Christle, I think we'll have all the witnesses -- the

14 MPI witnesses sworn in at the same time.

15

16 MPI PANEL 1:

17                    DAN GUIMOND, Sworn

18                HEATHER REICHERT, Affirmed

19                  LUKE JOHNSTON, Affirmed

20

21                MR. BYRON WILLIAMS:   Madam Chair, it's

22 -- it's Byron Williams here.  If I might just -- I did

23 misspeak in terms of the CAC (Manitoba) exhibits.  I

24 should have noted that the Pre-Ask 1 to 3 which we

25 submitted yesterday should be marked as Exhibit 6, and
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1 the PowerPoint should be Exhibit 7.  I apologize for

2 that.

3

4 --- EXHIBIT NO. CAC-6:     Pre-Ask 1 through 3

5

6 --- EXHIBIT NO. CAC-7:     PowerPoint presentation

7

8                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you very

9 much.  Now we'll proceed with the evidentiary portion

10 of the hearing.  And we'll call upon, I believe, Mr.

11 Guimond, who's going to give his presentation.

12

13 DIRECT TESTIMONY:

14                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Good morning, ladies

15 and gentlemen.  So this morning what I'm going to do

16 is a followup of my last year's presentation and

17 provide you with what has transpired in the last

18 twelve (12) months and give everyone an update as to

19 where we're at and how we see things on a -- on a go-

20 forward basis.

21                Per our discussion last year, the

22 Corporation is focused on three (3) priorities.  And

23 these three (3) priorities are embedded in the -- the

24 roadmap that you see on the following slide.

25                The first two (2) priorities, as
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1 discussed last year, which are incorporated under the

2 what you see in blue on the roadmap is adapting to the

3 auto manufacturing trends.  So those first two (2) --

4 first two (2) priorities, we're working with the PUB

5 to resolve deficiency in premium and deficiency in

6 capital.  I believe last year we've made significant

7 progress in dealing with the deficiency in capital.

8 We still need to be able to work on the defic --

9 deficiency in premium last year, sorry.

10                This year, we're going to be working on

11 maybe how we can resolve the deficiency in capital.

12 We're working with the repair industry to mitigate the

13 repair cost increase while, at the same time, any

14 additional costs that might be required that -- that

15 we're not able to mitigate, to be able to launch the

16 initiatives that you see in blue to be able to have a

17 neutralization, if you wish, of any impact that's

18 happening because of the auto manufacturing sector

19 changes.

20                So to give you an idea, for example, in

21 the PDR we can see how MPI now has a network, all of

22 them estimatics into every repair shop, all the

23 technology has been rolled up.  We can see that the --

24 the aluminum, for example, is starting to show up

25 through the Ford 150 truck.  That has been an
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1 investment by the industry in excess of a million

2 dollars just to be able to do those repairs.

3                The software that we're rolling out is

4 costing us about $5 million a year to be able to do.

5 Our training cost is going up.  And we have not had to

6 increase rates because of all these additional costs

7 because of our work with the repair industry; it's

8 collaborative work.  And we're able to start -- you

9 know, be able to reduce the incurred by working

10 together to make sure that as these costs go up we

11 don't have to have rate increases.

12                The third priority is for preparing for

13 what we call the new -- normal, which is more long-

14 term, which is the effects that you can see of the

15 autonomous vehicles, the collision avoidance

16 technology, and the digitization of the economy.  We

17 will see in the future a lot more interaction between

18 machine to machine, machine to humans.  And the

19 digital world is going to change quite a bit.  And

20 that means that how we serve our customers will have

21 to change because we'll have to create ecosystems and

22 service delivery models that meet customer

23 expectations.

24                This is the same slide you've seen last

25 year, so I'll just let you have a quick look at that
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1 one.

2

3                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

4

5                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   I believe that the

6 relationship that exists between MPI and the Public

7 Utilities Board, that we have a lot of common ground,

8 and that common ground can serve well the ratepayers

9 of Manitoba.

10                This year I'm hoping that we can move

11 forward on the DCAT, and really be able to -- able to

12 come to a resolution on that particular topic.  And

13 also the RSR range.  Having rates that are predicable

14 and stable, as I mentioned last year, in my opinion

15 are the key to the long-term success -- success of

16 public auto insurance in Manitoba.

17                In terms of MPI's contribution to the

18 success factors, the regulator can see now through our

19 Rate App that we have made some meaningful -- put in

20 some meaningful effort from the Corporation's part,

21 and you can start seeing that -- that what I've said

22 last year -- we're actually delivering on the things

23 that I said last year.

24                In particular, we participated in the

25 DCAT collaborative process required by the regulator.
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1 In terms of operational costs, the -- the committee

2 that I was saying that we would put together, and also

3 the charter and so on, has been put together, and as a

4 result of their hard work the Corporation has been

5 able to reduce costs by $8.5 million on an annual

6 basis.

7                We're going to keep working on it, but

8 that work is one of the primary reasons why we don't

9 have a rate increase this year.  So now the regulator

10 can see that we're actually delivering on what we said

11 last year, and we'll continue to work vigilantly on

12 those efforts.

13                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Mr. Guimond, I --

14                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah?

15                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   -- lost you (sic)

16 on the 8.5 million.

17                MS. ANITA NEVILLE:   I did, too.

18                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Could you --

19 could you repeat what you said, please?

20                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah.  The cost

21 cutting committee that I mentioned last year we would

22 put together on -- on -- to reduce operational costs,

23 we've reduced our operational costs by $8 1/2 million.

24 We baked it in the budget for '15/'16, and that's one

25 of the primary reasons why we didn't have -- have a
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1 rate increase when we submitted our Rate App in June.

2 And the details of those cost cutting are actually in

3 -- in the Application itself.  It's all itemized in

4 terms of -- of what we were able to achieve.

5                I think the other thing -- we talked a

6 lot about road safety last year, and loss prevention.

7 I think the regulator -- regulator can now see how

8 we've made a lot of progress on that.  Committees have

9 been struck.  People are starting to work together.

10 And as the regulator asked to -- that -- to have a way

11 of Intervenors to participate and put in their inputs

12 through those channels may be spending less time here,

13 but we've opened the door to that and meetings are --

14 are starting.

15                Also, I know that the regulator was

16 very concerned about value for money for the road

17 budget.  You can see that we've submitted a report

18 that -- that confirms that the money we're spending

19 that Manitobans are getting value, and I hope that

20 that helps.

21                Transparency regarding the relationship

22 between our excess retained earnings from our

23 competitive lines, that's something that I'll talk

24 about a little bit more in my presentation but I think

25 we are transparent in terms of the relationship of how
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1 we use excess retained earnings in the Basic.

2                I'm also going to talk a little bit

3 more about maybe the Board's expectation, especially I

4 believe in -- in one of the RIs (sic), 1-14 for PUB,

5 and I'm going to talk about that in the -- in the next

6 slide because I think the more we -- we dialogue the

7 more I'm starting to understand a little bit maybe the

8 issues.  And I'll -- I'll talk about it maybe in terms

9 of communications to make sure that we're on the same

10 page of our understanding.

11                From my perspective, the Corporation is

12 still vulnerable.  I men -- I used that word last

13 year.  And if we look at our second quarter results as

14 of August 31, 2015, our net income is 16.5 million

15 compared to the 37.6 million last year.  Basic itself

16 is at 5 million, and winter has yet to come.  In our

17 Rate App, we are projecting a 14.9 million net income

18 for Basic.  We'll see -- we'll see how that goes.

19 There's a lot of volatility about in terms of weather

20 and in the financial markets again.

21                Uncertainty in weather, for example,

22 still concerns me.  We can see this year, for example,

23 that we have budgeted for approximately $21 million in

24 hail.  We're over $40 million as at the end of August.

25 So again, weather patterns, uncertainty, volatility,
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1 is having an impact on -- on the Corporation.

2                We transferred the $75 million we

3 discussed last year, based on -- on the -- the spirit

4 of the order.  I -- I felt that we had a real good

5 communication, and I -- I feel we're in the right

6 direction.  So met my commitment in transferring the

7 money.  So we had no deficiency in capital when we

8 submitted our rate app and four (4) mo -- four (4)

9 months later the RSR is now sitting at one eighty one

10 (181).  And based on the new de -- on the recently

11 information we submitted, the minimum should be around

12 $230 million.  So we can see in the space of four (4)

13 months how now we have a deficiency in capital of $50

14 million.  And that's be -- mostly because of market --

15 volatility in the markets.

16                So again, we can see volatility, how --

17 how MPI is -- is facing significant financial

18 obstacles.  The CFO will get in more details in -- in

19 terms of what I just talked about.  I guess the key

20 point I want to make is that volatility is definitely

21 a -- a concern of ours, both in terms of weather and

22 in terms of the financial markets.

23                The RSR is key to rates that are

24 predictable and stable, which in turn is key to the

25 long-term success of public auto insurance in
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1 Manitoba.  We believe we have been transparent in

2 regards to the disposition of excess retained earnings

3 from competitive lines of Basic.  I was -- I paid a

4 lot of attention to the question we had from the

5 regulator in terms of having a formal policy from our

6 board of directors.  Interesting question, in -- in

7 the sense that from our perspective I -- the -- the

8 Board cannot -- it's almost like a chicken and egg

9 thing, which came first.

10                The Board will not necessarily put a

11 position on our -- the use of excess retained earnings

12 until we know what the regulator will use with the

13 RSR.  That's -- that's our view of things.  It's not

14 like we don't want to say what it is.  But until we

15 know the range of the RSR and the position of the RSR,

16 it's very hard for the Corporation to actually put a

17 policy on the use of excess retained earnings.

18 Because we have this unknown that could have a huge

19 impact on the Corporation in terms of -- of how we're

20 going to protect the company from a financial

21 perspective, and what kind of enterprise risk

22 management techniques or -- or things that we need to

23 invoke.

24                So I think it's interesting the more we

25 talk about this, the more how we might perceive each
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1 other a certain way.  But at the same time, maybe the

2 more we talk about it and we explain why the

3 Corporation is behaving a certain way, and -- and if

4 you understand our point of view, and then we can

5 understand your point of view that eventually we can -

6 - we can come to a conclusion.  But there would be no

7 objection of -- of finalizing our policies and making

8 the -- the regulator aware of it once we -- we deal

9 with the RSR.

10                So we did transfer the -- the excess

11 retained earnings into the RSR fund.  Like I said last

12 year, the -- the -- our board of directors, MPI, is --

13 totally agrees that when there's unforeseen events

14 that in terms of the point made by the regulator of

15 not extracting money out of the economy unnecessarily

16 that -- that's something that's on us and we should

17 take care of that.  We agree with that.  And we're

18 willing to -- to put that on the record.

19                So we -- we moved it to the minimum

20 amount, which since then unfortunately we still end up

21 with a -- we still as of today we have a deficiency of

22 $50 million, just -- just because of what happened in

23 the market since -- since we made those -- those

24 transfers.  I think in terms of clarity, in terms of

25 how we see this happening with the RSR and the range,
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1 we need to continue to work on that, and maybe talk

2 about our position as a corporation and then open it

3 up for questions after if -- if you want to.

4                But we believe as a corporation that

5 it's very important that Basic holds its own.  It

6 cannot by design force the Corporation to cross-

7 subsidize our line of business.  That's all we're

8 asking for, is that it cannot be done by design.

9 Because then we don't believe that we'd meet the --

10 the spirit of the legislation and what we need to do.

11                MPI executive and board of directors

12 must be able to meet their financial responsibility

13 and ensure an appropriate capital reserve exists to

14 meet its statutory obligations.

15                So in discussion with the Board of

16 Directors, we've agreed that a minimum lower RSR total

17 equity target based on one forty (140) probably DCAT

18 scenario from 2015.  So -- so that's what we're saying

19 is the minimum of the RSR, what it should be.  The

20 upper range RSR total equity should be based on a

21 hundred percent MCT.  That's -- that's the position of

22 the Corporation.

23                If we go to the next slide -- sorry.

24 Oh, sorry about that.  Page -- okay.

25                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   It's page 12.
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1                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Okay.  Oh, I'm

2 sorry, can you go to page 12?  I'm sorry, I was --

3 okay, so if we go maybe to 11, I'm sorry.  So this is

4 where I was saying how the rules are in terms of the -

5 - the Corporation's position when it comes to the rate

6 stability reserve.

7                So Basic must hold its own.  It cannot

8 by design force cross-subsidization of our lines of

9 business.

10                2.  The -- the minimum lower RSR total

11 of one forty (140) for the DCAT and an upper range

12 based on a hundred percent MCT.  If we go to page 12?

13                In terms of listening what's important

14 to the regulator, we don't want to be accused that the

15 DCAT, in terms of its scenarios and so on, that we're

16 asking for more money than is required or being

17 conservative.  I think the issue of -- of MPI being

18 conservative was something that was -- a point made by

19 the regulator.

20                And so what we're saying is that last

21 year, we called it "providing you with the pen."  We -

22 - we believe that the DCAT -- what your -- the input

23 of your actuary with the adverse scenarios and all the

24 modelling and so on, whatever that minimum amount is,

25 we're okay with what -- what you decide it -- it is.
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1 The only constraint the Corporation has on that is

2 that our internal chief actuary and our external

3 actuary can sign off on the DCAT.  That's all we're

4 asking.

5                PUB approves break-even Basic premiums.

6 Okay, and the RSR -- if the RSR exceeds the upper

7 range, so if it was to exceed a 100 percent MCT, then

8 we should have dialogues in terms of what we believe

9 would be the best thing to do if that condition

10 manifests itself.

11                So those are the -- the posi -- that's

12 the position of the Corporation.  And that's how we're

13 dealing in terms of transparency of the relationship

14 between excess retained earnings and Basic.  And also,

15 in terms of con -- in terms of being too conservative,

16 we're giving the PUB the pen on the DCAT for the

17 minimum amount.  And then, after that, as long as our

18 internal chief actuary and external actuary can sign

19 off on the DCAT, we're good to go.

20                Moving on to page 13.  I'm going to let

21 Ms. Reichert discuss this particular issues that are

22 presented on -- on this slide, and the challenges that

23 we're facing.  But again, I think it's important to

24 see how MPI faces a lot of volatility and -- and

25 unforeseen events.  I think, like, what happened to
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1 the RSR just in four (4) months, how we moved to a $50

2 million deficiency in capital, how -- how apparent the

3 volatility that we face is.

4                And I also believe one (1) of the

5 concerns that I have is that the frequency and

6 severity of past unforeseen events will not be the

7 same as in the future.  In other words, the past is

8 not a good predictor of the future, and that's because

9 of weather patterns, and it's because what's going on

10 in the financial markets.  It's very different, very

11 different economies, very different things, and the

12 past is not a good predictor of the future.

13                And we can even see it with, you know,

14 the flood of century, for example, how -- how these

15 negative things that used to be one (1) in a hundred

16 or one (1) in sic (6), you know, how they're starting

17 to happen over and over.  So we need to really be

18 conscientious about that and invoke enterprise risk

19 management techniques accordingly.

20                The regulator has asked us a lot about

21 value for Manitobans, so I just thought I'd put those

22 two (2) slides in here.  We spend approximately $1

23 billion per year in the economy of Manitoba.  This is

24 the breakdown.  We -- we do talk a lot about -- in our

25 rate app about value and so on, but that gives you an
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1 idea from a economic standpoint the role that we play

2 in -- in Manitoba's economy.

3                The second one on page 16 is more like

4 metrics in terms of assets and so on.  But again, we

5 can see that our ecosystem is growing quite a bit and

6 that the transactions, the volume of transactions,

7 that we're doing is -- is growing.  And our economic

8 impact in Manitoba is -- is growing.

9                Last year, we did approximately 24.5

10 million transactions, which includes done by people,

11 done by our business partners, and done by computers.

12                But what's important, of the

13 transactions done by humans, only 5 million

14 transactions out of the twenty-four point five (24.5)

15 were done from our staff.  All the rest were done by

16 our business partners or computers.  So our ecosystem

17 is huge and our economic impact in Manitoba is huge.

18                Moving on to the next slide, I -- we --

19 we do have a mandate, like, in terms of service to

20 customers.  We cannot degrade service to customers in

21 terms of being expedient, in terms of costing or

22 pricing.  We have to have fiscal prudence and a

23 balance between the service.

24                And I think -- I'm hoping anyway, with

25 what we've shown you and what we've done with the cost
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1 -- cost-cutting efforts and what we've done this year,

2 and -- and Ms. Reichert will be -- talk more about it

3 -- but you can see how we're really going towards the

4 right direction and -- and not at the expense of

5 customer service, nor quality of repairs of vehicles,

6 because the vehicles are changing quite a bit.

7                And we're already making significant

8 investments, and it's very important that vehicles are

9 repaired to OEM -- OEM standard, original equipment

10 manufacturer's standards, because we don't want them

11 in -- they're involved in an accident again after

12 they've been repaired, that we don't want people to be

13 injured or killed because of improper repairs.

14                These slides, I'm not going to go over

15 them.  I'm just going to let you have a look at them.

16 And they're there in the record, and we can talk

17 about, you know, the whole cost containment with Ms.

18 Reichert down the road a little bit.

19                Program initiatives.  Next slide.  One

20 (1) of the things regarding physical damage re-

21 engineering which is a bit problematic for the

22 Corporation, there are a couple of things in terms of

23 value.  We're on track to deliver PDR, we're on track

24 to having this done by February 2019.

25                One (1) of the things that we're having
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1 issues with right now in -- in terms of maybe

2 answering some of the questions that we got, for

3 example, from CAC regarding estimates or -- or being -

4 - to show exactly where -- how we're doing in terms of

5 -- of savings, is because right now I can say in

6 September, we just signed a memorandum of -- of

7 agreement with the MGU, because now we have between

8 now and February.  We're negotiating a new contract to

9 be able to change the language of the contract to be

10 able to prepare the work that needs to be done by

11 January 2017.

12                2017's a big date for us because we're

13 currently in the process of negotiating with the

14 repair industry.  Our agreement with the repair

15 industry in terms of what we pay for parts, training,

16 equipment, repairs, and so on, facilities, is due --

17 it -- it -- the contract expires end of December 2016.

18                We're already starting the

19 negotiations, and that's a -- a -- you know, a

20 contract, a four (4) year contract, that start January

21 1, 2017.  That's where -- well over $1 billion, that

22 contract.

23                So it's very difficult for us to talk

24 too much in the public as we're negotiating these

25 contracts.  And so maybe with your -- if you know
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1 about the fact that we're in negotiations and it's

2 worth over $1 billion, you can see how -- how it might

3 be difficult to talk too much about what we're doing

4 and the tradeoffs and so on on the savings.

5                So -- so I'm hoping that -- that we'll

6 be able to understand that.  But I can tell you, and I

7 am under oath, that we're on track on meeting all of

8 our numbers.

9                In terms of loss prevention, I -- I

10 think we're making significant progress.  The program

11 has been submitted in -- in the rate app.  Everything

12 I've told you last year we're doing.  The committees

13 have been struck.  People have been asked to

14 participate.  And we're also going to be doing some

15 pilots next year on dash cams.  We're going to be also

16 using telematics, and we're well on our way to be able

17 to work on that.

18

19                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

20

21                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   So this particular

22 one, I -- I'm just going to -- not going to go over

23 that too much because there's quite -- there's two (2)

24 sections in the rate app, both in Volume II, and I

25 believe in -- in the later volume where we provided
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1 all the constructs, all the terms of the different

2 committees, all the people that have been asked to

3 participate.  And I think -- I think we're well on our

4 way to doing what I said last year.

5                In terms of results, I know people say,

6 Well, you know, how do we know it's working and all

7 that stuff?  I -- I -- you know, I -- I've been with

8 MPI for twenty-five (25) years.  In the '90s when we

9 were looking at this, you know, there was about a

10 hundred and twenty (120) fatalities every year in

11 Manitoba.  And the last fiscal year reported on --

12 which was '14/'15, we had sixty-eight (68) fas -- fat

13 -- fatalities.  That's fifty (50) Manitobans more

14 living today.

15                Now, it's not MPI that did that.  We --

16 we worked on that.  We worked with the police.  We

17 worked with the justice department.  We worked with --

18 with infrastructure in Manitoba government.  We -- we

19 worked with business partners.  It's a collective

20 effort.

21                But I think when you look at it at a

22 distance, and you look at everything that -- that

23 we're doing, and I realize that we contribute a piece

24 of the puzzle in the collective of all -- how we all

25 work together, it's still fifty (50) Manitobans living
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1 more today than they used -- before.  So that's --

2 that's a -- that's a big plus.  And the bodily

3 injuries and severities are also going down.

4                So I think sometimes -- I always say

5 it's long term.  Like, you'll remember 'Helmets for

6 Motorcycle', for example, how hard that was.  Or

7 'Buckle Up,' how that -- how hard that was.  Or 'Don't

8 Text and Drive,' how hard that is.  But over time, if

9 you look at it, it's going in the right direction.

10 And we know now that whatever we're doing, it helps in

11 the sense there's fifty (50) more Manitobans living

12 today than there used maybe in the 1990s.

13                So that's -- those are the things, I

14 think, when you look at a distance, you're saying,

15 Okay, it's working.  And -- and we -- we need -- and

16 that's what encouraged me to keep working at it and --

17 and to push more stuff as we go forward.

18                I think this slide is self-explanatory.

19 I -- I wasn't going to spend too much time on it, but

20 again, it's all -- all the details on there.  But

21 we've got the committees up and running, and -- and

22 people are -- are going to be participating, and it'll

23 be a collaborative process.

24                And, like, I think a little bit what

25 the regulator was saying last year, how people can go
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1 and say what they -- what's important to them, and to

2 be able to make sure it's taken into consideration

3 when legislation and change, and so on, that now all

4 these mechanism have been put in place.  And we're

5 actually down the road on -- on actually delivering on

6 that.

7                Another thing that we wanted to do that

8 would be more visible in terms of -- I believe

9 somebody last year had talked about intersections, and

10 I thought that was a good point, that we should maybe

11 do something to show that the Corporation is -- is

12 listening to people, and actually trying to do

13 something about it.

14                We've taken some intersections where

15 there's high losses at those intersections, and we're

16 going to be able to do a -- a pilot where we're going

17 to be able to compare the results of these

18 intersections.  One is signage alone.  Just awareness

19 as you approach the intersection.  Another one will be

20 more signage and -- and more awareness that you're

21 approaching an intersection.

22                And the -- and the last one will be an

23 intersection where you have all of this, plus police

24 enforcement at that intersection.  We've -- we've

25 talked with the Winnipeg -- City of -- of Winnipeg
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1 Police, and they're going to help us so that they'll

2 have a police there to -- to be able to provide -- if

3 somebody is goes through a red light, or is going too

4 fast, or whatever, like really to see if that makes a

5 difference.

6                And then we'll want to be able to show

7 the quantitative results, and compare these

8 intersections.  If -- if it makes a difference, the

9 kind of -- of awareness that people have.  And if you

10 -- and the correlation between awareness versus

11 enforcement, and those kinds of issues.

12                So we'll be able to talk about that a

13 little bit more next year as we get the data.  We have

14 the support of the police.  We have the support of the

15 government of Manitoba.  And we also are nearing the

16 okay from the City of Winnipeg to -- to put the signs

17 up.  But that should be approved by the city, I'm

18 told, very shortly.  So -- so far, a lot of

19 collaboration and -- and I think it's going to be

20 interesting to see the results at those four (4)

21 intersections.

22                Next slide.  In terms of benchmarking,

23 the Corporation is very pleased in terms of the

24 results of our benchmarking.  We're -- we're making

25 that more and more visible in -- in the public
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1 environment.  One (1) of the things that the

2 Corporation might be interested in hearing from the

3 regulator is we have our magic numbers that we meet.

4 And we're saying, you know, Okay.  We're doing okay

5 and from a performance management, and also in terms

6 of the rates, how -- how things fall.

7                It -- it would be maybe interesting for

8 us to know for the regulator, what are key metrics

9 that are important to you in terms of saying, Well, if

10 -- if you meet those metrics, then I'm -- I'm okay

11 with the rates.  Like, what are the magic numbers that

12 might be important to the regulator in terms of if we

13 come to you and say, Well, okay, like, you guys are

14 performing.  You're doing okay.  I'm satisfied that --

15 because you can't get blood out of a rock.  But at the

16 same time, it would be interesting to know when you

17 look at all these metrics, you know, we have our key

18 numbers.  And we're meeting our seven (7) corporate

19 goals by meeting our numbers.  And we have -- we're

20 trying to have rates that are predictable and stable.

21                But the more insight we have of what's

22 important to the regulator, the more it helps us to be

23 able to submit a rate app that maybe makes you feel

24 comfortable that -- that we've performed to -- to

25 expectations and so on, especially on -- on the
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1 operational cost side of -- of things.  So any

2 insights that you can provide the Corporation would be

3 very helpful to us.

4                I won't go over all these -- these

5 slides.  I'm -- I'm going to go over that one (1).

6 That's just -- that's just for information.  But you

7 can see, for example, with these -- these metrics

8 that, like, in terms of total gross expense per policy

9 in force, for example, we're at two seventy seven

10 (277).

11                And you can see come -- well, so those

12 -- those numbers are good to us.  Is it good for the

13 regulator?  When we benchmark ourself, like, compared

14 to the -- to the private sector, like, we're doing

15 really good.  But the thing is, is it's good for us.

16 But what is it to you?  So it -- it would be really

17 nice in maybe some of these metrics that we have in

18 there, the more insight you can give us, the better.

19 Okay.

20

21                So we're -- I think this year is a -- a

22 fork in the road for us.  If you look at that

23 particular slide, very important that we deal with the

24 RSR range and the DCAT.  It's critical to the

25 stability of the Corporation from a financial
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1 standpoint, critical to long-term success for the

2 public auto insurance in Manitoba.  And then if we can

3 work on that, then you can see in the roadmap that

4 next year, MPI will start working on a five (5) year

5 product and service plan, which we'll then be

6 launching a new portfolio of initiative in 2019, to be

7 able to prepare the Corporation for autonomous cars,

8 digitization of things, and so on.

9                It's going a little bit faster than we

10 thought.  There's actually autonomous cars on the road

11 now.  There's some of them in Germany.  There's some

12 of them in the States already.  It's coming along a

13 little bit faster than we thought.  But we'll be able

14 to prepare ourselves if we start in 2019.  And we're

15 going to be putting all the current initiatives behind

16 us, and then we'll be able to march again in -- in

17 2019 with a new portfolio that we'll be bringing

18 forward here at -- at the regulator.

19                Based on what I provided to the

20 regulator last year on the auto industry, nothing much

21 has changed compared to what we have provided you last

22 year, except it -- a little bit what I -- what I said

23 in the previous slide.  It's going a little bit faster

24 than we had anticipated.  And we can see faster

25 technology and so on being deployed in the field.  So
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1 big, big impacts coming over the next decade in the

2 auto industry.

3

4                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

5

6                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   This one, you'll be

7 familiar with this slide --

8                THE CHAIRPERSON:   So, Mr. Guimond --

9                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes?

10                THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- if it would be

11 okay, I think people are -- would like to take a bit

12 of a break before we start this next section.

13                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah.

14                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Is that okay?  Is

15 there only a couple --

16                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   There's only

17 three (3) slides.

18                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Oh, only three (3)

19 slides.  Okay.  Go ahead then.  Thank you.

20                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   This one you're

21 familiar with in terms of how we get to zero rate

22 increase.  So in the essence of time, I won't spend

23 too much on -- on that.

24                The next slide, again you can see how

25 the collision industry changes and challenges.  We're
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1 dealing with the risk, we're dealing with investment

2 incomes, issues, a change in weather, and so on.

3                And you can see what those weather --

4 with -- with those -- this graph, how the Corporation

5 is constantly, constantly mitigating risk and grinding

6 at managing our incurred to be able to prevent rate

7 increases and so on.

8                And this one you're familiar with what

9 we're asking, so I won't -- won't spend any time on

10 that one.

11                Thank you very much.

12                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much,

13 Mr. Guimond.  We'll take a break until eleven o'clock,

14 and then we'll return.  And, Ms. Reichert, you'll be

15 presenting then, and Mr. -- okay.  Thank you very

16 much.

17

18 --- Upon recessing at 10:45 a.m.

19 --- Upon resuming at 11:05 a.m.

20

21                THE CHAIRPERSON:   I'd like to restart

22 the hearings.  And we'll call upon Ms. Reichert to

23 begin her testimony.  Thank you very much.

24                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   Good morning.

25 If I could first file as an exhibit the quarterly
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1 financial reports.  It's been distributed during the

2 break time, and it's second quarter financially --

3 financial reports.  It should be marked as MPI Exhibit

4 number 7.

5

6 --- EXHIBIT NO. MPI-7:     Second quarter financial

7                             reports

8

9                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   Also

10 distributed first at the break was CMMG Pre-Ask number

11 1, and that is marked CMMG Exhibit number 5, if that's

12 all right with Mr. Oakes.

13

14 --- EXHIBIT NO. CMMG-5:    Pre-Ask 1

15

16                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much,

17 Ms. Kalinowsky.

18                Ms. Reichert...?

19                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Thank you.  So

20 I'm going to have Diana drive for me this morning.  So

21 the first slide is just a recap to put front and

22 centre in front of the -- in front of the panel what

23 we are requesting in this 2016 GRA.  So I will just

24 quickly go through that.

25                Zero percent rate increase has already
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1 been mentioned.  There is no RSR rebuilding fee being

2 sought this year.  We are asking for a minimum RSR

3 target of $231 million, and that's based on the 2015

4 DCAT report.  And we're asking for a maximum RSR

5 target equal to the minimum capital test ratio of 100

6 percent.  And that is currently equal to 366 million

7 based on the 2014/'15 year-end results.

8                So with that zero percent overall rate

9 -- no rate change, pardon me, you can see in this

10 slide that 50 percent of our policy holders will see a

11 decrease in their actual insurance rates.  7.2 percent

12 will see no change at all.

13                And of the 42.8 percent that will see

14 an increase in their insurance rates, the majority of

15 those will see an increase of less than fifty dollars

16 ($50) on their insurance.

17                This has been updated from the prior

18 year, again.  Just to show the history over the -- the

19 last sixteen (16) years, the Corporation has actually

20 rebated almost $600 million.  And over the last

21 sixteen (16) years, there's been thirteen (13) out of

22 those sixteen (16) years where we have not asked for a

23 rate increase.  And in fact, six (6) of those sixteen

24 (16) years, we've actually had a rate decrease.

25                So -- and I think the history is -- is
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1 very indicative of -- of how the Corporation has very

2 much tried to contain and manage and have relatively

3 stable insurance rates over the last many, many years.

4                This particular slide again is an

5 update from ones that we've shown in -- in prior

6 years.  MPI is quite proud of this -- of this

7 particular comparison.  MPI or Manitoba Insurance

8 rates are the very bottom blue line.  It shows what

9 the growth of those rates have been since 2001

10 compared to every other jurisdiction.

11                So our premium growth has been lower

12 than any other jurisdiction.  And, in fact, if we had

13 just grown based on the average of all the Canadian

14 jurisdictions our ratepayers would be paying 58 1/2

15 percent more than what they're paying today.

16                So onto 2014/'15 results from last

17 year.  So from this -- from this particular table you

18 can see that in the 2016 GRA where we reported what we

19 actually achieved in '14/'15 we had a net income in

20 the Basic line of business of 2.4 million.  That

21 compared to what we were forecasting or, pardon me,

22 budgeting in last year's GRA of a loss of thirty-eight

23 point one (38.1), so an absolute improvement of over

24 $40 million in '14/'15, a significant amount.

25                The main story here which we'll get
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1 into in -- in the -- the next couple of slides is that

2 interest rates actually decreased more than -- than

3 what we had anticipated them to, but that was offset

4 by a winter that we had not seen in, like, twenty (20)

5 years, as in being a good winter with very few claims.

6                So that very much helped the

7 organization.  That and the fact that in '14/'15

8 equities did fairly well and we actually achieved some

9 gains on our equity positions.

10                So in the next slide talking a little

11 bit more specifically.  So the impact of that lower

12 frequency of collision claims, $43.3 million.  That

13 was offset in that the severity of those claims was

14 slightly higher, and so that cost us eleven point

15 seven (11.7) more than what we anticipated.  In

16 addition to having lower collision claims, that also

17 resulted in reduced injury claims.  And so that helped

18 us by 22.9 million.

19                The absolute net impact of interest

20 rates between our claims liabilities and our fixed

21 income assets from last year, and again, we were not

22 matched as closely as we are now matching, that in

23 fact cost the organization 53.6 million because those

24 interest rates in fact went down lower than we thought

25 that they would.
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1                That combined with deterioration in our

2 internal claims adjustment costs.  So whenever we have

3 declining interest rates, that also negatively impacts

4 on what our internal claims adjustment is for -- for

5 managing the -- the claims.

6                7.6 million was an improvement in the

7 premium deficiency liability, and that improvement is

8 a result of the fact that we did get a rate increase

9 that was able to help to -- our deferred policy

10 acquisition costs, we were able to re -- restate some

11 of those that we had had to write off in -- in prior

12 years.

13                And then, finally, there is a reduction

14 in our investment margin, the interest rate in --

15 investment margin.  So when the interest rates are as

16 low as they have been you don't need as much of a

17 cushion in anticipation that they're going to go

18 lower.  So last year, in 2014/'15, and I believe it

19 was discussed at the hearings, we lowered the, at that

20 time, one hundred (100) basis point cushion down to a

21 seventy-five (75) basis points cushion.  And that --

22 just the fact of lowering that particular margin

23 helped us last year by $26.8 million.

24                So all of those things combined

25 resulted in us doing a little bit more than 40 million
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1 better than what we had anticipated we would do.  Oh,

2 I'm sorry.  And then, in addition, the 25 million we

3 had higher investment income, that was from equities,

4 that wasn't from -- well, mostly from the equities

5 position, and then .3 million was everything else.

6                So that was our 2014/'15 results.  Now,

7 on '15/'16, this is comparing what we were forecasting

8 for the '15/'16 year when we were here at this time

9 last year, so the 2015 GRA forecast, compared to what

10 we actually have budgeted for the '15/'16 year.

11                So we are now budgeting for a gain of

12 15 million -- or pardon me, net income of 15 million

13 for the 2015/'16 year that we're in.  Last year when

14 we were here we were here, we were forecasting a loss

15 of 6.3 million.  So there we have a swing of 21

16 million.  Next slide.

17                So that twenty (20) -- 21 million

18 positive swing is -- the bulk of which is made up of

19 36 million, and again talking about the provision for

20 adverse deviation, which is that margin that I was

21 just talking about as it relates to interest rates, so

22 once again with the interest rates being -- having

23 even gone lower than what they were at last year, we

24 are proposing that the seventy-five (75) basis points

25 that we lowered it to last year be further lowered to
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1 fifty (50) basis points.  And that will -- that is how

2 we budgeted in the 2015/'16 year for that to occur.

3                That is a benefit of 36.2 million.

4 That will be confirmed when the chief actuary does the

5 October liability review, and that -- and that

6 particular provision will be confirmed at that point

7 by our external actuary.  We expect that that will

8 occur, but it still is something that needs to be

9 formally approved, or -- or concurred with by our

10 external actuary before we can realize that benefit.

11                The $20 million negative impact of --

12 being the net impact of interest rates, we are still

13 within this budget year.  Because we are forecasting

14 interest rates to increase, we are actually

15 forecasting that our claims will benefit more than how

16 our fixed income will be hurt by rising interest

17 rates.  So we are still budgeting a positive in-year

18 impact of interest rates.

19                However, this year compared to at this

20 point last year when we were doing the forecast for

21 '15/'16, we based '15/'16 on the fact that we were not

22 perfectly matched.  We are now, in '15/'16, assuming

23 that we will get to a perfect duration matching,

24 pardon me, at the end of August of this year.  So we

25 just achieved it at the end of -- of August.
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1                So compared to what we were forecasting

2 last year, we have -- those two years compared, a $20

3 million decline in -- in our position.  And that is

4 because of implementing a much more closer duration

5 matching, a perfect matching, if you will.  And that -

6 - that's the impact of implementing that in the

7 '15/'16 year.

8                Again, because we are forecasting

9 increased interest rates, we again are having a

10 positive impact to our internal loss adjustments that

11 I had mentioned previously.  So that's a decrease in

12 that particular expense so therefore an improvement

13 over our last year forecast of eighteen (18) -- of 8.1

14 million.  And then everything else combined is a

15 decrease from last year's forecast of about 3 million.

16                Okay.  So second quarter results which

17 have, just as was indicated by Ms. Kalinowsky, have

18 just been tabled with the legislature today, so for

19 the six (6) months -- and again, this is Basic only.

20 So for the six (6) months ended August, the Basic line

21 of business is reflecting a net income of $5 million.

22 So a positive net income position.

23                However, at this point in time we were

24 budgeting to have a $37.6 million positive net income.

25 We always are budgeting in the first half of the year
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1 to have positive results because our claims are the

2 greatest in the last half of the year, which includes

3 the winter months.  So we -- in order to achieve the

4 overall budget that we were trying to budget for a 15

5 million overall increase, we needed a $37.6 million

6 positive result in the first six (6) months.  We are

7 off that by 32.6 million.

8                One of the main reasons for that is

9 that we have had poor hail experience this summer.

10 While we have not had any large hail, so we have not

11 had a large hail event that has -- has risen to our

12 reinsurance level, we have had several smaller hail

13 events that have essentially -- well, not essentially,

14 they have been about 20 million higher than what we

15 will -- would have had budgeted within the -- within

16 that time frame.  So that has hurt us.

17                That 20 million hail -- poor hail

18 experience is really being offset by the fact that we

19 are still seeing some favourable collision and -- and

20 injury claims experience at the -- the last line

21 there, the 15 million.  So that's helping to offset

22 the -- the impact of the hail.

23                The other items that are hurting us at

24 this point is I mentioned about the -- about the

25 interest rate margin, and our desire to reduce it from
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1 seventy-five (75) basis points down to fifty (50)

2 basis points.  When we're able to do that the benefit

3 to the year will be 36 million.  We have not been able

4 to reflect that yet, so compared to what we had

5 budgeted we are off budget by 18 million.  We do

6 expect that that will -- that 18.1 million will be

7 recovered when the actuary's report is -- is

8 completed, and the external actuary agrees to that

9 reduction in the -- in the interest rate margin.

10                The other actuarial adjustment that's

11 reflected in the second quarter results is another 14

12 1/2 million.  And that's an IBNR adjustment.  And that

13 has -- that was an adjustment where our PIPP claims,

14 we were watching how they are the -- how they are

15 developing.  And at this point in time, we have

16 adjusted the PIPP claims that have been incurred to

17 what we ultimately believe will be incurred.  So that

18 was a increase in our expenses in the first six (6)

19 months of 14 1/2 million.

20                Also what is occurring in this first --

21 or, pardon me, the first half of our year, we have

22 seen losses on equities that were higher than what we

23 budgeted.  I think everybody is aware that the equity

24 market is having some difficulty right now.  And so we

25 have experienced higher losses than what we did
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1 anticipate.

2                That has been offset, though, by the

3 fact that we have a favourable net impact of interest

4 rates, higher than what we -- we were budgeting for a

5 favourable impact, as I stated before.  But it has

6 been higher than what we anticipated.  Because in the

7 first half of the year, interest rates were actually

8 going up a bit more than what they were forecasted to

9 go up by.  The -- the slope of their increase was

10 advantageous for us.  So that -- that's a $7.8 million

11 favourable impact to our first six (6) months results.

12                Also claims and operating expenses are

13 lower than what we had budgeted.  And as Mr. Guimond

14 has already stated, in the '15/'16 budget we took

15 action to reduce certain of our expenditures by $8.5

16 million.  And so our budget was actually reduced by

17 that 8.5 million.

18                There were other things that -- that

19 increased, but we did reduce specific expenditures by

20 8.5 million.  And despite that reduction in our

21 budget, overall right now at the six (6) month mark we

22 are coming in under that reduced budget.  And then all

23 other impacts of everything else was a positive -- a

24 slight positive of 1.6 million.

25                This is just a slide that shows how we
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1 arrive at the 7.8 million.  I don't think I need to go

2 into that in any detail.  It's just showing what's

3 happening that we are losing on our -- our marketable

4 bonds.  In a rising interest rate environment that is

5 what happens.  We calculate that at a corporate level.

6 The Basic share is -- or allocation is taken, and then

7 that's compared to what the impact of the changing

8 discount rate is on our claims.

9                So the actual net impact was a positive

10 15.8 million.  We were budgeting to have a positive

11 net impact of eight (8).  So we did better by 7.8

12 million in the first six (6) months.  With that I am

13 going to turn it over to Mr. Johnston to talk about

14 this year's indicated rates.

15                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Good morning.  So

16 the -- the slide in front of you here is the rate --

17 it says, "The rate-setting framework."  But it's

18 really the forecasting framework.  It's not obviously

19 the rating year, but -- but our whole five (5) year

20 forecast period.  In the past we used to have distinct

21 committees, the claims forecasting commi -- committee,

22 the revenue committee.  We still very much have the

23 experts in -- in all these areas, but we've -- we've

24 amalgamated it all under -- under the finance

25 division, and I lead this process.
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1                All of the individual forecasts which

2 you -- which you see in Volume II of the rate

3 application feed into our financial model, the

4 financial model that we developed -- the -- the new

5 model we developed a couple of years ago.  And the --

6 the model does -- it allocates to a line of business,

7 produces financial statements.

8                And, as you know, we get a Basic

9 financial statement and the basis for our -- our 2016

10 rates is setting a -- a zero net income over -- over

11 the rating period.

12                So literally, we put in everything.

13 The model spits out the basic financial statements and

14 we can immediately see what the Basic rate education

15 (sic) is -- is looking like.  And -- and then we can

16 start and ask -- answering the questions:  Why -- why

17 did it go up or down?

18                I won't go into the -- the next section

19 as much, but once we get the overall figures, we then

20 go into a -- a class, a vehicle class-by-class

21 exercise where we look at private passenger vehicles

22 and we allocate, you know, here's your operating

23 costs, here's your investment income, here -- here's

24 your claims, et cetera.  That gives us our overall

25 classification rates, which I'll -- I'll go through.
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1                And the next step is to look at the

2 detailed use-by-use rates within each class, so All

3 Purpose, Territory 1, again, all tied to actual

4 experience using the rate mething -- rate -- rate-

5 making methodology that we've developed with PUB over

6 the last couple decades.

7                After that, there's really -- there's

8 some general capping rules that we do, a control rate

9 shock and then the final -- the final rate file is

10 produced.

11                One (1) -- I just want to address one

12 (1) comment made by Mr. Williams.  And it seems every

13 year we come back and there's this issue of

14 transparency that keeps being brought up.

15                If there's a transparency issue in any

16 of these forecasts, I'm not aware of it.  And if

17 they're -- if one was brought up, we'd happily deal

18 with it immediately.  So I'm not sure where the

19 reference -- what the reference is to.

20                We've really, I feel, bulked up these

21 sections a lot in the last four (4) or five years to

22 try to, you know, have more clarity and -- and

23 transparen -- and transparency and such.  So again, if

24 -- maybe we'll hear at the hearings where these issues

25 are, but we'd love to address them if there is -- if
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1 there is a transparency issue.

2                Okay.  Thanks.  So for the -- these are

3 the major class rates that I just spoke of.  Private

4 Passenger, being more than 90 percent of the premiums,

5 will follow the overall change, so very close to zero.

6                One (1) of the things we're noticing on

7 the rate-setting side is, now that we're doing

8 improved interest rate forecasting and we're -- and

9 we're showing the expected future effects of interest

10 rates on claims and investment income, the rating

11 categories are obviously affected by that.

12                If you're a group like, say,

13 Motorcycles where almost your entire rate is -- is

14 PIPP, you'll -- if -- if claims go down because of

15 interest rates, you're -- you're very much affected by

16 that, because you have long-term claims and the effect

17 of interest rates is -- is greater.

18                If you're a class like Commercial where

19 most of the claims are for physical damage, well, if -

20 - you know, if we have a -- an interest forecast for

21 investment income goes down, well, your investment

22 income allocation goes down.  But your claims don't

23 really change, because they're all collision or -- or

24 comp, and they're just paid immediately.

25                So we thought about that a lot, and it
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1 -- it makes sense if you think about it.  Motorcycles,

2 as -- as -- again, as an example, we do hold the money

3 longer in the -- in the sense that it takes us longer

4 to pay it out.

5                So we have that opportunity to earn

6 investment income on their premiums, whereas for

7 Commercial, we wouldn't have that opportunity.  It

8 would be dollars in, dollars out, much quicker.

9                So in a general sense, the -- the

10 movements here are very much tied to -- the -- the

11 biggest increases are physical damage right now.  And

12 that's because they're getting less investment income

13 in this particular forecast.  So Commercial and Public

14 both have larger increases.

15                One (1) thing that we do, Commercial,

16 for example, they're getting a 2 1/2 percent rate

17 change this -- this year, but their -- their five (5)

18 year average, including this change, is negative 3

19 percent.  So we do look at some of the longer-term

20 stability of the classes, so still a very favourable

21 result.

22                Similarly, public -- public is a lot of

23 the impacts related to taxis.  So they have a very

24 disproportionately large rate, eight thousand (8,000),

25 nine thousand dollars ($9,000).  They get an increase,
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1 it feeds in here.  So that's one (1) of the reasons

2 why they're -- they're going up.

3                Motorcycles, as I discussed, they do

4 get the benefit of the decrease in claims, but they

5 have had improving experience over the years, so no

6 question that they've -- they've been -- they've had a

7 better experience, so they have a -- a negative seven

8 point six (7.6).

9                Trailers, just a minor -- minor two

10 dollar ($2) decrease.  Off-road vehicles, you'll see

11 that there's an 18 percent decrease, again, this is

12 indicated.  We're talking on a twelve dollar ($12)

13 rate.  The reason it's zero is because we recently

14 increased the benefits for off-road vehicles.  We

15 increased their -- their third-party liability from

16 two hundred thousand (200,000) to five hundred

17 thousand (500,000).

18                So they have increased coverage, but we

19 have no experience to -- to use.  We've only had, I

20 think, ten (10) claims in the last decade where it

21 even got to the two hundred thousand (200,000).  So

22 right now, we said, Rather than try to guess where

23 that's going, we'll just leave the rate at twelve

24 dollars ($12) and we'll modify it.  At most, it could

25 drop to, like, eleven (11) or ten dollars ($10).
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1 Okay.

2                Just back one (1) there.  Yeah.

3 Thanks.  So similar to what Ms. Reichert just went

4 through, this is the rating period forecast fro --

5 that we came in the -- with in the 2015 GRA versus

6 what we've come with the 2016 GRA.  And so before --

7 on the next slide, we'll go through it, but just as an

8 example, earned revenues you'll see this year, our

9 revised forecast has a -- with 6.7 million less

10 revenue than -- than we expected last year.  And then

11 net income, there's a $21.7 million deterioration.  So

12 we -- we explain those in the next slides.  Thanks.

13                So Ms. Reichert came up with this slide

14 design which was hard for me to create, but we

15 eventually figured it out.  But it -- it does -- it --

16 it does explain -- what's nice about it is it explains

17 the impacts in terms of the rate impact.  So in terms

18 of the example I just gave about revenues, I said we

19 were 6.7 million less than last year.  So having 6.7

20 million less revenue means that we have to raise the

21 rates by 0.75 percent.  And that's that first uptick

22 there.  And that makes sense.  You have less revenue,

23 you -- you get the same -- similar costs, you -- all

24 else equal, you need to collect more.

25                I'm going to explain these on the other
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1 slides.  But as you go through, you see the impact of

2 -- of -- net impact of interest rates was a big hit to

3 the rate indication, 2.22 percent.  The -- the

4 equities and alternatives forecast was also a -- a

5 negative impact to the rate or rate increase offset by

6 some favourable claims impacts and expense impacts.

7 Okay.

8                So we knew when we did the ALM that in

9 -- in our previous forecasts, pre-ALM, we -- when we

10 had the gap, in a rising interest rate environment,

11 you're going to benefit in terms of net income because

12 the favourable claims impacts are going to be greater

13 than the -- the down -- the -- the negative fixed

14 income impacts.

15                We knew when we closed that gap that

16 the net income was going to deteriorate as a result,

17 so we're -- we're taking the benefit away, or -- or a

18 lot of the benefit away.  So by doing that in the

19 rating period, that was a $20 million impact, and

20 that's how -- that's roughly 2.2 percent of -- of the

21 rate, all else equal.  Okay.

22                Similarly, we also said we're going to

23 ensure that the fixed income assets dollar match to

24 claims liabilities.  So you're going to have a

25 matching strategy and you're going to, you know, match
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1 the durations, well, the dollar amounts should be the

2 same, too, whether -- right, for it to work?  That,

3 along with the recommendations in the ALM, cause us to

4 increase our fixed income allocation and lower our

5 allocation to other asset categories.  Well, at the

6 current time, at least, the other categories have

7 higher returns so you reduce allocation to those.

8 They have less investment income.  That impact was $9

9 million, and about a 1 percent deterioration in the

10 rate.

11                I already mentioned the revenue

12 component, but this is somewhat good news because a

13 lot of it is from drive -- driver safety rating.  And

14 I'm sure we'll talk at the hearings about that, but

15 we're getting continued good news from -- from DSR,

16 and lower driver premium typically means less

17 convictions, less at-fault claims.  That is usually a

18 much bigger benefit on the collision forecast than --

19 than it costs us on the revenue side, so we're okay

20 with that.

21                The comprehensive forecast, putting

22 aside the recent hail we just had in the last six (6)

23 months, has continued to improve.  All -- all the kind

24 of crime-related perils continue to fall, so we've

25 included that in the forecast.  And the same -- the
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1 same with PIPP.  We continue to have declining

2 frequency on the PIPP side, and we're recognizing that

3 in -- in the forecast.

4                And then finally on -- on the expense

5 side, we're down 8.2 million.  Some of that relates

6 to, as interest rates rise our -- our expected costs

7 of all our expense payments also decline.  And then

8 all other impacts about $4 million.

9                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Okay.  Back to

10 -- back to me.  So on the expense side of the -- of

11 the ledger, in 2016 rating period, again this is the

12 average of the '16/'17 year and the '17/'18 year, our

13 total average expenses that are forecasted are 200 --

14 220 million.  For the 2015 GRA, the total average

15 rating period for 2015/'16 and '16/'17 was two hundred

16 and fourteen point one (214.1).

17                So compared to last -- compared to the

18 last rating period to this rating period, we increased

19 overall 5.8 million.  But the reasons for those

20 increases are important that you understand because,

21 in fact, we did by reducing our expenditure budget in

22 2015/'16 as we had indicated -- as Mr. Guimond had

23 said, that lowered the base of '15/'16 which is used

24 to forecast '16/'17 and '17/'18.

25                So on a lower base, we are now
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1 forecasting normal inflationary increases.  So overall

2 we have an increase in our expenditure budget relative

3 to the prior years rating -- rating expenditures.

4 That difference of 5.8 million though, 2 million of

5 that basically is due to amortization that started

6 earlier in 2016/'17 than what we were previously

7 forecasting it to do.

8                So project completed, or an aspect of a

9 project completed such that we are now able to

10 amortize it, and we're amortizing it sooner than what

11 we had intended on doing.  So that's 2 million of the

12 5.8 million.  And the balance of the three (3) -- the

13 balance of the 3.8 million we'll talk about in a

14 little bit is -- has to do with the mix of improvement

15 initiatives.

16                So the capital side, and the expenses

17 that we incurred to implement improvement initiatives

18 is what the other aspect is -- that's impacting on --

19 on the expenditures.  So I'll leave this slide, and --

20 and I'll get into more detail in -- in just a moment.

21 So --          MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I'm sorry, I

22 don't get that part because the -- the balance is due

23 to a mix of improvement initiatives.  I would have

24 expected that to decrease expenses.

25                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Well, within
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1 improvement initiatives there are implementation

2 expenses.  So depending on how the improvement -- the

3 mix of those improvement initiatives and -- and which

4 ones have implementation expenses, which ones don't,

5 it will impact on the overall.  Okay.

6                So just to -- to remind everyone on how

7 we differentiate our expenses within MPI, we refer to

8 normal operating expenses, those are the day-to-day

9 expenditures for running MPI.  So for handling claims,

10 the -- obviously, the bulk of that is going to be

11 salary costs.  You know, maintaining and running our

12 service centres.  Those are normal operating costs.

13                Improvement initiatives, which I just

14 referred to, they -- they have expense components

15 within them for implementation.  It's been the policy

16 of MPI that when we use our staff on an improvement

17 initiative, they -- we charge that as -- we continue

18 to charge them as an expense, rather than -- we could.

19 But rather than capitalizing those particular

20 salaries, we don't.  We continue to expense them,

21 because they're going to come off that project, and

22 we're still going to need to have the budget and the -

23 - the capacity to pay them their salary.

24                So rather than having a -- an -- having

25 a significant variation in our salary budget because
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1 of the nature of some of our improvement initiatives,

2 we have chosen to ensure that we continue to have the

3 budget for salaries in our expenditures, whether

4 they're on an improvement initiative or whether

5 they're not.  These are not significant dollars, but

6 that is something that is an expense in a giv -- given

7 year.

8                Then when an improvement initiative is

9 completed, so it's a capital IT project, a building is

10 completed, whatever the case might be, then once it's

11 completed, we start to amortize the deferred

12 development costs that went into it.  And we

13 depreciate the capital sticks and bricks costs that

14 went into it.  And then, in addition, there is

15 typically in IT a systems development.  There will be

16 continuing maintenance or licensing fees.

17                So the -- that's the other category

18 that I referred to.  So those are the -- the different

19 expense categories that I'm going to be reviewing in -

20 - in this morning's presentation.

21                Normal operating expenses.  These are

22 Basic share.  I know there's -- it's a eye chart, as

23 they say.  There's a lot of numbers on here.  I would

24 like to draw your attention to the -- about five (5)

25 col -- rows down.  The percentage increase/decrease in
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1 normal operating expenses before amortization and

2 depreciation.  You can see that in the '15/'16 year,

3 that 1.3 percent overall increase, it would have been

4 higher had we not reduced certain expenditures by the

5 8.5 million.

6                So by reducing those expenditures, and

7 then other expenditures that had to increase for --

8 excuse me.  For instance, we had increasing

9 merchandising costs, merchant fee costs.  Right?  That

10 was something that we had increased volumes in that

11 particular area, because we were encouraging more

12 online Visa payments, Visa payments were being

13 encouraged at brokers.  so that increased that

14 increased that particular expense.

15                We didn't have sufficient budget in

16 '14/'15.  We increased that budget in '15/'16, at the

17 same time as we reduced salary budgets, as we reduced

18 other data processing budgets, et cetera.  So the net

19 impact, rather than '15/'16 increasing by 2.8 percent,

20 or -- or more, because of our increasing compensation

21 costs, we actually were able to keep our expenses

22 within 1.3 percent budgeted, within 1.3 percent of the

23 prior year, well below inflation.

24                And then continuing on into '16/'17,

25 and '17/'18, two point seven (2.7) and two point eight
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1 (2.8), while slightly above inflation, reflects the

2 fact that our compensation costs that are -- that are

3 contractually -- we're obligated to contractually, are

4 going up by more than inflation.  So we've been able

5 to, again, help to offset that a bit.

6                You'll notice in the -- the line below

7 amortization and depreciation a lot of fluctuation in

8 those numbers.  So what's happening there is, again,

9 as improvement initiatives are completed, they start

10 to get amortized or depreciated.  As new ones are

11 being amortized and depreciated, those that are more

12 than five (5) years old stop having amortization and

13 depreciation.  So there is always this fluctuation.

14                If we had perfect matching, if you

15 will, so that every single year as many capital costs

16 that are finished depreciating -- as -- as many that

17 finished started, then this line would be, you know,

18 consistent throughout -- throughout every forecast.

19                That's not the case.  We are trying to

20 manage that as best we can, but there are years where

21 we will have higher dollar-amount projects finished

22 compared to -- to other years.  And so that's why you

23 see such fluctuation in that particular line.

24                So overall, again, because of the

25 fluctuations in the amortization and depreciation, you
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1 can see at the bottom -- bottom line there, we are

2 forecasting 1.2 percent in '16/'17 and 2.5 percent in

3 '17/'18, which are the rating years, increases in

4 expenditures.

5                Oops.  So again, I said this last year,

6 and it is equally if not more true this year.  The

7 normal operating expenses with MPI, they are not the

8 key driver of a rate increase.  Or in this case,

9 they're not even a key driver in -- in causing

10 pressure against that zero percent increase.

11                So the basic -- the basic -- sorry,

12 normal operating expenses, as I mentioned, 1.2 and 2.4

13 percent, respectively, that -- although the 1.2

14 percent is -- is less than CPI, the other is close to

15 CPI and is reflecting the fact that we've got

16 mandatory economic increases in our wages as well as

17 steps in scale increases on our wages.  And I do have

18 a slide coming up about compensation.

19                The other thing, as I said, despite the

20 -- so within '16/'17, we have a 3.9 percent increase

21 in salary costs.  And again, I will explain that.

22 There's many components to that, but that's 3.9

23 percent.  So that was absorbed, and yet we still were

24 able to keep overall expenditures within 1.2 percent

25 of the prior year.
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1                Similarly for '17/'18, 3.5 percent is

2 what the calculated salary increase is.  And yet we

3 were able to keep the overall increase in expenditures

4 to only a 2.5 percent increase.  So we've been abs --

5 able to absorb the salary increases by reductions in

6 other expenditure budgets, okay?

7                Compensation expenses.  Again --

8                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Ms. Reichert,

9 just -- if you could go back to the previous slide

10 please.

11                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Sure.

12                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   So 3.9 percent,

13 3.5 percent, general wage increase of -- if you

14 isolate the wage increase from the steps in scale,

15 what numbers are you getting?

16                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   The -- the

17 '16/'17 -- '16/'17 is the final year of the four (4)

18 year contract.  So the contract year ends in

19 September, so the final year, which ends in September

20 of 2016, it was a 2.75 percent increase.  And then the

21 steps in scale in a year embedded within the contract

22 is a 3.5 percent.

23                We only estimate that a half of our

24 staff will receive that 3.5 percent.  So in our

25 forecast, we used one point seven five (1.75).
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1                So -- so the combination, when you take

2 what half of a 2.75 percent increase is in a year plus

3 what we're forecasting because we're engaging in a new

4 four (4) year contract as of September of 2016, and

5 what we used as our forecast was what the Manitoba

6 Liquor and Lotteries settled for about a year ago now.

7                That was what we used as our -- as our

8 guide which was 1 percent, 1.5 percent, two (2) and

9 two (2), if my memory's serving me.  So we take the

10 combination of those and that's what works out to the

11 three point nine (3.9) and the three point five (3.5).

12                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Now, we heard

13 from Mr. Guimond earlier that the -- you're in the

14 midst of negotiating something with the trade for a

15 four (4) year contract starting 2017.  When -- what --

16 is that the -- the outcome of those, is it reflected

17 in the projections for '17/'18?

18                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Those -- those

19 costs?  They'll be reflected in our claims incurred

20 costs.  So the costs of -- so it'll impact on our --

21 our severity, either going up or down.

22                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   But the -- the

23 new software that you're implementing will come into

24 play '18/'19?

25                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   The Physical
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1 Damage Re-engineering Project I believe is now slated

2 to finish in '18/'19.  So it'll start to impact

3 amortization in '19/'20.

4                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Okay.

5                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Okay.  So

6 compensation.  Again, I'd like to draw you to -- your

7 attention to the first bolded -- or sorry, second --

8 second bolded line.  So we -- we do budget our

9 compensation on a corporate basis.  And then it is

10 allocated to our different lines of business.  You can

11 see the Basic allocation percentage there, fairly

12 consistent from year to year.  So it'll be -- it

13 should typically be consistent, which you can see from

14 those numbers that it is.

15                The total compensation expense then to

16 -- to Basic is that second last row.  So you'll see

17 here that the percentage increase overall for

18 compensation, despite the fact that gross salaries,

19 which is -- is the general wage increase and those

20 steps on scale that I just referred to as being three

21 point five (3.5) and three point nine (3.9).

22                So overall, when we look at everything,

23 because of the vacancy allowance that we forecast

24 within -- within salaries as well as the fact that we

25 budgeted for thirty (30) less positions in '15/'16, so
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1 all of those things combined to keep our overall

2 increase in compensation for '15/'16 at 2.5 percent

3 compared to the prior year in total, 3 percent for

4 next year, and then 2.88 percent the year after.

5                I'm not sure there was anything else I

6 really wanted to highlight on -- on there.  If we can

7 just go to the next slide.

8                So the five (5) main reasons then that

9 compensation will fluctuate.  So I've mentioned the

10 general wage increases, so that's our -- our

11 negotiated contract, changes in the number of staff

12 that we employ.  And as I said, in '15/'16 we actually

13 reduced our -- our staff compliment by thirty (30).

14 Changes due to the movement on scale which I also

15 referenced embedded in the contract is 3.5 percent;

16 each step is 3.5 percent.

17                We only assume that 50 percent of our

18 staff will get that in any one (1) year because many

19 are at the top of their scale.  And job classification

20 changes.  So there might be a change in the -- in the

21 nature of the duties of our staff, in which case, they

22 may have -- may be in a lower or a higher

23 classification.  Or what is happening now, every time

24 a position is vacated in the organization, we look

25 seriously at that position, what work needs to be
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1 done, if it needs to be done.  And what might result

2 in some cases is the classification of that position

3 is changed before we fill that position.

4                So that could be that -- that it's --

5 you know, a lower level position classification is

6 done before we fill it.  So that's the mix in the

7 change of staff -- or pardon me, the change in the mix

8 of staff is something that else that will cause the

9 compensation to fluctuate, and then, of course, change

10 in benefits, both the -- the cost of benefits because

11 they are going up, and sometimes the -- the type of

12 benefits that we provide also change, again, sometimes

13 negotiated -- many times, actually, negotiated.  Okay.

14                I think I've already covered this.  The

15 last contract was zero -- zero two point seven five

16 (02.75), two point seven five (2.75) ending in

17 September 2016, and the steps on scale is the 3.5

18 percent.

19                So in the last four (4) years, 2011 to

20 '14/'15, the compounded annual percentage increase

21 overall for -- for compensation has been 2.6 percent,

22 the very last -- last number, bottom -- bottom right.

23 Looking ahead, '15/'16 to '17/'18, that compounded

24 annual percentage increase is 2.9 percent.

25                Other expenses besides compensation.
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1 And again, just keeping aside depreciation and

2 amortization because I explain that that's very much

3 volatile.  So in the rating years we were forecasting

4 non-compensation to increase by 1.9 and 2.8 percent.

5 So that's in '16/'17 and '17/'18.  So 1.9 very, very

6 close to an inflationary increase.

7                The 2.8 percent, the only reason it's

8 2.8 percent is because in the '17/'18 year there is

9 about a $2 million budget for computer equipment

10 refresh that happens.  There's -- every three (3) to

11 four (4) years that refresh occurs, so every three (3)

12 to four (4) years there's a significant expenditure

13 with respect to that.  That $2 million in and of

14 itself represents a 1.5 percent increase in our

15 overall expenditures.

16                So if you take that -- take that out,

17 the '17/'18 year is in line with...

18

19                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

20

21                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Okay, I'll

22 keep...

23

24                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

25
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1                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   It stopped.

2 Okay.  Okay.  Next slide.  Okay, so -- so that -- that

3 was the normal expenditures I just talked about, so

4 that was, as I said, compensation, non-compensation,

5 and then amortization and depreciation will be talked

6 about a bit as it relates to the improvement

7 initiatives.  So the two (2) components that relate to

8 that, I -- I already discussed, implementation expense

9 and then ongoing expense.

10                So improvement initiative expenses, so

11 these are the implementation and ongoing expenses

12 relative to improvement initiatives.  Again, I -- I

13 focus you on '15/'16.  We are estimating 10 million,

14 which is implementation costs of six point eight

15 (6.8).

16                Next year, '16/'17, we anticipate

17 implementation expenses based on the projects that we

18 have in the pipeline and what the -- what -- what

19 amount of staff and -- and other implementation

20 expenses will -- will be needed, it will go up to nine

21 point two (9.2).

22                The following year is expected to go

23 down, again because of the different mix of the -- of

24 the projects.  So in '16/'17, that increase -- so the

25 -- so that was -- sorry, that was implementation
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1 expenses.  As it relates to ongoing expenses, again,

2 the ongoing expenses is the depreciation and

3 amortization and maintenance.  So you -- you see in

4 '15/'16, there are more projects that are finished

5 being amortized than are being added into the

6 amortization pool, if you will.  So that's why you see

7 that -- that decrease there.

8                And then the increase in '16/'17 and

9 '17/'18 is the anticipation of several projects, and -

10 - and they are noted on the bullets below.  So in

11 '16/'17, we expect the IT optimization high

12 availability project will be complete, and it will --

13 it will start to amortize.  The PDR, there's different

14 phases of PDR.  The entire project will not be

15 complete until '18/'19, but there is a component that

16 was completed, and was operational in '15/'16, and it

17 will start to amortize in '16/'17, together with legal

18 management and another project called "Predictive

19 Analytics."

20                In '17/'18, that's to do with the

21 information security, strategy, and roadmap.  That

22 project was a multi-year project expected to finish

23 next year, and we'll start to amortize in '17/'18, as

24 -- as well as HRMS had additional phases that we are

25 expecting will be completed in '16/'17, and they'll
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1 start to amortize in '17/'18.

2                So hence you -- you see why these

3 ongoing expenses are expected to increase.

4                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   What's happening

5 to implementation expenses in '16/'17?

6                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   So again, it'll

7 be the -- the mix of the projects that are -- are

8 actually being conducted in '16/'17, and the amount

9 that we expect to be assisted by in-house staff versus

10 consultants.  So it's just a -- it's a mix of the --

11 it's a mix of the projects.  I think I may have a

12 slide coming up, but if not, we can get additional

13 information, or...

14

15                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

16

17                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   So Basic

18 capitalized costs.  These are again showing, and I --

19 I'll focus on the -- the latter years there.  This is

20 showing the extent of the Basic proportion of

21 capitalized costs relating to initiatives.  So we are

22 estimating for '15/'16, 19 million comprised of mostly

23 deferred expenses.

24                So this is -- deferred expenses would

25 be the actual development of the particular project.
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1 So that will be often consultant costs, and capital

2 expenditures.  Just to be clear, capital expenditures

3 are actually actual equipment, so sticks and bricks.

4 Something that you can actually -- like, computer

5 systems, or -- or severs, or whatever, would be the

6 capital expenditures.

7                So you can see typically those are a

8 much smaller amount.  It's the development of the

9 actual software application where -- where the money

10 is -- is incurred and capitalized.

11                Investment income.  Oh, so just

12 checking on time.  It's almost noon.  We still have

13 probably, between Luke and myself, about twenty-five

14 (25) slides.

15                THE CHAIRPERSON:   I think -- it's

16 twelve o'clock.  It would probably be a good time to

17 adjourn at this time for lunch.  I believe at 1:15, we

18 have two (2) presenters arriving, so probably a good

19 time.  Thank you, Ms. Reichert.  Yes, Ms. Kalinowsky.

20                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I wonder, you

21 know -- you know, the -- the presentation, is -- is it

22 available in terms -- other than through the screen?

23 Is there a hard copy that we could...

24                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   We didn't -- we

25 can, I guess.  We didn't prepare a hard copy.
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1                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Because I think,

2 you know, certainly from my standpoint, I would be

3 able to -- to ask some more probing questions if I

4 could go back and check against --

5                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Sure.

6                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   -- what you said

7 before.  So I wonder -- I wonder if we could make

8 arrangements to...

9                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Yeah, we can --

10 we can make copies for the -- for the panel.  How many

11 copies would you...?

12                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Well, certainly,

13 five (5) for the panel, but I would imagine the

14 Intervenors would probably want some as well.

15                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Nine (9).

16 Okay.  Nine (9).

17                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you.

18 Ms. Kal -- Ms. Kalinowsky?

19                MS. KATHY KALINOWSKY:   Yes, and I

20 should say that the PowerPoint pre -- presentation of

21 Ms. Reichert and Mr. Johnston should be marked as MPI

22 Exhibit number 8.

23

24 --- EXHIBIT NO. MPI-8:     Ms. Reichert and Mr.

25                             Johnston's PowerPoint
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1                             presentation

2

3                THE CHAIRPERSON:   We'll recon --

4 convene about ten (10) after, a quarter after to be

5 ready for the presentations.  Thank you.

6

7                      (PANEL RETIRES)

8

9 --- Upon recessing at 12:00 p.m.

10 --- Upon resuming at 1:14 p.m.

11

12                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Good afternoon.

13 We'll continue with the hearings of MPI GRA for

14 2015/'16.  And this afternoon we have two (2)

15 presenters, and our first presenter from the public --

16 first presenter is Mr. Alcide Delaurier, and he's

17 going to make a presentation at this time.  And that

18 will be fol -- followed by Mr. Doug Houghton.

19

20 PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS:

21 PRESENTATION BY MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:

22                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   It's not really

23 a presentation.  It's just a few views I've got.  I

24 want a different adjuster because the adjuster that I

25 phone, when I phone him, he's laughing because I've
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1 got growing pains.  And he's -- he's laughing on the

2 phone with all his friends, whoever's in -- in the

3 office.

4                And I've got a witness over here, the

5 security guard.  If you could get his name because I

6 need it because he seen me when I went to MPI falling

7 down and in pain.  And then I got kicked out because I

8 said, You -- remember that?  You don't remember that?

9                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Delaurier, is --

10 can you just continue with your presentation, please?

11                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   Well, I want to

12 get his name.

13                THE CHAIRPERSON:   We'll --

14                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   Can you get

15 that for me?

16                THE CHAIRPERSON:   We can do that

17 after.

18                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   Okay.  Thank

19 you.

20                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.

21                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   And I have -- I

22 asked for orthotics for my feet, and they refused me.

23 They were just joking.  Oh, go see another doctor.  Go

24 see another doctor.  Now I got to get -- the doctor

25 wanted me to try them for a year, see if it helped me,
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1 and I didn't have them.  So it's been a few years now,

2 and my feet are getting worse.  It's going -- I have

3 to go for surgery now.

4                And -- and when -- going to the

5 chiropractor, I never got paid for -- for my mileage.

6 They put it on something else.  They said, Oh, you can

7 speak to that but that's it, this and this.  Totally

8 not what I want.  I asked for a whole bunch of things,

9 but I have not received one (1).  I'm pretty pissed

10 off right now.

11                And you guys can do something about

12 this.  Put in suing back into the fucking picture.

13 Sorry about the language.

14                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes, please --

15                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:  I'm sorry but --

16                THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- control your

17 language.  Thank you.

18                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   -- I'm pretty

19 upset.  And I have -- I had a doctor, and the doctor,

20 he didn't really want to deal with Autopac.  So then I

21 had this other doctor that I went to before but was --

22 wasn't my doctor, and he -- he put me -- saying I can

23 go back to work but he wasn't really my doctor because

24 my advocate told me to go see that doctor.  Go see the

25 doctor, and I got screwed there again.
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1                But tomorrow -- I'm going to come here

2 every -- every day of the week.  Tomorrow, or maybe

3 even next week, I'll have some present -- something to

4 give you.  But I'd like to get my money for mileage,

5 and all the pills that I bought for Tylenol 3s.

6 That's what I was -- that's what I was eating for my

7 pain, Tylenol 3s.

8                And you were paying for them before,

9 but then all of a sudden it's -- I got this new --

10 what do you call that asshole -- sorry --

11                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Excuse me, Mr.

12 DeLaurier --

13                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   -- I'm sorry.

14 I'm sorry.

15                THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- I might have to

16 ask you to leave if you continue the language.

17                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   All right.

18 Let's talk -- who do you call that guy that takes your

19 case?  Adjuster.  I want him gone.  It was good there

20 for a while because I was talking to a different guy,

21 the adjuster, and then all of a sudden I'm coming back

22 to this guy again.

23                And then now, I'm even going lower.

24 And then I even talk to that guy at the Autopac

25 agency, and I haven't received nothing.
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1                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. DeLaurier, did

2 you have anything else to make in terms of a pres --

3                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   Oh, I got lots.

4 I've got lots.

5                THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- because if you

6 would like, my understanding that right now there's

7 representatives from the Manitoba Public Insurance

8 here.

9                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   That's what

10 happened last time.  They came -- they got me before I

11 could some see you, and then they just -- I don't know

12 what they did.

13                THE CHAIRPERSON:   But they're --

14 they're prepared to meet with you --

15                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   That -- that's

16 what you said last time, too.  And then I went and

17 talked to them, and then they wanted it to blow away

18 like the wind.  Like I got thirteen (13) -- I got

19 thirteen (13) claims -- actually four (4) -- fourteen

20 (14) claims, and now I only got three (3) or four (4)

21 that they want to deal with?  That exists because

22 somebody erased them?

23                Because they don't have -- they don't

24 have the thirteen (13) -- I've been through thirteen

25 (13) accidents in three (3) years and two (2) months.
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1 But you said that last time, We have somebody here to

2 talk to you.  And what did they do?  This has been

3 three (3) years now since last time I was here, or two

4 (2) years for sure because I was going to come here

5 last year but I ended up going to jail.

6                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  I -- I really

7 appreciate your comments, but at this -- this is a

8 public hearing in terms of determining --

9                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   Exactly.  It's

10 a public hearing.

11                THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- to determine

12 rates, and we would really like -- appreciate it if

13 you'd be interested in meeting with representatives

14 from the Manitoba Public Insurance, and they are here

15 available.  There will be a private room for you to

16 meet with them after -- now that you've finished, and

17 do you wish to have that conversation with them at

18 this point?

19                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   What are they

20 going to do?  They're just going to shove me along.

21 They're going to shove me along.

22                THE CHAIRPERSON:   I think this would

23 be a good opportunity for you to see what would

24 happen.

25                MR. ALCIDE DELAURIER:   Good.  I'll see
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1 you tomorrow.

2                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Thank

3 you very much for your presentation.

4

5                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

6

7                THE CHAIRPERSON:   That will happen

8 with the staff over there.  Thank you.

9

10                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

11

12                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Now I'd like

13 to call upon Mr. Doug Houghton to come forward and

14 make a presentation.  Is he...

15

16                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

17

18                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Houghton,

19 whenever you're ready.

20

21 PRESENTATION BY MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:

22                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   Okay.  Thank you.

23 Good afternoon, Madam Chair, Board members, MPI staff,

24 MPI legal counsel, and other presenters.  Once again,

25 I'd like to thank you for this opportunity to speak to
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1 MPI's rate application.  I'll try to keep my

2 presentation brief.  If I start talking too fast, just

3 go like this, okay?

4                I'll just start with a little bit of my

5 motorcycling background, about who I am.  Some of the

6 -- there are some people are new at the hearing, and

7 so I'd like to lit -- tell you a little bit of myself.

8 I'm currently a director and past president of the

9 Coalition of Manitoba Motorcycle Groups, the CMMG, and

10 have been involved for over twenty (20) years.  I'm

11 also a director and past vice-chair of the Motorcycles

12 Confederation of Canada, MCC.

13                In order to avoid any possible

14 contradiction with our CMMG solicitor Mr. Raymond

15 Oakes, today I'm speaking on my own behalf and the

16 views expressed are -- are my own and not necessarily

17 those of CMMG or the MCC.  I'm sixty-eight (68) years

18 old, a retired municipal planner, and a single parent

19 with middle-aged children.  That sounds old when you

20 have middle-aged children, doesn't it?

21                I've been a motorcyclist most of my

22 life.  I've been riding motorcycles for more than

23 fifty (50) years, and like many of my era, we first

24 rode on a -- in our teens on borrowed motorcycles from

25 our friends.  We don't loan our motorcycles any more.
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1 They'd cost too much.  I bought my first motorcycle

2 forty-six (46) years ago, in 1969, and I started

3 riding on a regular basis.  Motorcycling is how I

4 spend much of my spare time, my vacations, and

5 weekends with my girlfriend, friends, and adult

6 children.

7                It's also how often I travel to visit

8 my grandchildren.  I've only managed -- managed 16,000

9 kilometres so far this year, a lot less than last

10 year.  But I'm heading out tomorrow, actually it's

11 Wednesday now, for some fall riding in eastern and

12 southern Ontario.  Hopefully we'll add a couple of

13 thousand more clicks on before the snow flies.

14                Once again, I'm pleased to note that

15 this year's rate application proposal is an overall

16 rate decrease for the Motorcycle class.  The

17 motorcycle rate is down from the current eight (8) --

18 average motorcycle rate is down from the current eight

19 twenty one (821) to seven hundred and fifty-eight

20 dollars ($758), which is an average of 7.63 percent.

21                Volume I overview -- page 38 of the

22 GRA, and that was presented this morning as well,

23 indicated a rate change of -- an indicated rate change

24 of 8.2 -- minus 8.2 percent, and an experienced rate

25 change of minus 7.6 percent.  And -- and, of course,
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1 the sixty-three dollar ($63) difference appears to

2 reflect the latter, and not the -- the minus 8.2

3 percent indicated.

4                Motorcyclists, including myself, are

5 often confused by the -- this difference.  I know Luke

6 Johnston's tried to inform me on this, but many

7 motorcyclists don't understand why there's a

8 difference between the indicated rate and the

9 experiences rate, and we usually get the lower one, or

10 the one that's least beneficial to us.

11                At first, the -- the new average rate

12 of seven hundred and fifty-eight dollars ($758) may

13 not appear extensive -- expensive, but it still must

14 be recognized that this is premium for on -- only a

15 premium for a five (5) month seasonally adjusted rate,

16 and that it does not include comprehensive coverage,

17 which is included in the Basic automobile policy.

18                As well, this average also includes a

19 great number of scooters and mopeds.  Current premiums

20 remain prohibitive for many, and as the following

21 example typifies, the motorcycle rate is still very

22 high when contrasted with rates for passenger vehicles

23 and light trucks.  In Winnipeg, and I'm using the 2015

24 rates, the minimum fully discounted pleasure premium -

25 - pleasure premium, which includes the minimum
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1 liability and maximum deductibles, and -- but

2 excluding registration fees for two hun -- 2016 GMC

3 4x4 double cab pickup valued at forty thousand

4 (40,000) is about seven hundred and ninety dollars

5 ($790), or sixty-six dollars ($66) per month.

6                By contrast, the premium for a 2015

7 Harley Davidson touring motorcycle costing thirty

8 thousand (30,000) and including comprehensive in this

9 is a thousand and thirty-eight (1,038), or about two

10 thousand and seven (2,007) a month for the five (5)

11 month seasonally adjusted rate.  This -- this

12 extrapolates into an equivalent annual motorcycle

13 premium of nearly twenty-five hundred dollars

14 ($2,500), about two and a half (2 1/2) times a truck

15 rate.

16                Even with the PROS rate reduction of --

17 for 2016, the equivalent annual motorcycle rate will

18 be about twenty-four hundred dollars ($2,400) per

19 annum.  If one acquires the more typical one (1) or 2

20 million dollars liability and two hundred (200)

21 deductible for both Basic and -- and your

22 comprehensive, the rates are even more extreme.

23 Sports bikes rates can be much higher yet, twenty-five

24 hundred (2,500) to three thousand (3,000) for the

25 riding season.
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1                The effects of higher premiums.  As a

2 motorcycle -- as a motorcyclist, I am pleased with the

3 premium reductions of the past five (5) years and

4 looking forward to next year's, as well.  Although

5 significant, these decreases have not yet offset the

6 previous des -- decade of double digit compounded

7 premium increases.  For pensioners, as well as others

8 on moderate incomes, motorcycle premiums have become

9 an extreme financial burden, especially when coupled

10 with rising fuel costs and other living expenses.

11                A motorcycle insurance premium can be

12 double that for a home of ten (10) times the value.

13 Even though motorcycle numbers have been increasing

14 over the past few years, there are many former

15 motorcyclists that have quit riding, not because

16 they've lost their love of the sport, but solely for

17 the fact they have modest incomes and no longer

18 justify paying up to two thousand dollars ($2,000) for

19 five (5) months of riding.

20                When a husband and wife both ride, the

21 cost can be very prohibitive, even for more affluent

22 families.  Many have resorted to using the temporary

23 five (5) day permits for special events or vacations.

24 This concerns me, as it exposes more motorcyclists to

25 accidents during peak periods with the resulting
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1 claims but without the total annual premium

2 contribution to the mot -- total motorcycle pool.

3                Escalating premiums in PIPP.

4 Motorcyclists welcome the PROS 2016 inc -- decreases

5 and are certainly appreciative of the Board's past

6 orders that have resulted in positive changes in

7 motorcycle premiums.  I refer specifically to the

8 implementation of loss transfer and the allocation of

9 losses for PIPP and collision claims, as well as

10 losses related to wildlife and hit and run collisions.

11                As a motorcyclist, I still feel that

12 the current methodology for allocating losses is still

13 discriminatory and inequitable.  Today's presentation,

14 therefore, will focus on premium methodology, more

15 specifically, the allocation of Personal Injury

16 Protection Plan, or PIPP losses.

17                The reason for escalating motorcycle

18 premiums goes back to 1993 with the introduction of

19 no-fault insurance and a correspondent personal injury

20 protection plan.  Past rulings that there should be no

21 cross-subsidization between vehicle classification,

22 meant that premiums for each classification must

23 reflect claims closs -- costs for that classification.

24 This resulted in many years of double digit compound

25 increases.
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1                PIPP premiums are not applied equally -

2 - equitably.  Contrary to what some believe,

3 motorcycles are not involved in a greater percentage

4 of accidents as automobiles.  In fact, past statistics

5 have shown that there are a greater percentage of

6 motorcyclists with full merits than automobile owners.

7                Motorcycles have been placed in a

8 separate rating class that they -- excuse me -- not

9 because motorcyclists have more accidents, but due to

10 the severity of their injuries which results in

11 greater PIPP cost.  It's my understanding that PIPP

12 costs represent about 85 percent of the motorcycle

13 premium and about 35 percent of the automobile

14 premium.  On the surface, this would seem fair, but

15 many groups don't pay.

16                Although PIPP coverage is paid by most

17 vehicle owners, some vehicle classes do not pay and

18 are still being subsidized by premiums paid by other

19 major classes.  Also not paying are those persons with

20 driver's licence who do not own vehicles but who --

21 who contribute to accident cost.  As well, there are

22 others who receive PIPP benefits who neither own a

23 vehicle nor have a driver's licence.

24                It was back in 2011 or 2012 that MPI

25 stats revealed that nearly thirteen thousand (13,000)
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1 vehicles or -- or fifty-one (51) -- or fif -- 1.5

2 percent of registered vehicles did not pay for PIPP

3 coverage.  This nearly equalled the thirteen thousand

4 one hundred and sixty-three (13,163) motorcycles,

5 which were subject to PIPP premiums at that time.

6 This -- this group includes interprovincial trucks and

7 exempt vehicles, such as Government of Canada

8 vehicles, fire department vehicles, and so on.

9                It is true that interprovincial truck

10 drivers, et cetera, may eligible to obtain workman's

11 compensation.  However, if causing an accident, these

12 vehicles would not be contributing to the PIPP cost of

13 other vehicle classes involved.  Off-road vehicles,

14 dirt bikes, snowmobiles, and bicycles do not

15 contribute to PIPP.  However, if the riders are

16 involved in a collision with an automobile in -- with

17 an automobile in motion, they receive PIPP benefits

18 even if at fault.  I believe this same applies to

19 pester -- pedestrians, as well.

20                One third (1/3) of PIPP claims are from

21 non-vehicle owners.  I apologize for using older data

22 in the next example, but I'm sure the proportions are

23 still relevant.  In 2011, one third (1/3) of all PIPP

24 claims were from non-vehicle owners.  According to

25 MPI, there were about eleven thousand seven hundred
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1 and eighty-four (11,784) PIPP claims in 2011.

2                Drivers without registered vehicles

3 accounted for three thousand one hundred and ninety-

4 two (3,192), or 25 percent of these claims.  In

5 addition, unlicensed non-vehicle owners accounted for

6 six hundred and ninety-three (693) claims, or another

7 6 percent of total vehicle claims.

8                Since much of PIPP involves bodily

9 injury, personal care, and rehabilitation, it is

10 somewhat analogous to our healthcare system, which is

11 free and shouldered by all Manitoba taxpayers.  Since

12 Manitobans can -- since all Manitobans can receive

13 PIPP benefits, and since one third (1/3) of all PIPP

14 claims are for non-con -- contributors, why then

15 should motorcyclists pay substantially more for

16 coverage when other vehicle owners, ATV owners,

17 snowmobile -- snowmobile owners, and licensed non-

18 vehicle owners pay nothing?

19                There needs to be a new methodology for

20 assigning PIPP costs.  I believe it's time for

21 Manitoba Public Insurance to review and rethink its

22 methodology for assigning -- assigning PIPP costs to

23 premiums.

24                There are a number of different ways

25 this can be accomplished.  You could have a flat rate
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1 for PIPP.  The fairest way might be establish a flat

2 rate for PIPP premiums and spread them equally across

3 all vehicle groups, with increases based on experience

4 and driving record and not severity of injuries.

5                I don't believe that a flat rate will

6 create undue hardship on other vehicle owners.  For

7 example, if off -- if off-road vehicle, motorcycles,

8 and trailers were excluded, there are still eight

9 hundred and twenty-six thousand seven hundred and

10 twenty-four (826,724) other insured vehicles that

11 outnumber motorcycles by a ratio of about fifty-six

12 (56) to one (1) -- to one (1).

13                In simple terms, an average five dollar

14 ($5) premium increase for other vehicles would

15 generate about $4 million, with a resulting premium

16 decrease of about two hundred and eighty dollars

17 ($280) for each motorcycle.

18                A greater share of PIPP to larger

19 vehicles.  Motorcycles are vulnerable road users and

20 more likely to sustain more serious -- serious bodily

21 injuries in accidents, but are less likely to inflict

22 serious injury on pedestrians, cyclists, or the

23 occupants of automobiles and trucks.

24                Conversely, larger vehicles have the

25 potential to inflict serious injury to pedestrians,
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1 riders, and occupants of smaller vehicles, but I don't

2 believe this is factored into the premium structure of

3 those vehicles.  Perhaps premium methodology should be

4 revised so these vehicles bear a greater share of the

5 PIPP costs.

6                We -- we could transfer PIPP costs to

7 the driver's licence.  It is the driver who causes

8 accidents and not the vehicle.  Therefore, considering

9 that 25 percent or nearly one-third (1/3) of PIPP

10 claims are from licenced drivers who not -- do not own

11 a vehicle, it would be a much more equitable system if

12 PIPP premiums were transferred all or in part to the

13 driver's licence rather than placed solely on the

14 vehicle.

15                At present, there is a small insurance

16 portion associated with a driver's licence.  However,

17 this driver's premium is not proportion --

18 proportionate among the various categ -- coverages.

19 Apparently, these premiums are used to direct offsets

20 to the costs of Basic insurance for highway traffic

21 vehicles, so it is not known if any -- if it is

22 assigned to offset PIPP costs.

23                Transferring PIPP costs to the driver's

24 licence would also lessen the attractiveness of the

25 current system which encourages high-risk drivers to
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1 transfer ownership to other family members so as not

2 to pay higher vehicle premiums and therefore not

3 contribute fairly into the public insurance system.

4 You could transfer penalties to the driver's licence

5 as well.

6                The current bonus-malus system of

7 merits and demerits is currently applied in an -- an

8 equitable manner.  Added costs for loss of merits or

9 an increase in demerits is now applied to both the

10 driver's licence and to all vehicles owned by the

11 driver.  However, those who don't own vehicles but

12 drive a vehicle owned by another family member or

13 employer only pay on the driver's licence.

14                This system also encourages high-risk

15 drivers to transfer ownership to other family members

16 so as not to pay higher vehicle premiums and therefore

17 not contribute to the -- fairly to the public

18 insurance system.  Sorry, I repeated that.

19                I'm sure if MPI examines its data, it

20 will discover that vehicle ownership increases with

21 the increase in merits and lower premiums.  And

22 conversely, as drivers go down the scale with

23 increased demerits and potentially higher premiums,

24 the level of vehicle ownership decreases.  There is

25 need to change the methodology for assigning
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1 penalties.

2                Multi-vehicle discounts for

3 motorcycles.  It is my understanding that the premiums

4 for each classification of vehicles is based on the

5 risk of accidents history of that vehicle

6 classification, independent of other classifications.

7                Like most motorcyclists, I suffer from

8 MPI double and triple dipping.  I own other passenger

9 vehicles and pay PIPP at all, but only drive one (1)

10 at a time.  Unlike under -- other insurers, MPI

11 provides no discount for a second vehicle, the

12 assumption being that both could be driven at the same

13 time with risk -- risk of accident.  Excuse me.  It is

14 my observation, however, that when the motorcycle is

15 being rid -- ridden, in most cases, the other vehicle

16 remains unused, thereby reducing his risk.

17                According to the table attached to last

18 year's CMMG-MPI-I-18, the per-unit claims costs for

19 passenger vehicles owned by non-motorcycle owners is

20 68 percent higher than passenger vehicles where the --

21 where the registered owner also has a registered

22 motorcycle, these numbers are three hundred and

23 ninety-seven (397) versus two hundred and thirty-six

24 (236).

25                And it would appear that when a
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1 motorcycle is also registered, the risk goes down on

2 the owner's passenger vehicle.  Although more detailed

3 actuarial investigation may be required, these stats

4 appear to support multi vehicle discounts where one of

5 the vehicles is a motorcycle.

6                All of the above scenarios, or

7 combinations thereof, would require proper actuarial -

8 - actuarial analysis, and -- and actual premiums would

9 have to include many other factors such as driving

10 record and the proportion of PIPP and penalty costs

11 assigned to driver's licence premiums, and so on.

12                Public policy.  I can certainly

13 appreciate that some of my suggestions may not fall

14 within the Board's mandate, and that it be -- may be a

15 matter of public policies to be implemented by

16 government through amendments to the Public Insurance

17 Act, or by giving policy direction to MPI.

18                I will, however, request that this

19 Board recommend that MPI and/or the government of

20 Manitoba study this issue, and advise as to how PIPP

21 flat rate or assignment of PIPP to the driver's

22 licence could affect average premiums for all classes.

23 And, as well, how premiums would be affected should

24 exclude the vehicle classes, such as interprovincial

25 trucking, were required to pay PIPP.  As well, what
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1 would the impact be if PIPP and penalty costs were

2 applied solely to the driver's licence?

3                Buyback policies.  Another issue that

4 concerns motorcycles is the buyback policies and

5 formulas of MPI in the case where the repair cost of a

6 damaged vehicle -- motorcycle exceeds its market

7 value.  Motorcycle owners are noted for spending

8 thousands of dollars and many hours of labour

9 customizing their rides, and by adding very expensive

10 accessories and motor upgrades that may not

11 necessarily be reflected in market value.

12                Adjusters need to be better informed in

13 estimating the value of customized and upgraded

14 motorcycles, and as well, there needs to be a fairer

15 system for determining a buyback price.

16                I've been told at times a vehicle, or a

17 motorcycle, may be sold at auction for less than the

18 buyback price offered to the owner.  In cases where a

19 motorcycle is written off but repairable, the owner

20 should have the option of buying back the motorcycle

21 at a fair price and not have to compete at a public

22 auction to buy back their own vehicle.

23                Motorcycle and vehicle inequities have

24 been removed.  Now, this is an area where there has

25 been some good news for motorcyclists, and today I'd
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1 like to end on a high note by commending MPI for

2 finally making certain extension products available to

3 motorcyclists this past spring.  These include rental

4 vehicle insurance, extension, loss of use, excess

5 vehicle coverage, and new and leased vehicle

6 protection extension insurance.

7                It has long been a thorn on the side of

8 motorcyclists that we were not allowed to purchase

9 these products, and I'm sure with more agent awareness

10 and promotion, there will be a significant update on

11 these optional coverages.

12                Safety initiatives.  As a -- as a CMMG

13 member, I would like to thank MPI personnel for their

14 support and participation in our annual motorcycle

15 safety awareness rally, and for attending our general

16 meetings as guest speakers.  As noted, we had Ward

17 Keith and Luke Johnston have attended our meetings,

18 and -- and other members in the past, as well.

19                I'm also pleased that our coalition has

20 been invited to participate in the 2016 safety program

21 and pamphlet, and as well sit as a member on MPI's

22 external stakeholder committee on last -- loss

23 prevention.

24                That concludes my presentation.  Thank

25 you for giving me this opportunity to speak, and for
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1 your attention to this matter.  If you have any

2 questions, I'm open.

3                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr.

4 Houghton.  I'll just see if anybody has questions for

5 you.

6                MS. ANITA NEVILLE:   I think it's on

7 now.  Thank you, Mr. Houghton, for your presentation.

8 Are you aware of other jurisdictions that have

9 implemented the model that you're recommending to us

10 this afternoon?

11                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   There are a number

12 of different variations.  There's no-fault insurance

13 in Ontario, but it's still under the private system.

14 In Quebec, they separate the skin from the tendons, so

15 to speak.  I think the -- some of the insurance -- a

16 lot of the insurance goes on your -- on your driver's

17 licence rather than on your vehicle.

18                So there -- there are different types

19 of scenarios all through -- through the country.

20 Manitoba is very -- quite unique in that we have

21 personal injury protection, and as -- as I indicated,

22 that's the major portion of our insurance premium at

23 85 percent.  Yet it's -- others still get it for free,

24 or there's no charge, and -- and it's -- it's an

25 inequitable distribution.
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1                And it's based -- not based on their

2 driving record, or -- or the frequency of accidents.

3 It's basically on their -- that we're vulnerable road

4 users and we do get injured more often, and more

5 severely.  So we think this -- just like a -- a

6 provincial medical insurance, it's -- the load should

7 be spread more evenly across  -- across all vehicle

8 classes, and perhaps some of the excluded vehicle

9 classes should be included.

10                MS. ANITA NEVILLE:   Thank you.

11                MS. SUSAN PROVEN:   I just wondered,

12 when you mentioned that five (5) day special permit

13 that some motorcyclists are taking you up on -- or

14 taking MPI up on, because I live out of town, and a

15 long way out, I -- I've seen some of those people.

16 They rent a bike, and they come out for the weekend.

17                What percentage are we talking about?

18 Do you have a handle on how many people would do that

19 kind of motorcycle riding, where it's highway riding

20 and it's just a weekend or a few days, and so they

21 don't bother getting the yearly insurance?

22                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   Yeah, I'm not

23 aware of the totals.  I don't know whether Mr.

24 Johnston would have that information.  I know that

25 even my daughter's used that when a year that she
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1 wasn't going to use the motorcycle very often.  But

2 our main concern is some people are using this more

3 frequently, and car owners too.  And they're riding in

4 peak exposure times, and not contributing to the

5 overall rate.

6                The total numbers I don't know, but I

7 think it is becoming more frequent, and I think you

8 might find maybe some more sport bike owners doing

9 this, because some of them have -- some of them have

10 premiums around thirty-five hundred dollars ($3,500) a

11 year.  And that's even if -- with a good driving

12 record.

13                MS. SUSAN PROVEN:   Thank you.

14                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Yeah, I'm just --

15 my question is around the auction.  Because I'm not

16 sure what you're objecting to, because you're offered

17 the bike at a price and you turn it down.  And then

18 they sell it at auction.  And if they get a good

19 dollar on it that's -- what's wrong with that?  Or if

20 -- if --

21                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   I -- I think the

22 issue that I have -- sorry.  I haven't experienced

23 this myself.  We've had other motorcyclists have

24 complaints.  They've spent a lot of money on

25 customizing the bikes, and sometimes that's not really
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1 visible to the appraiser.  They're offered a

2 settlement package, and then they may want to buy back

3 the bike as repairable still.  But the repair costs

4 exceed the market value, or a perceived market value.

5                The argument's often that the market

6 value is actually higher and there should be more

7 consideration given to the upgrades and improvements

8 that have been done.  As well, a fairer price. Because

9 sometimes these -- these owners have felt that, you

10 know, they're only going to give me this much.  Yet

11 they want me to buy it back at a very high price.  And

12 if I -- I have to go to auction to get a lower price I

13 might be competing -- I'm competing to get my own

14 motorcycle back, or my car or whatever the case might

15 be.

16                So we -- we think there should be more

17 attention given to adjusters to get experience in this

18 area, or maybe have some specialized adjusters who can

19 gi -- give a better -- have a better understanding of

20 what the -- these values are.

21                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I still don't

22 follow you.  Because let's say, for example, that you

23 -- you -- they say I'll give a thousand bucks for it.

24 And you think, Well, no, it's worth two thousand

25 (2,000).  So why don't you just take the thousand and
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1 you -- you've got a bike that's worth two thousand

2 (2,000) in your opinion?

3                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   Oh, you don't get

4 the bike back.  It belongs to MPI after that.

5                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Well, if you --

6 if you pay the -- the buy off price, can't you --

7                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   No, no.  Okay.

8                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   -- is there a

9 diff --

10                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   No, no, I'm --

11 what I'm thinking is that you can be -- you can -- you

12 might be paid, let's say -- let's say, you have a

13 motorcycle and they say it's only worth eight thousand

14 dollars ($8,000), per cost or ten thousand dollars

15 ($10,000).  What some motorcyclists feel is fair that,

16 well, if it's worth the ten thousand dollars

17 ($10,000), you'd pay me the entire ten thousand

18 dollars ($10,000).  Why can't I buy that back for the

19 difference between the actual pay out price and the

20 repair costs, which would seem fair.

21                Sometimes the -- the buy back is a

22 little too costly, and the only option the person,

23 whether it's a -- a motorcyclist or an automobile

24 owner, is to go to a public auction and -- and try to

25 bid on their own motorcycle again and hopefully get it
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1 for a -- a lesser price than what the -- what the buy

2 back price was.

3

4                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

5

6                THE CHAIRPERSON:   That's all the

7 questions for now, Mr. Houghton.  Thank you very much

8 for your presentation.

9                MR. DOUG HOUGHTON:   Okay.  Thank you

10 very much.

11                THE CHAIRPERSON:   All right.  Okay.

12 Yeah, we're going to just take about five (5) minutes,

13 and let the MPI staff find their way back to their

14 regular seating position.  And then we'll resume with

15 Ms. -- Candace's cross-examination.  Ms. Grammond.

16

17 --- Upon recessing at 1:45 p.m.

18 --- Upon resuming at 1:51 p.m.

19

20                THE CHAIRPERSON:   I must correct

21 myself.  Ms. Reichert is going to be presenting, and

22 Mr. Johnston doing their testimony, continuing with

23 it.  So thank you very much.

24

25 MPI PANEL 1 CONTINUED:
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1               DAN GUIMOND, Previously Sworn

2           HEATHER REICHERT, Previously Affirmed

3            LUKE JOHNSTON, Previously Affirmed

4

5 DIRECT TESTIMONY CONTINUED:

6                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Thank you,

7 Madam Chair.  Good afternoon.  So we'll complete the

8 presentation.  The last section I have is investment

9 income.  And then Mr. Johnston will speak on the -- on

10 the DCAT.

11                So the Basic investment income, which

12 is an allocation off of the corporate investment

13 income, you can see from this particular table it does

14 have, from an actual and forecasted perspective, a lot

15 of volatility.  As I spoke before about the 2014/'15

16 actual results, the high investment income in -- in

17 that particular year was a result of the fact that in

18 '14/'15 interest rates actually decreased.  We were

19 forecasting that they would increase, but they

20 actually did decrease lower than anyone ever thought

21 that they would -- that they would go.  That combined

22 with some gains on our equities resulted in us

23 reporting 188.4 million of investment income.

24                Now you look forward to '15/'16 and --

25 and the following years and you see that the
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1 investment income is significantly forecasted to --

2 lower and, in fact, in a negative position for

3 '15/'16.  That is because in '15/'16 we are continuing

4 to forecast interest rates to increase.  And in a

5 situation of increasing interest rates, the value of

6 our bond portfolio in fact decreases.

7                Combine that with the fact that we have

8 implemented the asset-liability matching strategy

9 within the '15/'16 year as of the end of August, more

10 of our portfolio will be going towards bonds which

11 increases that -- excuse me -- increases the fact

12 that, as interest rates rise, the bond value

13 decreases.

14                And that, plus the fact that the

15 duration that used to be a minus one (1) duration

16 compared to our -- our claims liabilities, that also

17 is -- is being tightened.  And so in tightening that,

18 it also contributes to the fact that you've got this

19 volatility.

20                So that minus ten point eight (10.8) is

21 a net number.  It's a net number made out of positive

22 investment income that we are still projecting to have

23 from equities, from real estate, from our

24 infrastructure investments.

25                That positive investment income is
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1 being offset by the fact that we are forecasting

2 rising interest rates which will negatively impact our

3 bond portfolio.  So the net of those two (2) is what's

4 causing that minus ten point eight (10.8).

5                Going forward, the net again of rising

6 interest rates decreasing our bond value, that amount

7 against increasing equity income, investment income,

8 infrastructure, and real estate income.  In that case,

9 the other types of investment income are a bit higher

10 than the reduction in the value of the bonds.  And

11 that's why you see that slight positive.

12                If we were to remove the impact of

13 interest rates on our bond portfolio from each of

14 those three years, '15/'16, '16/'17, and '17/18, you

15 would see a much more stable -- or -- or the numbers

16 would be in and around 100 million in each of those

17 years, representing what we're forecasting from

18 equities, infrastructure, real estate.

19                So in '15/'16, '16/'17, again just to -

20 - to make sure that everybody appreciates that low

21 investment income is because we are forecasting higher

22 interest rates which is decreasing the value of our

23 bonds.

24                But in each of those years, that impact

25 to bonds is being offset by -- when bonds decrease in
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1 value, our liabilities also decrease.  Our claims

2 liabilities decrease, so our claims expense is lower.

3 The two (2) offset.

4                That's the whole notion of the matching

5 of our bond portfolio duration with the duration of

6 our claims liability.  The more perfectly that that's

7 matched, the more that those two (2) offset one

8 another.

9                So while this shows a reduction in

10 investment income, when Mr. Johnston talks about our -

11 - our claims expenses or claims incurred, you'll see

12 that there's a reduction also in our claims experience

13 relative to having higher interest rates or discount

14 rates being used to calculate our claims.

15                So the two (2) do offset.  It looks

16 very disheartening if you only look at one (1) side of

17 the equation.  When you combine this with the impact

18 on the claims liabilities, the two (2) offset.

19                Very important to us that we have a

20 good matching strategy and that we are mitigating the

21 impact of interest rate forecasts.  So we're getting

22 to a -- a much better position with this asset-

23 liability matching strategy that we're employing to

24 mitigate the risk.

25                If interest rates go up, yeah, it hurts
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1 our bonds, but it helps our claims better.  If

2 interest rates go down, yes, our -- our -- excuse me.

3 If interest rates go down, the value of our bonds will

4 go up, but the value of our claims liabilities will go

5 down.  And that is what could potentially hurt us a

6 lot.

7                But because we're more closely

8 matching, if interest rates decrease, the impact, the

9 negative impact to us is minimized.  And it's

10 minimized because of our more closely duration

11 matching and more closely dollar matching our bonds to

12 our liabilities, our claims liabilities.

13                So the -- the net impact of interest

14 rates on corporate income -- so this is based on

15 corporate because we match our claims to our bonds on

16 a corporate basis.

17                So that the impact of implementing that

18 ALM study on a corporate basis, you can see the net

19 impact in '15/'16 is minus five point two (5.2), the

20 net of the impact on our bonds versus impact on our

21 liabilities, and then a minor point one (.1) and then

22 a positive nine point four (9.4).  So if you look at

23 those three (3) years on average, the -- the impact to

24 our net position is 1.3 million, which from a -- from

25 a portfolio bond it's approximately a billion dollars.
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1 That is not a significant impact to have on that size

2 of a portfolio.

3                On the Basic basis, again because we're

4 matching more closely on a corporate basis when --

5 when we actually allocate out to the Basic program --

6 excuse me -- there actually is a positive impact to

7 Basic, so it's not exactly negated between claims and

8 bonds.  So there is a remaining positive impact to

9 Basic if interest rates are forecasted to increase.

10 And you can see from -- from here that it averages

11 about 18 million in the -- in the rating years.

12                I will reiterate though, just to try

13 and bring it back to the other slides that I had been

14 talking about before lunch, in the rating years,

15 '16/'17 and '17/'18, we have this positive impact.  So

16 we -- we do have a positive impact that is helping to

17 keep our rates down.  This positive impact has -- has

18 been reduced from what we were forecasting before.

19 And that's an impact of doing a more close matching

20 when interest rates are forecasted to go up.  It does

21 reduce your net income.

22                However, the whole purpose of the

23 matching is to moderate, if you will.  You don't gain

24 as much when interest rates are increasing, but

25 conversely you're not going to lose as much if the
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1 interest rates fall.  And that's the whole purpose of

2 the matching, is to -- to moderate, if you will, the -

3 - the swings -- net swings in your investment -- or in

4 your claims in your -- your bond portfolio.

5                So I've spoken about this a fair bit I

6 guess already, so the -- the ALM study, the final

7 study was completed in late 2014.  The two (2) major

8 out -- outcomes I've already commented on, but I will

9 reiterate one more time.  We changed -- as a result of

10 that ALM study, we changed our asset allocation from

11 60 percent of our portfolio being fixed income to 70

12 percent fixed income which then reduced the amount

13 that we were investing in equities, and in

14 alternatives.  Alternatives is real estate

15 infrastructure.

16                And the other outcome from that ALM

17 study was that we are more closely matching the

18 duration of our bond portfolio to our claims

19 liabilities portfolio.  And by doing that more closely

20 matching that, as I said, moderates the swings in --

21 in fluctuating interest rates.

22                This slide I have updated again for the

23 -- for the current year.  The red -- solid red line is

24 the forecasted interest rates that were used in our

25 Application that gave rise to a zero percent rate
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1 change.  The purple line -- as I did last year we did

2 again this year.  We updated this slide to demonstrate

3 had we used the forecasts of the banks as at September

4 30th, so just a few days ago, if we'd used what the

5 banks were forecasting at that time to be the interest

6 rates in our -- our Rate Application, that's the

7 purple line there.

8                And that would have resulted -- the

9 next slide -- that would have resulted in us --

10 everything else being equal, in us asking for a 1.6

11 percent rate increase as opposed to the zero percent

12 that we are, in fact, applying for.  So not -- not a

13 significant difference, and again that's helped by --

14 it -- it's helped by the -- the matching -- the

15 duration matching that we're doing.

16                Rate Stabilization Reserve.  I'm just

17 going to cover the first couple of slides and then Mr.

18 Johnston will - - will take over.  So the RSR -- the

19 purpose of the RSR which has not changed for twenty-

20 five (25) years is to protect motorists from rate

21 increases that are made necessary by unexpected events

22 and losses arising from non-recurring events or

23 factors.  That has not changed for twenty-five (25)

24 years.

25                Unexpected and non-recurring events or
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1 factors include variances from a break even budget.

2 We make our budget every year with the best

3 information we have.  Winter is better, winter is

4 worse than what we were anticipating, we either have a

5 net profit or a net loss.  Last year, for instance, as

6 I showed you, the 2014/'15, the Basic program finished

7 with a $2 million net profit.  So very close to break

8 even.  The prior two (2) years, we had significant

9 losses because we had horrendous winters with a lot of

10 claims, and lost about 140 million.

11                So whether a positive or a negative

12 variance from our budget occurs that flows through

13 retained earnings, and it flows to the RSR until that

14 RSR reaches the maximum target.  And at that point

15 then it's considered to be an excess, what we need to

16 hold for capital perspecti -- from a capital

17 perspective.  And then discussions can occur on what

18 should be done with that excess money above that

19 maximum.

20                So it's not just negative net income,

21 if you will, that goes to reduce the amount that's

22 sitting in the RSR.  If we have a positive year that

23 goes to help to build up the RSR to the -- to the

24 appropriate level that we need it to -- to be within,

25 between the minimum and the maximum target.
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1                Our external auditors,

2 PricewaterhouseCoopers, PwC, who also happen to be the

3 auditors for both SGI and ICBC, we did consult with

4 them, because there were questions that were raised

5 last year on whether or not MPI was appropriately

6 accounting for the RSR, if we were treating it

7 appropriately from a -- from an accounting

8 perspective, if we were being as transparent as we

9 should be.  And PricewaterhouseCoopers, which is filed

10 within the -- within our application, provided

11 information based on their expertise on matters of

12 this regard, and how it's handled in ICBC and SGI as

13 well.

14                And they very much support the way that

15 we are handling the RSR and how we are treating it.

16 It is transparent.  It is clear on our financial

17 statements what flows in and out of the RSR.  And

18 PricewaterhouseCoopers, as it's quoted there, says:

19 (as read)

20                   "The RSR is often used for more than

21                   just offsetting extreme, i.e. those

22                   plausible adverse events that might

23                   occur one (1) in forty (40) years."

24                So those one (1) time events:

25                   "But rather absorbing the variances
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1                   from plan each year."

2                Which is, as I just talked about, that

3 $2 million profit, or the $70 million loss.  That is a

4 variance from -- from our expected plan or -- or

5 budget of that year.

6                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Okay.  So Ms.

7 Reichert just discussed the first three (3) bullet

8 points on -- on this slide.  We also talk about -- or

9 in our application we -- we -- we're asking for a

10 minimum and a maximum.  So we've had discussion about

11 the need for a range, where you can manage that

12 variability.  And as we've referenced, we've -- we've

13 had recent experience that has had quite large swings,

14 so we need a -- a large enough range that you can

15 manage expected variability.

16                So our application this year has a

17 proposal for -- for a DCAT-based minimum target at one

18 (1) in forty (40).  And -- and the one (1) in forty

19 (40) is -- is, we believe, through guidance from the

20 Board.  I don't want to put words in the Board's

21 mouth, but in the last order there is some indication

22 at least for that order.  One (1) in forty (40) was

23 seen as reasonable.  And then MPI has proposed the MCT

24 for the upper target.  And I'll talk about both of

25 those.
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1                One (1) question that was asked during

2 the IR process is, Isn't it incon -- inconsistent to

3 have two (2) different methodologies for the -- for

4 the lower and the -- and the upper?  Like, why -- why

5 don't you just have one (1)?

6                I -- I see the -- the point of the

7 question.  That said, in the private sector they'll

8 have -- the insurance company will have their -- their

9 lower regulatory target, the 150 percent MCT

10 supervisory amount.  And then they'll do their own

11 internal assessment through DCAT, or ORSA is another -

12 - another name, where they set their internal upper

13 target, so to speak.

14                So the private sector is doing the same

15 thing.  they have a minimum regulatory.  And they have

16 their own internal, and -- and they -- you know, that

17 establishes a sort of range for them.  Ours is the

18 opposite, right?  Like, we're -- MPI is -- definitely

19 agrees that we have a different -- different risk as a

20 monopoly.  When we do our DCAT it turns out that, yes,

21 it is lower than the -- the MCT-based target, and

22 that's not surprising, so we don't think it's

23 inconsistent.

24                But we do like that idea of you have

25 your own, you know, collaborated MPI-specific target.
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1 But you also have this other target that literally

2 everyone else uses, like, including ICBC and SGI.

3 That -- that would be the MCT.

4                As we've already stated, last year MPI

5 proposed a minimum of -- target of 213 million.

6 Clearly, the Corporation's committed to that target

7 and we believe that we need that amount.  And -- and

8 75 million was transferred to bring to the total

9 equity up to 213 million as of the end of last fiscal

10 year.

11                Okay.  Sorry, just getting my notes

12 here.  So the DCAT, as you know, is very much an MPI-

13 specific risk assessment.  It's a scenario-based

14 exercise.  It's applied to our base scenario.  It's

15 our management action, and that -- that's -- you know,

16 we can collaboratively agree on that management action

17 such that the -- you know, the regulator agrees that

18 that's appropriate management action.  It's not Luke

19 Johnston's management action, okay.

20                It reflects our monopoly position.

21 We're not assuming we're going to lose business or

22 we're not assuming we're not going to get a rate

23 increase if we need one, those kind of things.  It

24 also reflects these collaborated risk scenarios where,

25 you know, maybe we haven't -- we've had maybe some
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1 trouble getting every detail worked out.  But in a --

2 in a general sense, we tried to get full collaboration

3 on these scenarios such that people are reasonably

4 comfortable with them.

5                We need to be clear that there's --

6 like, these are never going to be perfect.  Like,

7 we're talking modelling of one (1) -- one (1) in one

8 hundred (100) year things, right?  Like, we're never

9 going to have certainty on that, but we can agree on a

10 reasonable model and a way to -- to create it and

11 create stability around those models.

12                In regards to the scenarios and this

13 collaboration idea, I think MPI's shown lots of

14 examples where we have been listening.  There's just a

15 couple examples.  Mr. Pelly asked MPI about the

16 inflation scenario, about the policy liability risk

17 scenario.  And those are a couple areas where we've

18 had discussions here, particularly on inflation where

19 we said, You know what, modelling inflation from the

20 1970s probably doesn't really make sense.  You know,

21 maybe other actuaries are doing that and maybe ICBC

22 has this inflation scenario, but here between this

23 group, we don't think that's plausible.

24                And -- and MPI said, You know what, we

25 agree, right?  And SGI particularly, they've modelled
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1 policy liability risk in terms of what's happened to

2 other companies in Canada and -- and the shocks that

3 they've had.  And again, MPI and others have said,

4 Those aren't our risks, right?  Like, we -- let's look

5 at our liabilities and -- and is it reasonable to look

6 at shocks that have happened to, like, Allstate and

7 things like that, and we agreed, no.

8                So I think we've been very

9 collaborative and willing to accept different

10 positions.  That said, if I think something's going to

11 compromise my professional standards, I'm not going to

12 accept that.

13                So this year, with all the updates that

14 -- that were made through the collaborative process

15 along with the new forecast, et cetera, our -- our

16 lower RSR target came out at 231 million.  And that's

17 a one (1) in forty (40) year event.  And again, it

18 does include -- that includes management action.  I'll

19 show you the scenarios before and after management

20 action.

21                Yeah.  Next slide, please.  Okay.  So

22 again, I think this slide is -- in terms of the

23 question from CAC about have we been listening, I

24 think we've doing more than listening.  I think we've

25 been asking.  We've been seeking feedback.  We've been
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1 welcoming feedback, and if it makes sense, including

2 it.  So we haven't been resistant to listening to

3 taking other opinions.

4                This has been ongoing for a while,

5 since 2010.  We've had two (2) technical conferences.

6 We've printed out the entire model.  We did the DCAT

7 collaborative process this year.  We offered a live

8 demo of the model.  And we also have an external

9 actuary review of the material.

10                That said, we totally -- we understand

11 how complicated all this material is.  So it's not --

12 you know, I do this every day.  It's going to be hard

13 for people to just come in and get it, right?  But we

14 do our best to, you know, just be as transparent and -

15 - and open as we can.

16                We did go through the DCAT

17 collaborative process this year.  It would have been

18 nice to get through it a little bit sooner.  I'm

19 accountable to some of the delays, for sure.  We were

20 trying to do a rate app at the same time and -- and go

21 back and forth on these topics.

22                But we did have a lot of discussion,

23 mostly through email, but if somebody wanted to call

24 me, we would do that, too.  And we filed the DCAT -- I

25 guess that was August or September.
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1                And in the RSR section, we outline all

2 the items in the Board order and how MPI believes we

3 either addressed them or didn't.  There's a few cases

4 where maybe we -- MPI's position was -- was different

5 than what was being asked for or implied.  But we

6 noted that in the -- in the response.

7                This table shows the scenario results

8 before any management action occurs.  And just to

9 remind everybody, what -- what happens is we get a --

10 our year-end '14/'15.  We make a base forecast like

11 the -- that comes to the PUB in this GRA.

12                The -- the DCAT exercise, we -- we

13 shock the results starting in 2016/'17, so we don't

14 hit the current year that we're in.  So that's why

15 every single number in '15/'16 says two sixty-two

16 (262), because it's all equal to the base.

17                We then run these scenarios and -- and

18 -- so for -- I'll take a more straightforward one.

19 The equity decline scenario is the agreed-upon

20 historical period or, you know, we model based on one

21 (1), two (2), three (3), and four (4) year scenarios.

22                The example shown here is -- is the

23 worst equity decline that we modelled at a one (1) in

24 forty (40) year level.  So equities alone brought the

25 number from two sixty-two (262) down to one nineteen
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1 (119) without any management action.  So that scenario

2 by itself doesn't require any management action to

3 stay above zero.

4                The -- in this example or in -- in this

5 table, the most adverse scenario before management

6 action is the four (4) year combined scenario.  And

7 you can see that, assuming no rate increases are

8 implemented, it would fall to negative 90 million by

9 '19/'20.

10                Okay.  And this table is just the --

11 the slide before, except showing the change between

12 the base forecast and the modelled scenario.  So when

13 we talk about something like the MCT at 100 percent

14 being 366 million, we can definitely model scenarios

15 before management action that kind of approach or

16 surpass this 300 million target, but when you apply

17 management action rate changes and all that it -- it

18 ends up falling lower than that number.

19                So before management action, as I

20 mentioned, the worst scenario was this four (4) year

21 scenario.  Just to give you one of many examples of --

22 of what that would look like, in -- so when I say many

23 examples you're modelling, you know, ten thousand

24 (10,000) times.  There's many different ways you can

25 get to the same number.  Like, you know, you could
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1 lose more equities or have interest rates decline more

2 or have bad claims years, but this is just one

3 example.

4                Interest rates stay flat basically, one

5 sixty-eight (168).  They -- they've been lower.

6 They've been one twenty (120) something.  Equities

7 decline 7.2 percent over the period, and your claims

8 are just a little bit over budget, 12 million.  We had

9 20 million just on hail like in the last four (4)

10 months.

11                So a different version of this scenario

12 might have, you know, equities not decline as much but

13 claims go up more and, you know, the -- et cetera.

14 There -- there's different ways to get the same -- the

15 same result.  Okay.

16                The management and regulatory action

17 assumptions are a huge part of coming up with this

18 number.  If you put a 5 percent rate increase in,

19 you're going to get like $40 plus million from that

20 once you go through one full policy year, right.  And

21 then if you put another one in, all of a sudden, you

22 know, you're eighty (80) and -- so you can build

23 revenue fairly quickly with these -- with these rate

24 increases.

25                But again we've -- we've looked at this
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1 past precedent.  We've talked about what does it mean.

2 Like if the RSR is supposed to limit rate shock, does

3 applying a five (5) plus -- like if you put a 10

4 percent rate increase in, you've kind of defeated the

5 purpose of the RSR, haven't you?  Like isn't -- you

6 know.  So this is very much open to discussion.  We

7 think -- but we think we've settled on a reasonable

8 assumptions here that are consistent with the RSRs

9 purpose.

10                So when we apply the -- the rules from

11 the previous slide, the scenarios change to -- to

12 being after management action and -- and this is what

13 they look like after applying the -- the management

14 action.  You can see the four (4) year scenario now

15 doesn't fall below zero anymore.  It's now -- it -- it

16 bottoms out at 51 million.  In the prev -- before it -

17 - it fell to 90 million negative.  So again that's --

18 you know, you're not just going to sit and watch the

19 company fall into a negative total equity position.

20                The two (2) year scenario is the -- is

21 the one that I'm assuming Mr. Pelly caught in -- in

22 one of his IRs.  When we -- PUB, or -- or Mr. Pelly,

23 however you want to call it, suggested we do this

24 iterative procedure this year.  And instead of

25 figuring out the biggest change from the base forecast
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1 we actually go back to the beginning of the forecast

2 period and change the starting point, and then run

3 your scenario and -- and show that it actually falls

4 to zero.

5                So in the past we used to just model

6 everything and say, Here's the differences and this is

7 the biggest one, 213 million.  That's what we

8 recommend.  What Mr. Pelly was -- was saying is, Well,

9 I want you to go back to now.  Change the starting

10 number, and show me that that scenario makes you fall

11 to zero.  And that's -- that's what we did this year.

12                In the question from PUB in the third -

13 - I guess it was Third Round, there was a scenario

14 identified where there's a two (2) year shock that

15 would actually make you hit zero based on our original

16 DCAT proposal, and you wouldn't survive that adverse

17 scenario unless you had 231 million to start.  And

18 that was -- that's why we amended the -- the DCAT.

19                And so there's been -- there's been

20 some questions, like, in regards even to the equity

21 scenario.  Other scenarios where the question will be

22 asked, Well, I thought you said it was a four (4) year

23 forecast period.  So just doesn't only the number at

24 the end matter?  Well, no.  If you think of having

25 your own bank account, or whatever, or being a
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1 business, whatever, you have a certain amount of money

2 right now.  What matters is when you fall below zero,

3 when you run out of money.  Not what it is at the end,

4 right?

5                But -- so this two (2) year scenario,

6 we found out, well, total equity goes to zero at the

7 end of year 2 before we can really do much.  Like, we

8 put in a 5 percent rate increase in '17/'18 to try to

9 respond, and it still falls below zero.  So that was

10 the reason for the amendment.

11                So this is what a two (2) year scenario

12 looks like.  In this scenario, interest rates

13 basically hit -- stay at the floor.  And the -- the

14 interest rate floor is -- was experienced very

15 recently, 1.25 percent.  And you basically have not --

16 not an enormous stock market crash, but a large one,

17 14 percent decline over two (2) years.  And your

18 claims are a little bit over budget.  So really, the

19 two (2) year scenario is a relatively large equity

20 decline over a two (2) year period.  Interest rates

21 stay low.  Claims are over budget.

22                And again, the Corporation totally

23 understands that equities rebound after big crashes.

24 There's, like, absolutely no question.  We understand

25 that.  But if you -- you fall to negative before they
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1 rebound, you're not getting a satisfactory condition

2 in the DCAT.  Like, and we're saying, How much money

3 do you need at a one (1) in forty (40) level to stay

4 above zero all the time?

5                So if there is a two (2) year event

6 where the stock market drops 14 percent, and -- and

7 claims are over budget, and you fall below zero, the

8 Board should know that.  The actuary should give an

9 opinion that reflects that you don't have enough

10 capital at the start of the period to survive that.

11                So per my -- the comments I just made,

12 to get a satisfactory future financial condition in --

13 in the DCAT -- and this is real -- this is an

14 actuarial methodology.  Or it's not to say that the

15 Board has to follow these particular rules.  But for

16 me to sign the DCAT with the opinion of satisfactory,

17 these are the -- these are the conditions.  So again,

18 we selected a one (1) in forty (40) tolerance.  Does

19 our forecast, with the scenario, stay above zero total

20 equity over the whole forecast period at any point in

21 the forecast period, not just at the end?

22                And then the second one is fairly

23 obvious.  Does -- does the base scenario stay above

24 the PUB's target?  So if the PUB had a minimum target

25 of a certain number, and we -- and our base forecast
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1 was below that, well, the actuary wouldn't give a

2 satisfactory opinion.  You're not even rea -- meech --

3 meeting the regulatory target.

4                So actually -- and just if you could go

5 -- mind going back to the previous slide?  For the

6 first time that I've done the report, our Basic

7 actually had a satisfactory financial condition as of

8 February 28th, 2015.  So -- so that's important.  It

9 is as a point in time.  It is based on a particular

10 forecast at that point in time.

11                Through six (6) months of this year, we

12 are kind of in a mini-adverse scenario.  We've had

13 equities drop, right?  We've had interest rates stay

14 relatively low.  We've had some bad hail experience.

15 It's not a -- it's not a one (1) in forty (40)

16 scenario, but it's not a great scenario.  So it just

17 shows you how quick it can change.

18                But I just wanted to be clear that

19 obviously nor -- like, a DCAT normally won't be filed

20 in September every year.  We'll -- we'd like to do it

21 with the forecasting process and file it with the rate

22 app.  But obviously at any time, this adverse

23 condition could -- could happen.  So the opinion is as

24 of tha -- that year end.  Okay.

25                This slide is just showing this
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1 iterative process proposed by Mr. Pelly.  And we're

2 totally in agreement that it -- it makes sense.  It --

3 it makes -- the two (2) year scenario was found by

4 doing this iterative procedure.  And basically, it's

5 saying here is, if you had 231 million and this

6 happened, it would fall to zero in 2017/'18.  Okay.

7                Okay, MCT, I talked a little bit about

8 this.  It is a standardized test used by pretty much

9 all Canadian insurers.  I don't consider it a private

10 sector test.  Like, it's not, like, only a private

11 company can use it.  It is a temp thing to measure the

12 risk level of different asset categories, claims

13 categories in a standardized way.  Just because we're

14 a monopoly doesn't mean we don't have equity risk or

15 claims liability risk, right?

16                So I don't -- I don't kind of buy into

17 this, you know, only a private sector company can use

18 it.  And -- and other public insurers are, in fact,

19 using it, just at a lower -- at a lower target level.

20 As I've mentioned, it's risk based.  It allows you to

21 do these comparisons.  So with the DCAT, right, you

22 might think, well, we've done all this collaboration.

23 It's all done in isolation.  What's everybody else

24 doing?  You know, do we have enough, too much,

25 whatever the case.  The MCT will help you do a
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1 comparison to other companies, what -- what's SGI

2 doing, what's ICBC doing, what's all -- the average of

3 the other insurers in Canada?  So that -- that's like

4 one (1) of the -- the good features of it.

5                OSFI for private sector insurer, the

6 supervisory minimum is 150 percent.  If you get close

7 to that number, OSFI will have some sort of

8 intervention, likely.  The private sector average MCT

9 is in excess of 200 percent.  It was 225 percent

10 roughly the last time I checked.  The Corporation's

11 proposing to use a hundred percent MCT as the upper

12 target.  And then I'll talk about it on the next

13 slide.

14                I think I kind already talked about

15 this.  That we agree with the Board that it shouldn't

16 be our only tool, right?  And -- and we're not

17 proposing that it is.  We -- we're -- we're suggesting

18 that collaborative DCAT methodology be used for the

19 minimum, but it does provide important information for

20 everyone.  Okay.

21                Okay, so again, literally everybody

22 uses this except MPI.  So that -- the -- I'm not

23 saying that's a reason that we have to, but it's true.

24 And other public insurers have arrived at the

25 conclusion that a hundred percent MCT is -- is
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1 reasonable.  There's been -- they've come about it

2 different ways, but we wouldn't be unique in that

3 regard.  Again, it's independent objective, externally

4 developed risk measure.

5                This -- the MCT itself has this extra

6 50 percent to deal with, like, strategic and risks and

7 stuff, which we admit have little to do with the

8 monopoly, so we haven't -- we're not asking that that

9 be included.

10                And the other thing I -- I struggle

11 with a little bit is that this -- the MCT test is

12 being developed and maintained by industry experts,

13 like, that obviously care a lot about -- that these --

14 these numbers are calculated and done correctly.  It

15 seems strange for MPI to try to somehow rationalize

16 the exact MCT percentage or attempt to redevelop the

17 test in any way as opposed to just using this test

18 that these experts have created.

19                So that's just -- we added that this

20 year because there seems to be this idea that we have

21 to prove that a hundred percent is exactly the right

22 number.  And I don't know how we could ever do that

23 any more than a private company could prove that 150

24 percent is the exact right number.  Again, it's --

25 we're talking protection from rare -- rare events.
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1 Okay.

2                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Mr. Johnston,

3 just a question of clarification.  The MCT of three

4 sixty-six (366) is for Basic only?

5                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   That's correct.

6                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   And so the value

7 corporately is what?

8                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Would you use MCT

9 for each line?  Off the top of my head, I -- I can't

10 remember the total corporate figure.

11                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I mean is this --

12 is -- I guess the question is probably not for you but

13 probably for Mr. Guimond.  Is the MCT corporately

14 what's driving the board's decisions with respect to

15 surpluses they have in the other lines of business?

16                So in other words, what I'm saying is

17 that you're standing now with three hundred and

18 ninety-three (393) -- according to the most recent

19 report, you've got 393.6 million in equity and

20 advocating for two hundred and thirty-six (236) in --

21 three hundred and sixty-six (366) in -- in MCT for

22 Basic.

23                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   I'll get to you.

24 One (1) second, please.

25
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1                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

2

3                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.  So do you have

4 the -- the quarterly financials?

5                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Yeah.

6                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Okay.  So --

7                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I'm -- I'm

8 quoting from page -- from page 4.

9                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah.  Yeah, okay.

10                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   And I've just --

11 all I've done is total up --

12                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah.

13                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   -- the values

14 that you reported there.

15                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   So going back to

16 your question, if we go to page 4 of the quarterly

17 report on page 4.  Okay.  So if we look at the dials,

18 we do use MCT for a com -- for our competitive lines

19 in terms of -- of the minimum.

20                And so the target, for example, on our

21 extential (sic) total liquidity, you can see the dial

22 is at one forty-eight (148).  And based on the MCT, we

23 need seventy-two (72), okay?

24                And then on the SRE, we're at sixty-

25 three (63), and based on MCT, we need forty-five (45).
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1 And that's how we get the excess retained earnings,

2 you know, on -- on our comp -- we have excessive

3 retained earnings on our competitive lines, right?

4                But from -- for -- so for Basic -- so

5 if your question is:  Do we use MCT for all of our

6 lines of business to determine the minimum we should

7 have?, the answer is yes.

8                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   You know, I --

9 I'm getting a disconnect here because when I total up

10 the values that you're reporting at the end of the

11 quarter, you're showing $293.6 million of equity.  And

12 what you should be get -- what you should be getting

13 is three hundred and thirty-two (332).  So you're

14 about sixty (60) something over.

15                So there's a disconnect between MCT of

16 three sixty-six (366) and MC -- you know, I don't

17 think the value that 72 million represents the MCT for

18 that line of business, does it?

19                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Yeah.  The

20 competitive lines, we do use MCT.  They're -- we use a

21 different level for the competitive lines.  We use 200

22 percent MCT for the competitive lines.  And then on

23 this page 4 here as well, this target -- I think we

24 alluded to that already, but the targets, the DCAT-

25 based target, not the -- not -- not the MCT upper --
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1 upper bound, but -- yeah.

2                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   So again, I'm

3 trying to be cautious here.  But the -- I think I've

4 heard you correctly.  You said the MCT for the other

5 lines of business are 200 percent of -- of MCT?

6                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   That's right,

7 yeah.

8                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Okay.  So

9 corporately it sounds to me like you're way over your

10 MCT value of 100 percent that you're setting for

11 Basic.

12

13                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

14

15                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   So from a

16 Corporation's perspective, it goes back to my

17 presentation where each line of business has to own

18 its own, and you can't cross-subsidize them.  So if

19 you look at -- if you look at -- corporately at three

20 ninety-four (394), I -- I guess what I'm inferring or

21 hearing from you is that it's more than three sixty-

22 six (366).  Is -- is that what you're saying?

23                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Yeah.  I -- I get

24 that but, you know, look -- looking at it very

25 dispassionately here, and we're -- we're debating
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1 here, you've got 200 percent of MCT is 72 million as

2 an example, but you're actually at a hundred and

3 forty-three point one (143.1), which is way over MCT.

4 Your -- your own -- your own MCT goal.

5                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah, for -- yeah,

6 for our competitive lines, if you look at SRE and --

7 and extension, we have what we call 90 million of

8 excess retained earnings right now.  So in other

9 words, we have $90 million that are above the MCT

10 level.

11                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   For the -- for

12 the competitive lines --

13                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   For the competitive

14 lines, yes.  Yes.  But then that's where I think it's

15 been in a lot of discussion between the PUB and MPI in

16 terms of -- of how that money is to be used.  And so

17 from a corporate perspective, we don't want the lines

18 of business to be cross-subsidized, and that goes to

19 my presentation in terms of each holding their own

20 from a -- from a line of business perspective.

21                But where we do agree, or the common

22 ground for Basic is that when it comes to capital

23 deficiency we agree that we should not extract money

24 out of the ratepayers to cover the capital deficiency

25 for unforeseen events if it goes below.  And we also
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1 agree, like the MCT is -- is -- in the industry is the

2 minimum but it's our maximum, right, from a -- and

3 then we also agree that to -- to deal with the minimum

4 that your actuary -- because there was some concerns

5 on the regulator about maybe us being too

6 conservative, that as long as that number that -- that

7 the regulator would --would agree to can be signed off

8 by our chief actuary and external actuary from a DCAT

9 perspective.  That we'd be okay with that.

10                So we're trying to find a way to have a

11 common ground because from a legislative perspective

12 also, and the framework and so on, in terms of the use

13 of the excess retained earnings in -- in a very short

14 period of time, I mean, I've been working with all the

15 -- the stakeholder and so on, and we're -- I've been

16 trying to find common ground.

17                So I -- I think like I just put it on

18 the record that -- that we're willing to deal with the

19 capital deficiency.  I'm going to go back to my

20 chicken and egg thing in terms of the policy that I

21 think the regulator wants in terms of how do we use

22 those excess retained earnings.  That -- that $90

23 million that we have, for example.

24                Once the regulator has decided on -- on

25 the RSR, and the range, the Board will be formalizing
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1 the policy and then we can share with you.  But we're

2 not too sure what to do with these funds because we

3 don't know where we stand on the Basic side.  And then

4 also depending on your ruling, what are the

5 implications for the shareholder.  So --

6                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   But -- but --

7                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   -- so until that

8 gets settled --

9                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Yeah.  No, I -- I

10 get your point.  I get your point.  But the -- it --

11 it does seem to suggest to me that if -- if you're

12 sitting with an excess in your other lines of business

13 beyond your own targets and we agree at three sixty-

14 six (366), are you suggesting that the board of

15 directors would be amenable to transferring some money

16 over to the basic reserves?  Is that -- is that sort

17 of the implication?

18                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Possibly, yes.  So

19 for example let's -- let's just use this hypothetical

20 scenario.  Let's say you rule on the DCAT and you say

21 the minimum is two thirty (230), and the upper range -

22 - like -- like what we like to see being a minimum at

23 MCT at 100 percent three sixty-six (366), well then we

24 would -- we would continue to transfer money and put

25 it up to two thirty (230).
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1                We don't want -- I guess like where we

2 have an agreement, or a common ground, is that money

3 should not be extracted to -- from the economy when

4 unforseen events happen, where you're below the

5 minimum.  You shouldn't have -- so, in other words, in

6 the future -- in the future, an RSR rebuilding fee

7 should not be required anymore with this -- this --

8 what I'm putting on the table here.

9                And then from a premium deficiency

10 perspective, assuming that we get some more

11 discussions on -- like, on our benchmarking, going

12 back to the magic numbers, right?  If I come to you

13 and I say, I need so much money for operations.  If

14 you have -- if we continue to work on the

15 benchmarking, and you say, Well, Dan, you know, what's

16 important to me is I -- I -- you know, it's like me

17 when I report to the -- to my board, or I report to

18 Crown corporation counsel every year, I've got magic

19 numbers.  I've got these magic numbers.  People will

20 say, Yeah, that's fine.

21                The more we have dialogue with you and

22 the more we understand what's important to you, well,

23 then, we'll be able to -- to work on that so that you

24 feel comfortable with the rates that we're asking.  It

25 -- it's -- it's a way to, within the legislative
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1 construct, and with all the stakeholders I have to

2 deal with, that I -- I believe with the common ground

3 and if -- if I heard all the concerns, then with --

4 with that -- with what we're putting on the table,

5 then on a go-forward basis, you won't need an RSR

6 rebuilding fee.  And in addition to that, you'll have

7 rates that are predictable and stable.  Because within

8 the range of the RSR, that's what's going to, over

9 time, deal with the -- the good, the bad, and the

10 ugly, so to speak.

11                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Very

12 good.  Yeah.  Okay.  Go ahead.  Are you -- I guess

13 it's Mr. Johnston.

14                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Yeah, that -- that

15 concludes our presentation.

16                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I do have a few

17 more questions.  I realize it's probably close to

18 coffee break, but I want to make sure that I get those

19 asked.  And it relates to the stability of the RSR

20 values that you get over time.  And I'm -- let me find

21 my page here.

22

23                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

24

25                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   And I -- and the
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1 table I'm looking for, which I can't seem to find, is

2 the one (1) that shows -- okay.  It's page -- slide

3 61.

4

5                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

6

7                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   And I -- I'm

8 trying to figure out why -- why we're getting the --

9 what -- what's causing the value of the base forecast

10 to -- to vary.  So an example would be what's

11 happening in 2019/'20 versus the year before that

12 would cause that base forecast to vary so much.

13                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   So is the

14 question:  What -- what causes the base forecast to

15 jump, say, 30 million in -- in the last year?  Yeah.

16 There's -- I'm trying to remember --

17                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   The -- the

18 decline is there -- what is one (1) factor that's, you

19 know, clear?  It's 40 -- 44 million difference between

20 one (1) year to the next.  I guess I assumed that

21 there would be a lot more stability in that value than

22 there is, apparently, from this table.

23                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Yeah, as the -- as

24 you go out longer periods, obviously it becomes more

25 uncertain.  But a few examples, interest rates, for
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1 example, flat -- stabilize per the bank's forecast.

2 Once you get a few years out, they flatline, and you

3 stop -- you stop getting this gain/loss.  Then -- then

4 again, once you get farther out, you're really

5 starting to feel the impact of longer -- longer term

6 trends.  So your, you know, your premium will grow, by

7 volume and upgrade, 4 1/2 percent a year.

8                If that is greater than -- than claims,

9 you'll start getting this gap.  And you -- you might -

10 - you know, we've -- we've come to previous hearings

11 and said, Well, if interest rates do increase, we

12 actually are looking at rate decreases going forward,

13 right?  Like, so we're showing you what it would look

14 like if all that played out.  But, of course, it's --

15 you know, it gets far -- more and more uncertain as

16 you get out there.  Yeah.

17                But just an examp -- like -- like, the

18 PIPP forecast, for example.  We're -- we're actually

19 forecasting declining frequency now.  So some of these

20 things start to show their effect as you get farther

21 and farther out.  I don't know if that -- that's

22 helpful.  It's hard to pry out all the differences

23 there.

24                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   And meanwhile,

25 you probably don't know this, but what's happening to
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1 the MCT value during that period?  What's happening to

2 the...

3                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   We do -- we do

4 forecast the MCT score in the -- in the -- the DCAT.

5 So I could pull -- pull that information up if you

6 like.

7

8                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

9

10                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Okay, so in -- in

11 the DCAT report, page 5 -- you don't -- you don't have

12 to go there, but...

13

14                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

15

16                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Volume II.  Our --

17 we have a re -- a restated scenario for the DCAT which

18 includes the premium deficiency, recovery, and -- and

19 all of that.  But -- oh, you're pulling it up, great.

20 I forgot you could do that.  Thanks.  Faster than me,

21 apparently.

22                So that's page 5 of the DCAT/RSR-2.  So

23 if you'd go right to the bottom, actually there's a

24 second table.  Yeah.  So the forecasted MCT ratio in

25 '15/'16 is 60.7 percent, and it actually hovers pretty
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1 close to 60 over the whole period.  So the MCT is

2 going to be sensitive, of course, to the asset growth

3 and the liability growth.

4                So what this is saying is that we seem

5 to be maintaining roughly the same level.  And one (1)

6 of the reasons that makes sense is, if you look after

7 '15/'16 you see our net income really hasn't -- we

8 haven't really grown a lot, minus eleven (11) plus

9 seventeen (17), like, so we're kind of staying in a

10 similar financial position.

11

12                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

13

14                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Oh, sorry.  And so

15 if your question is, What's a hundred percent MCT, we

16 can -- if I take the three (3) -- 318 million total

17 equity in -- in 1920 and divide by the 62 percent --

18 let me see if that's right.  Three eighteen (318)

19 divided by five (5), that would make a hundred percent

20 MCT 512 million.  Yeah.

21                Does that -- does that answer your

22 question?  Yeah.

23

24                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

25
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1                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Do you have another

2 question?

3                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Yeah, I just want

4 to follow up on that because it -- it does suggest to

5 me that -- that your MCT value is getting higher,

6 considerably higher.  And then your base forecast

7 amount is also getting higher.  In the meantime,

8 you're not making any money really to speak of.  And

9 so the -- you know, the -- the turtle is not following

10 the hare here, so we're constantly behind the

11 eightball as far as on this we get a raise in increase

12 in -- in rates?

13                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Yes, I -- I see

14 your -- your point now.  One (1) thing that the -- the

15 DCAT and MCT do and should do is, if -- if our

16 liabilities grow by 50 percent and our assets follow,

17 you would expect your risk margin to -- to grow

18 larger, as well, so they both do that.

19                So, yes, that -- that's what's

20 happening here.  We haven't quite -- though there will

21 be some point where our liabilities will plateau and

22 maybe even start decreasing, but we're not there yet

23 so the PIPP pool just keeps adding on.  And then we

24 keep adding more assets to support it, but we are

25 starting to approach that plateau point.  And from
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1 that point forward, it should actually be very stable

2 or -- or even go negative, actually, yeah.

3                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much,

4 Mr. Johnston.  I think we'll take a fifteen (15)

5 minute break now.

6

7 --- Upon recessing at 2:52 p.m.

8 --- Upon resuming at 3:08 p.m.

9

10                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Welcome back.  We're

11 going to begin this session with the cross-examination

12 by the Public Utilities Board counsel, Ms. Candace

13 Grammond.

14                Ms. Grammond...?

15                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you,

16 Madam Chair.

17

18 CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:

19                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Mr. Guimond,

20 I'll probably start with you.  Just a few background

21 questions to begin with.  I assume that the

22 Corporation accepts that it bears the onus of proof to

23 substantiate the GRA filing as presented?

24                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.

25                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And in
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1 particular, the Corporation recognizes that it bears

2 the onus of establishing that the proposed rates and

3 fees are just and reasonable?

4                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.

5                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Another way to

6 state that test, as we sometimes do in this forum, is

7 that the rates are to be actuarially sound and

8 statistically driven?

9                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.

10                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Mr. Guimond,

11 I'm going to follow up on some of the comments that

12 you made in your direct evidence earlier today.

13                So, Diana, if we could go to Mr.

14 Guimond's PowerPoint just as a reference, that would

15 be appreciated.  I'm going to start at slide 3 of that

16 PowerPoint.

17

18                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

19

20                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Mr. Guimond,

21 under the second bullet that deals with addressing

22 physical damage claims costs, we see a sub-bullet that

23 references:

24                   "Offering customer service delivery

25                   options at lower operational costs."
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1                Can you explain that a little bit more,

2 maybe give us a couple of examples of what you're

3 referring to there?

4                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   The -- with the

5 distribute estimating that we're doing, we're piloting

6 right now, customers who have accidents where their

7 vehicles is drivable will not go to a service centre

8 to get an estimate as they do today.  They will go

9 directly to a shop to get their vehicle repaired.

10                By doing that, the repair shop will be

11 able to go faster so the repair will -- will be done

12 in a shorter amount of time.  And we're -- and that's

13 because they'll be able to order the parts faster.

14 We're going to be paying less money in loss of use,

15 for example, in terms of rentals because their car's

16 going to get repaired faster.

17                We're also improving the supply chain

18 in terms of parts availability, how quick parts are

19 available, and the ability to make decisions to get

20 parts faster.

21                And also by -- by doing that, we will

22 also be on the long term possibly consolidating some

23 of our -- of our buildings in terms that we probably

24 won't need as many buildings as we do today, and

25 having a better use of our staff in terms of
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1 practising (phonetic) efficiency in terms of what will

2 be left in the service centres, as examples.

3                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And when you

4 say in the long term there may be less buildings,

5 you're referring to the service centres or something

6 different?

7                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.  And we're also

8 -- I put on the record at standing committee that

9 we've already lined up two (2) of our facilities that

10 will be closing by 2017.

11                One is located in Brandon, and the

12 other one is located in Winnipeg at Ellice where we

13 currently have all our people doing our strategic

14 initiatives.  And then there might be more by 2020

15 after PDR is done.

16                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.

17 Still keeping with this slide and the, I guess,

18 immediately preceding sub-bullet that we just talked

19 about where there's a reference to working with the

20 trades, you certainly commented on that earlier today,

21 that you feel MPI is going to be in a position to not

22 have to increase rates because you're working with the

23 industry on costs.

24                Can you give us an indication of the

25 magnitude of -- of the costs that you referred to or
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1 the cost savings, I guess, and -- and how that's being

2 done by the Corporation?

3                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   The official number

4 that we put in -- in the business case is the one that

5 we submitted in our rate application, the project

6 charter for PDR, which I believe puts $13 million to

7 the bottom line on an annual basis.

8                Because we're in negotiation for this

9 large contract, I -- I'm -- I feel that it wouldn't be

10 to our advantage if we start to talk about all the

11 opportunities that the Corporation has in terms of --

12 of neg -- from a negotiation perspective.  I don't

13 think that would be advantageous to the ratepayers.

14                If -- so at this point in time, I --

15 I'd -- I'd like to be able to -- to stay with what has

16 been put in -- in the public sphere.

17                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.  The

18 very last bullet on slide 3 references preparing MPI

19 for the digital economy.  Can you give us some

20 examples of how that's being done?

21                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   As the -- cars

22 become autonomous, really, what you have is computers

23 on wheels.  So I'll -- I'll give you an example in

24 terms of what's happened to us.

25                Last year, we had a BMW that showed up
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1 at one (1) of our repair facilities.  And we got a

2 call and said, What's this car doing here?  So the car

3 was involved in an accident, and the customer had --

4 had passed out, so the computer -- and with the

5 assistance, had called for an ambulance.  BMW has

6 their own agreements for tow trucks, so the computer

7 called the tow truck.  The tow truck picked it up, and

8 they brought it to the certified repair centre

9 directly to have the vehicle fixed.

10                So what we're going to see is a -- a

11 really big change in how we have transactions machine

12 to machine, machine to people, and how people

13 interact, because as time goes by, you will have a --

14 a life in the digital world.  And you have your life

15 in the physical world, and how these two intersect and

16 work together in terms of how you live your life will

17 be happening.

18                So in -- in the future, you might very

19 well have a -- a car that talks to a building because

20 -- because when a -- a physical asset has an IP

21 address, and with artificial intelligence, you can do

22 things.  So in the future, the car will be talking to

23 a building and said, I had an accident at an

24 intersection at that time.  Do you have footage?  Yes.

25 Download the footage.  Send it to the adjuster and
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1 say, It wasn't me.  I'm not at fault.

2                So you'll see an explosion of

3 transactions and interactions, and then we're going to

4 have to adapt to our customer's expectation in terms

5 of how these interactions work.

6                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.

7 Diana, if we can go to the next slide, slide 4?  We

8 have a reference on this graph to autonomous vehicles,

9 and -- and I must confess when I was looking at this

10 and thinking about it before today, I was thinking

11 about self-driving vehicles.  I actually wasn't aware

12 that vehicles could do what you just described with

13 the BMW.

14                So when you use the phrase 'autonomous

15 vehicles' here, which are you referring to, or is it

16 both?

17                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   There's actually

18 four (4) levels of autonomous vehicles, level 1 to 4.

19 What's happening is that the level 4 is the car that

20 drives by itself.  There's a few cars like that today

21 like in Germany and so on, but they're very -- for

22 very specific highways, for very specific area of --

23 of the -- the city.  It's very limited.

24                But you can see, for example, the Ford

25 Escort where you have parallel assist -- assistant for
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1 parallel parking.  That's a level of automation.  And

2 what's happening is that the companies are

3 incorporating more and more technology, and they're

4 becoming more and more auto -- autonomous.

5                And so, yes, it includes -- it what's

6 happening right now, and I think I showed you another

7 slide where now they're predicting -- I think it's --

8 I can't remember it on the slide, but I think it's

9 2022/2025 where you have full autonomous vehicles.

10                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And that

11 reference to 2022 or 2025 does relate to self-driving

12 vehicles?

13                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.  And what we're

14 going to do is -- is -- yeah, that's correct.  Yes.

15                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now, it was my

16 understanding that the self-driving vehicles, while

17 they've had success in warmer climates, have not yet

18 been able to make -- or to be made to work in

19 something like a Manitoba climate.

20                Do you have any information on when

21 Manitoba might see actual self-driving vehicles on our

22 roads?

23                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   The predictions are

24 by 2020 you'll -- you'll start seeing some of them.

25 In terms of what you're referring to, we're going to
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1 have to do some pilots, and we're going to have to

2 decide from a registration perspective, When can a car

3 -- autonomous car be on --registered and legally on

4 the road.  Under what conditions, maybe.  And -- and

5 then we need to evolve the legislative process based

6 on the technology, how it evolves and so on.

7                So you might very well see, for

8 example, maybe it's okay from spring to the -- to --

9 to the winter to have it on autonomous, but after

10 that, you have to drive it, right?  So we'll see how

11 that shakes out, but it's not going to be an overnight

12 thing.  It'll be a very progressive process.

13

14                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

15

16                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   I note, Mr.

17 Guimond, that on slide 4, there's also a reference to

18 the collision avoidance technology.  And I believe

19 it's referenced in the material that that's becoming

20 more and more common, right, cars with sensors and if

21 you're going to change unsafely, it beeps at you and

22 that kind of thing?

23                Can you comment upon the impact, if

24 any, that the Corporation is seeing a result of this

25 technology being out on the road today?
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1                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   We don't have

2 quantitative numbers at this point in time, no.

3                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Is that

4 something that the Corporation intends to track?

5                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.  We want to --

6 to do some pilots and some modelling, not only terms

7 of what's happening right now, but also to do some

8 modelling from a financial perspective, what will be

9 the impact on revenue in the long term.

10                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And when do you

11 think the Corporation will undertake that?

12                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   If you look at this

13 slide, the new five (5) product and service plan.  So

14 we're going to start to put a team together in January

15 of 2016.  The five (5) year product service will

16 probably take about twenty-four (24) months to do.

17 And we expect to have our board approve all the

18 portfolio of initiatives that we need to prepare the

19 Corporation by -- by 2028, and so we should have all

20 the modelling and all the impacts by -- by 2018.

21                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Mr. Guimond,

22 you also mentioned earlier today dash cams.  I

23 understand what that is, a -- a camera that sits on

24 the dashboard.  But what's the purpose of that

25 relative to insurance?
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1                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   This has to do with

2 driver ed.  We're going to pilot dash cams.  And we're

3 going to also pilot the telematics.  And the reason is

4 to maybe help the students to see how they drive and

5 to be able to spot maybe inherent risky behaviour or

6 things of that nature.  So we're really going to start

7 to really go after behaviour modifications and also

8 understanding your -- your risk profile because some

9 people drive riskier just by the nature that they

10 have.

11                So we're really going to get into be --

12 understanding your behaviour and how you can modify

13 your behaviour to -- to mitigate risk.

14                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And you

15 referred to telematics.  Can you just give a brief

16 description of what that is?

17

18                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

19

20                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Telematics is a way

21 for a -- a driver to know exactly where they're going,

22 really track every -- everywhere you're going with the

23 car and understand how fast you're going, understand

24 if -- if you're driving in a way that's riskier.

25 Like, there's also some knowledge in terms of if
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1 you're going too fast, if you accelerate too fast, if

2 you -- if you do things that you're not supposed to

3 do.

4                So there's a whole -- it's really

5 tracking how you drive it at -- at in -- at all times,

6 and -- and knowing also, you know, where -- where

7 you're driving and so on.

8                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.

9 There's reference in the filing to an IT modernization

10 project.  Can you confirm that that's what is

11 envisioned to prepare for the new normal as referenced

12 in slide 4?

13                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   It -- it's not

14 related at all to -- to slide 4, the IT modernization.

15 I think maybe we'll have to look at how it's labelled,

16 but -- but what we're doing is, as you recall, we had

17 to do the ITO initiative.  So what -- what we're doing

18 right now is we -- as a Corporation, we're making sure

19 that none of our applications and none of our

20 technology are obsolete.  We're running on unsupported

21 software.

22                So this -- this particular effort is to

23 make sure that -- that all of our software and all of

24 our applications are supported and are not running on

25 technology that is obsolete, because we don't want to
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1 create another situation where we have to do another

2 ITO initiative.

3                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.  And

4 I'll have more questions about IT strategies a little

5 bit later on in the process, but thank you for that.

6                I'm going to go then to some follow-up

7 questions on a topic that was covered a -- a few

8 minutes ago relating to the RSR and -- and so forth.

9 Ms. Reichert, you commented on the stated purpose of

10 the RSR.  That's remained unchanged for many years.

11                And you commented on the purpose of the

12 RSR, and -- and if -- if anyone wants a reference the

13 -- the definition is found in many places.  It was on

14 Ms. Reichert's slide 50.  It's also within the filing,

15 RSR-1.1.2, page 3.  And I'm sure in some other places

16 as well.  But, Ms. Reichert, you commented with

17 respect to that definition that the use of the RSR

18 includes variances from break even budget, or words to

19 that effect.

20                Have I got that right?

21                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Yes, you do.

22                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And I think on

23 slide 51 there's reference to the RSR absorbing

24 variances from the plan.

25                Can you comment on the Corporation's
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1 position regarding whether unanticipated changes in

2 interest rates meet that definition?

3                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Just to be sure

4 that I'm clear on the question.  Meet the definition

5 of a non-recurring, unexpected variance from plan?

6                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Yes.

7                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   So any -- my

8 view is that any variance from a budget or a plan in

9 any given year is not expected.  If it -- if it was

10 expected, it would have been budgeted or planned for.

11 So you set a budget, you set a plan with the best

12 information that you have at the time that you

13 establish that.  And, as we have seen, we do the best

14 that we can with the information that we have to

15 forecast interest rates.  And if actual interest rates

16 are higher or lower than what we have forecasted that

17 is going to then result in a variance from our plan.

18                So from that perspective that variance

19 from plan, whether it's from claims higher than we

20 expected, interest rates higher or lower than we

21 expected, flows through our net income, which flows

22 into the retained earnings, and goes into or out of

23 the RSR depending on if it's a positive or a negative

24 variance

25                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.  So
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1 just to be sure that I understand you, can you give me

2 an example of a -- a impact upon the bottom line in a

3 given year that wouldn't flow through to the RSR, or

4 that wouldn't meet that definition?

5                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   No, I cannot.

6 Because based on the definition that I've just stated

7 until -- and I'll just -- the one (1) caveat is until

8 the RSR reaches its maximum level, whatever that might

9 be determined to be, so when it's fluctuating within

10 its minimum and maximum range, any variances from plan

11 would flow into and out of the -- out of the RSR.

12                At that point in time, when it is above

13 its maximum, then any variances from plan would either

14 go against that excess retained earnings, if you will.

15 But while you're within the minimum and maximum of the

16 RSR variances from plan would go through that, and in

17 that way help to stabilize the rates, so that you're

18 not having to replenish an RSR as long as it's within

19 that minimum/maximum range.

20                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.

21 Still with regard to the RSR, I'm going to ask you to

22 go to our book of documents, Tab 6.  You're going to

23 find a copy of PF-3 filed within the pro forma section

24 of the GRA.

25
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1                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

2

3                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you,

4 Diana.  If we scroll down to the -- near the bottom of

5 the page, and this is just for context because we

6 haven't specifically looked at this yet -- a little

7 bit farther down, Diana, if you would.  We see that

8 for current year, which would be the second column of

9 numbers, we see the -- under the -- or in -- within

10 the box near the bottom of the page the PUB minimum

11 and maximum, which would be 89.3 million minimum and a

12 hundred and seventy-eight point three (178.3) maximum.

13 So that's the existing framework for the RSR range.

14                That's right?

15                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Yes.  The --

16 I'm sorry.  Can you just repeat that, the numbers you

17 were quoting?

18                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Sure.  Just --

19 it's the current year.  So it's the year ending --

20                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   M-hm.

21                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   -- 2016, which

22 would be the second column of numbers in.  And it was

23 a minimum of eighty-nine point three (89.3) and a

24 maximum of one seventy-eight point three (178.3).

25 That's what I intended to say.  I hope I didn't
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1 misspeak earlier.

2                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   No, no.  That's

3 fine.  So, yes, that currently is what the regulator

4 has -- has approved as the minimum and maximum target

5 for the RSR based on 10 to 20 percent of written

6 premiums.

7                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Right.  And if

8 we just scroll up a little bit, Diana, towards the

9 upper part of the table, we see, if -- if I'm reading

10 this correctly, and -- and tell me, Ms. Reichert, if I

11 am or not, but it appears that, as at the 2014/'15

12 year end, so February 2015, the RSR had a balance of

13 about 102.3 million.  This is prior to any transfers

14 in from Extension.

15                And I calculate that by adding the

16 beginning balance of ninety-nine point eight (99.8)

17 plus the net income of last year's operations of two

18 point four (2.4).  That's where I get the -- the one

19 oh two point three (102.3).

20                Does that sound accurate?

21                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Subject to

22 check, but, yes, I think that sounds reasonable.

23 That's the retained earnings.

24                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Right.  That

25 would be retained earnings prior to the transfer in
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1 from Extension.  And as well, Basic had AOCI, or

2 accumulated other comprehensive income, of 35.2

3 million.  And that's reflected near the bottom of the

4 screen at the moment.

5                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Correct.

6                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now, we know

7 that a transfer of 75.5 million was executed by the

8 Corporation.  I understand that was done to bring the

9 total equity of basic up to 213 million, which was at

10 that time MPI's minimum target.

11                Is that correct?

12                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Yes, that is

13 correct.

14                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now, I believe

15 that the total equity for the Corporation as a whole

16 as at year end 2014/'15, so February 2015, was 421.4

17 million.  And I take that number from page 40 of the

18 annual report for last year.

19                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Yes.  Yes,

20 that's correct.

21                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And that 421.4

22 million of total equity in the Corporation as a whole

23 as of February 2015 consisted of 378 million in

24 retained earnings and 43 million and change in AOCI,

25 correct?
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1                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Yes, that's

2 correct.

3                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And I also

4 understand that after the transfer in to Basic -- or

5 into the RSR of 75.5 million, the competitive lines

6 retained about 208 million in total equity.  That's

7 both competitive lines.

8                MS. HEATHER REICHERT:   Subject to

9 check, but, yes, that sounds reasonable.

10                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now, just

11 before we get into -- and I'm not going to get in --

12 this afternoon into a lot of detail about the DCAT and

13 the range.  We're -- we'll wait for Mr. Pelly to come

14 before that happens.

15                But I just wanted to be clear that the

16 Corporation is looking to the Board to set the minimum

17 and set the maximum.  That's certainly what's set out

18 in the application.  I think we've all been operating

19 on that basis.

20                I just want to -- to clarify this, and

21 actually this might be a better question for Mr.

22 Guimond.  In your PowerPoint, Mr. Guimond, slides 11

23 and 12, you make reference to this issue.  And you --

24 you comment at the bottom of slide 11 about 2(a) and

25 2(b).
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1                And then on the beginning of slide 12,

2 you say words to the effect that the Board has the pen

3 on 2(a).  I assume that it's just not specifically

4 stated, but you do accept that the Board holds the pen

5 on 2(b) as well?  You just didn't say so specifically

6 in the slide, I -- I think.

7                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   That's correct.

8                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now, just

9 having that clarification, thank you, and -- and

10 coming back to dealing with the -- the RSR and the

11 extension -- oh, go ahead.  Did you want to add

12 something?

13                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yes.  I -- I

14 realized that -- that the Board has the say on -- on

15 the -- I guess 2(b) is what you're referring to on the

16 previous slide.

17                I'm just making very -- being very

18 transparent in terms of -- of the construct of -- of

19 how the Corporation, like the board of directors, has

20 agreed to cover the capital deficiencies in terms of -

21 - of how it -- it would work.  So, for example, if --

22 if the Board decide to -- to not do the MCT at 100

23 percent, you know, then the -- the board of directors

24 would have to evaluate the consequences of that.

25 Right?
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1                Because I think the Board would -- if

2 we go back -- what I'm doing -- what we've done here

3 is put a construct of how this would work for us to be

4 able to always keep replenishing the RSR when it --

5 when there's a capital deficiency, right.  So -- so

6 that's -- that's very important because if the range

7 is too small, and by design we always fall under the

8 minimum, we keep putting money -- because I have to be

9 careful in terms of the legislative construct, that by

10 design and through the rate setting process that

11 you're not tying the hands of the government of

12 Manitoba.

13                Just like -- just like we spent $85

14 million on the merger with the Department of Driver

15 Vehicle Licensing by using our excess retained

16 earnings.  So there's a fine line there, and that's

17 why I said, you know, the Corporation is listening to

18 what's important to the PUB, to the regulator, and

19 we've put something in place that I believe within the

20 authority of -- of the Corporation, within the

21 legislative framework, that I think we have a balance

22 here that is sort of -- listens to all side and what's

23 important.

24                I think it's -- it's reasonable without

25 going too far in terms of tying the hands of the
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1 government of Manitoba in terms of the use of excess

2 retained earnings on the competitive lines.

3

4                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

5

6                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Mr. Guimond,

7 I'm not sure if I understand your reference to tying

8 the hands of the Province.  With -- with respect to

9 what?

10                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   The way the

11 legislation is constructed, the use of excess retained

12 earnings on the competitive lines.  That is -- that is

13 the -- the purview of the board of directors, and

14 indirectly the link to the government of Manitoba in

15 terms of what the Board may or may not do for the

16 benefit of the Corporation.

17                So for example the -- the merger with

18 the Department of Driver Vehicle Licensing, we use $85

19 million of our excess retained earnings from the

20 competitive line to do the merger.  Now, that -- that

21 had huge benefits for -- for Manitobans, and also had

22 huge benefits to -- to the Basic line of business.

23                So -- so it's important in terms of how

24 we resolve this problem, the -- the discussion that --

25 that's been happening in terms of the use of excess
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1 retained earnings, is that through the -- the

2 regulatory setting process, right, you -- if -- if by

3 design you're always below the minimum amount and you

4 keep replenishing with the excess retained earnings,

5 that -- that's a show stopper.

6                But if we have a range of the RSR that

7 is according to -- to financial instruments or

8 processes that -- that you can show you've done your

9 due diligence and acting in a manner that's

10 financially prudent, then the Corporation to deal with

11 -- with the point that -- if we understood from the

12 regulator was, Don't extract money out of the economy

13 that's unnecessarily.  That really happens through a

14 deficiency in capital.

15                Now, how much money is -- is in the

16 RSR?  That's -- that's where it's so important that we

17 solve this -- this range, and -- and what kind of

18 fluctuation that we need.  And what is -- what is the

19 -- how -- how bad can it get for unforseen events,

20 right.  I mean, at the end of the day we have to -- to

21 deal with this.  We have to, so that we can move

22 forward.

23                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   I do have a few

24 more questions on this subject, and just before I -- I

25 continue we've heard evidence from the Corporation in
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1 previous years that MPI in essence exists because of

2 the Basic program.

3                Would you agree that that continues to

4 be the case today?

5                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   That's the reason

6 for the company, yes, for -- for Basic.

7                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   We've also

8 heard in previous years that Extension has a strong

9 position within the competitive insurance marketplace

10 and Manitoba has about 95 percent of the market.

11                Has that number changed in -- in recent

12 years or does that continue to be the case?

13                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   I think what you're

14 doing is trying to make the link that Extension is

15 basically a monopoly and, therefore, you know, that

16 sort of -- I think that's CAC's position.  I find it

17 fascinating that we've been in business for forty-five

18 (45) years and it's only when we were looking at

19 competitive lines and decided to -- to compete more

20 aggressively how our book of business has grown over

21 the years.

22                But -- but to think it's a monopoly,

23 why -- why was our business at $33 million a year in

24 terms of revenue up to, I believe, 2002, and the

25 corporation was in place from -- since 1971?  It's
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1 only because we decided to be more aggressive in the

2 competitive place; it's not because it was a monopoly.

3                If it was a monopoly, then why wasn't

4 it bigger in 1971 or 1980 or 1990?  Why did it take

5 until 2002 for the -- for the line of business to

6 start to grow the way it does now?  It's only because

7 we went after it.  So it is a competitive environment.

8                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And MPI

9 continues to hold about 95 percent of the market share

10 in Manitoba?

11                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Approximately.

12                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now, when we

13 were here last year there was discussion about a

14 transfer from the competitive lines into the RSR.  And

15 the -- the evidence was that it was anticipated that

16 MPI would transfer about a hundred million.  We know

17 that the actual transfer was about seventy-five and a

18 half (75 1/2).

19                Can you comment on the considerations

20 that went into the amount that was ultimately

21 transferred?

22                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Last year our

23 discussion was that we agreed with the regulator that

24 when there's unforeseen events and you're below the

25 minimum amount that you need for the lower range of
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1 the RSR, that you should not extract money.  I mean,

2 that -- that is a legitimate, in our opinion, use of

3 excess retained earnings from the competitive lines.

4                So we had the discussions.  We had the

5 ruling that came out last December.  And I -- and the

6 Company felt that the spirit of our discussion and

7 what we had talked about was met.  And so we

8 transferred the money to be able to achieve the

9 minimum amount, which was two thirteen (213) when we

10 did the transfer.  And so that -- it was within the

11 spirit of our discussions last year.  That was the

12 major consideration by management and the board of

13 directors.

14                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Now that the

15 minimum proposed by the Corporation is two thirty-one

16 (231) instead of two thirteen (213), is there going to

17 be a transfer of eighteen (18) to bring it up to that

18 me -- minimum level?

19                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   No, it -- it could

20 be as high as fifty (50) because right now the RSR for

21 Basics sits at one eighty (180) because of what's

22 happening in the market.  So assuming that we reach a

23 consensus on the construct as defined in my slides,

24 then we could be transferring as much as $50 million.

25                The idea is to immunize Manitobans from
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1 ever having to have a rebuilding fee for the

2 RSR.  Then, after that, as long as you go -- as long

3 as you have the MCT at a hundred percent -- and -- and

4 eventually, we sort of crawl our way in -- in a range

5 somewhere where the -- the unforeseen events can

6 happen in -- within that -- that tolerance, right?

7                And I did say last year that the MCT

8 100 percent we feel is very important now because of

9 the volatility that we're facing.  But in five (5)

10 years we could reevaluate with you to see, well, you

11 know, what happened in five (5) years, MCT 100 percent

12 is still good or not.

13                But right now, with the situation we're

14 in and when you compare what other jurisdictions do

15 and when you compare what -- what other -- what are

16 the -- the sound financial practices, then we feel

17 strongly about the MCT 100 percent being the upper

18 range of the RSR.

19                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   With respect to

20 the -- the transfer that was done, Mr. Guimond, I hear

21 your evidence about having read the order and -- and

22 feeling that you met the spirit of the discussions.

23 But the Corporation, at least prior to this most

24 recent DCAT, was asking for a $213 million minimum,

25 and a much more significant maximum.
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1                So did a consideration of that maximum

2 that the Corporation was seeking come into the -- come

3 into play at the time that it was decided to transfer

4 only seventy-five (75) instead of a hundred?  Like,

5 what I'm asking is, why meet the minimum and not

6 venture beyond the minimum target at that time?

7                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   It goes back to the

8 use of excess retained earnings on our competitive

9 lines in -- in terms of what the regulator -- the

10 point that the regulator was trying to make and sort

11 of not extracting money out of the economy.  And so --

12 so we -- we believed that -- that closing the -- the -

13 - if there's any gap from a capital perspective to the

14 minimum, that using excess retained earning for

15 closing the gap that that's -- that the link between

16 Basic and the use of excess retained earnings, and

17 preventing any RSR rebuilding fee, that's the first

18 step.

19                And because of the order last year, the

20 -- the spirit of the order, then we felt that, Okay,

21 so based on our discussions last year, what we talked

22 about, and so on that the -- the spirit of the

23 conversation was met.  So let's close the gap.  Let's

24 deal with that.  And until the regulator decides

25 formally -- formally what is the lower range of the
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1 RSR, and formally what is the upper range of the RSR,

2 that that would be the first step.  Then after that,

3 we'll see what happens.

4                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Well, I guess,

5 you know, when I -- when I -- I didn't go back to your

6 testimony when we talked about this last year.  But I

7 -- I would venture that I left this -- this hearing,

8 the hearing last year, with the full expectation that

9 we -- the Board approved a 2.4 percent and MPI was

10 good for a hundred million.

11                And now the announcement came out it

12 was 75 million.  We had -- you know, the Board had

13 approved 2.4 percent.  So -- so there was a disconnect

14 between what we heard and what was done.  And I guess

15 we want to figure out what -- what happened between

16 that time and the time when the money was actually

17 transferred.

18                MS. ANITA NEVILLE:   Can I -- can I

19 follow-up on the question that Mr. Gosselin asked?

20 I'm interested in knowing how the decision was made to

21 transfer $75 million.  I mean, you speak about the

22 spirit of -- of it.  But most of the directives that

23 we give are -- are not done in a spirit, but with a

24 firm understanding that they would be carried out as

25 determined.
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1                So I'm curious to know how, when, why

2 the -- the decision was made as it was made.

3                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   So to go back to

4 your -- to -- specifically, I -- I recall the hundred

5 million dollars.  But that's -- when we had the

6 hearings last year, that's what was needed to -- to

7 have the minimum amount.  But it changed between the

8 hearings and year end in terms of where we were

9 financially.  So the hundred million dollars became

10 seventy five point five (75.5) to get to the minimum.

11 But if -- if you go back to last October, if you look

12 at the numbers, it was close to a hundred million

13 dollars to close the gap.  And that's where that

14 hundred million dollar comes from.

15                So -- so you're quite right that I said

16 we would transfer up to the hundred million dollars,

17 but it was always to cose -- close the gap of the

18 capital deficiency.  And if it would have been a

19 hundred million, we would have transferred a hundred

20 million.

21                Just like today I'm saying, You know,

22 if its $50 million by the end of the year to close the

23 gap, we'll -- we'll transfer the fifty (50).  Whatever

24 that gap is.  So last year during the hearing, and we

25 can get the numbers for you, we were at a hundred
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1 million dollar gap.  But by -- by the end of the

2 fiscal year, we were down to seventy five point five

3 (75.5).

4                So -- so to answer your -- your

5 question in terms of the consideration, we looked at

6 the order.  We felt the order met the spirit of our

7 discussion.  And so we said, Okay, how much money do

8 we need to transfer to close the gap?  And we

9 transferred that -- that amount of money to -- to have

10 the minimum amount in the RSR.

11                MS. ANITA NEVILLE:   And, Mr. Guimond,

12 how was that decision made?  Was it made by yourself

13 and your executive team?  Was it made by the board?

14 Was there any consultation with anybody at the Public

15 Utilities Board?  Because I left here clearly with an

16 understanding that it was a hundred million, and was

17 surprised when I read the information this year.

18                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   So -- so it's --

19 before we came to the hearing, before I put the idea

20 of closing the gap of the RSR -- and it was a hundred

21 million dollars back then.  That's why I believe you

22 were under the impression it was a hundred million

23 dollars -- I had talked to our board of directors,

24 management first, and then our board of directors.

25                And then when we -- when we met just
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1 before year end, we -- we met with our board of

2 directors.  And it's the board of directors that has

3 the authority to transfer the money.  So management

4 went to the board of directors and provided a

5 recommendation to the board, which they approved the

6 transfer.

7                Does that answer the -- the question?

8 Okay.

9                The hundred million dollars, I -- I'm

10 sorry if -- if you thought it was a hundred and it

11 turned out to be seventy-five (75).  But if you -- if

12 you look back, to close the gap was a hundred million

13 dollars last October, and by end year was seventy-five

14 point five (75.5) to close the gap.

15                But again, if this year we need another

16 fifty (50), we'll put in another fifty (50).

17                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   When you say

18 that, Mr. Guimond, you're referring to a shortfall

19 that there may be at the end of the current fiscal

20 year, whatever that -- whatever number that is?

21                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Right.  And just

22 like I'm saying fifty (50), like I was saying a

23 hundred last year, the -- the -- just to be clear,

24 because it's good to have these conversation, right

25 now, the RSR sits at $180 million.  And we're -- and
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1 we're recommending that the minimum based on the DCAT

2 through the collaborative process now I believe is at

3 two thirty (230).

4                So if that's approved, then at year

5 end, whatever the gap is, we would -- we would

6 transfer to cover the gap.

7                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Thank you.  It

8 was in the news recently this past week or the week

9 before that the province has announced a legislative

10 change that will impact ratepayers that have purchased

11 Extension coverage to buy down their deductible --

12 that is, if there's a claim that's vandalism related,

13 and in particular, that the payment of the deductible

14 is waived.

15                Do I have that stated accurately so

16 far, that that's the gist of what was announced?

17                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   The -- the Extension

18 line of business, that -- that's not part of these

19 hearings.  But based on what was put in -- in the

20 public sphere, yes, the under two hundred (200) and

21 one hundred dollar ($100) deductible was the limit for

22 the vandalism was changed from -- from that limit to

23 zero, yes.

24                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   And what I

25 wanted to confirm with you is that whatever costs
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1 there are to the Corporation as a result of that

2 change will not be borne by Basic.

3                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   That's correct.  In

4 the news release, it was a three (3) to five dollar

5 ($5) increase for people purchasing deductibles on the

6 competitive lines.

7                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Another piece

8 that's been in the news -- and this is, as I

9 understand it, in a much more preliminary stage, but I

10 want to ask you about it regardless.  That is that the

11 province is exploring the combination of the Manitoba

12 health card with a driver's licence or other ID cards

13 that the Corporation handles.

14                And my question is the same:  Does the

15 Corporation -- or can the Corporation confirm that if

16 such a change were to be implemented, there would be

17 no cost implications to Basic?  Or is that a question

18 mark at this point?

19                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   No, I can confirm

20 there's no implication for Basic.  This goes under the

21 DVA line of business.

22                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   Madam Chair,

23 it's ten (10) to 4:00.  I don't have any short snapper

24 areas that I think I can finish in ten (10) minutes at

25 this stage of the hearing.  So if the panel has other
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1 questions, that would be fine, or we can call it --

2                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   I have a few

3 questions --

4                MS. CANDACE GRAMMOND:   -- call it a

5 day.

6                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   -- if you don't

7 mind -- if you -- I have a few questions.  It had to

8 do with the presentation we just heard a few minutes

9 ago from Mr. Houghton.

10                And specifically, what I'd like to talk

11 about is the issue of PIPP and whether or not they

12 should be picking up some of the -- pick -- you know,

13 somebody gets a licence, you should be picking up some

14 of the PIPP costs asso -- associated with holder of a

15 licence.

16                It may be germane, given the discussion

17 we're having around ID cards and so on.  And I guess

18 the question is that:  Is that a possibility?  Is that

19 -- having PIPP attributed to a driver licencing fee

20 something that's possible?  How much -- how much is

21 embedded in there now?

22

23                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

24

25                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Sorry.  So we
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1 definitely understand Mr. Houghton's point, right.  So

2 he's saying, you know, whoever registers a vehicle

3 just pays the -- the premium based on whatever their

4 driving record is.  What about all these other people

5 that just drive other -- other user's cars, and stuff,

6 and why don't -- and why don't they pay PIPP?

7                So I was just trying to understand what

8 would have to change.  Like if that's a government-

9 based change because right now I set rates in the

10 framework that we have, and the variables we're

11 allowed to use, and -- and such.  So -- so we

12 definitely get Mr. Houghton's point.

13                One thing I would add to his -- his

14 analysis though is that motorcycles themselves --

15 themselves have a certain cost base to them.  So we've

16 done loss transfer, and we've done, you know, things

17 with wildlife and such that these are -- we decided

18 these are the costs that are going to be allocated to

19 motorcycles.

20                And I think regardless of the system in

21 place, we would still want to collect that amount of

22 money from motorcycles because that would be seen, I

23 think, as the fair amount to collect.  So if -- the

24 idea he's kind of putting out is that just charge

25 everybody this flat fee on their licence, and that
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1 seems to kind of get away from equitably charging

2 people for their costs.

3                So even if such an approach was used, I

4 would assume that we would apply a different PIPP cost

5 to the motorcycle licence to recoup the -- the cost of

6 motorcycle claims, right.  But I don't want to suggest

7 in any way that we're moving to such an approach, but

8 I understand where he's coming from.

9                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Yeah.  No, I -- I

10 think -- you know, he was make -- he's making two (2)

11 points, I guess.  One of them is, you know, trying to

12 distribute PIPP across the board more equally but the

13 other -- the second point he was making is that, I'm

14 the holder of a licence.  I don't have a vehicle, but

15 I'm the holder of a licence.  I get PIPP coverage for

16 which I don't pay for.

17                And I guess that's the question, is

18 that -- you know, he -- he -- according to his

19 presentation he said, There is a piece of PIPP in --

20 in the cost of the licence.  And I guess the question

21 is: How much is that?  And what's holding back a --

22 you know, a more -- a higher level of -- of PIPP

23 premium in that licence?

24                MR. LUKE JOHNSTON:   Yes.  He's

25 definitely making that point.  And so as you know the
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1 structure we have now is -- is more of a vehicle

2 registration-based system.  DSR is one area where

3 we're -- we are now tracking driver detail in -- in --

4 or tracking driver information in much more detail,

5 and we have started charging more to the driver on the

6 demerit side.

7                And it's quite evidence that that's

8 changed behaviour.  There's a couple spots in our Rate

9 Application where the reason we think DSR is doing

10 something is because it's the demerit drivers that are

11 having less accidents, not the plus fifteen (15)

12 people, right.

13                So we are looking to that more on the

14 DSR side.  I don't -- not to replace PIPP on the

15 driver's licence but more equitable costs, more

16 balanced costs, on the licence.  And we -- our

17 position has been that we're -- we want to collect a

18 sufficient amount of data on DSR and -- and such.

19                But, yes, I'm always amazed by the

20 detail and -- that Mr. Houghton studies this stuff

21 because it's pretty -- pretty incredible that he knows

22 all that stuff.

23                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   This is a related

24 question to the question that Ms. Grammond was -- was

25 asking you earlier.  I mean, the -- the driver -- I
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1 mean, it's probably early on but the -- the

2 identification card and the driver licensing, are they

3 still together or are they going to be separate?

4                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   So our card is what

5 you call a multi-purpose card.  It can be an identity

6 card.  It can be an identity card and a driver

7 licence.  Identity card, driver licence, and a travel

8 document.  So depending on what you purchase, it can

9 be what you call a multi-purpose card.  So -- so it's

10 -- it's not one (1) or the other.  It depends how --

11 how many -- how many things you -- you buy.  It -- it

12 really is a multi-purpose card.

13                Does that answer your question?

14                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   It does.  I think

15 what I'm hearing is that when you go in to get your

16 card, you will be asked to say is it for driver

17 licensing, or is it for simple identification.

18                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   Yeah, that's

19 correct.  Yeah.

20                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Okay.  And -- and

21 so the price that you would pay would be dependent on

22 the -- the coverage or at least the scope of that

23 card?

24                MR. DAN GUIMOND:   That's correct.

25                MR. REGIS GOSSELIN:   Okay.
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1                       (BRIEF PAUSE)

2

3                THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you

4 very much, everyone.  That will end our proceedings

5 for this afternoon.  And we will return tomorrow

6 morning at 9:00 a.m.  Thank you very much.

7

8                      (PANEL RETIRES)

9

10 --- Upon adjourning at 3:59 p.m.

11
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